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Introduction
1.1 Nano-electronics and the need for ultrathin films
Nano-electronic components in devices such as central-processing units
(CPU), graphics-processing units (GPU), and memory chips rely on ultrathin films to fulfill key aspects in their design. 1,2 With dimensions of some
of the individual components smaller than 100 nanometers, the thickness
of these ultrathin films is often in the range of nanometers. 1–3 Some examples of these nano-electronic devices and their components are shown in Fig.
1.1. The figure also illustrates the ubiquitous use of ultrathin films in these
components. With the drive towards reduced power consumption, increased
miniaturization, and improved efficiency of these devices, the requirements
on these ultrathin films are becoming ever more demanding. 2 At the same
time, the yield of the production processes has to be maintained or improved.
These trends result in the demand for:
• Better thickness control, requiring a sub-nanometer accuracy and precision.
• Higher-quality material or more complex materials, such as doped materials or ternary compounds.
• Less variation in the film thickness over a large area, e.g. below 2.5 % of
the film thickness over a 200 mm wafer.
• Less variation in the film thickness on complex 3D structures, e.g. below
5 % of the film thickness in, for example, a trench structure.
The latter criteria are often referred to as the uniformity and conformality of
the deposited film, respectively. 4 Furthermore, the operating conditions for
the deposition of the thin films are becoming more demanding. For example,
low temperatures are required for deposition on e.g. temperature sensitive
structures. All this leads to a driving force for research and innovation in the
field of ultrathin-film deposition.
A large part of the research effort in this field is focused on characterizing
the properties of the ultrathin films as well as on characterizing the deposition
process. 5 This empirical approach has led to valuable innovation and new
applications. However, it is also important to strive towards a detailed and
fundamental understanding of the deposition processes. Mechanistic studies

1
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Figure 1.1: Three examples of state-of-the-art devices with nano-electronic components relying on ultrathin-films. In all of these examples, atomic-layer deposition
(ALD) is a key step in fabrication process: (a) A solid-state drive (SSD) used for data
storage based upon vertical negative-AND (V-NAND) flash memory. ALD is used
for the deposition of the tunnel dielectric which is a key component in the V-NAND
memory. (www.samsung.com and www.chipworks.com) (b) A c -Si solar cell used for
generation of electricity with a Passivated Emitter Rear Cell (PERC) type architecture.
ALD can be used to deposit a Al2 O3 films which act as a passivation layer at the rear
side, enhancing the performance of the device. (c) A central processing unit (CPU)
used in high performance computing based upon a fin field-effect transistors (FinFET)
architecture. The gate dielectric it is prepared by ALD and this dielectric layer is key in
the performance of the FinFET transistor. (www.intel.com and www.chipworks.com)

can reveal underlying principles of the growth mechanism which might be
exploited to improve or extend the capabilities of a deposition process. Moreover, these fundamental studies can guide the more empirical research by
highlighting which parameters are important. A good example of how mechanistic studies can lead to new and better control over material processing
can be found in the work of Coburn and Winters. They investigated plasma
assisted etching of Si and SiO2 by methodically studying the etch mechanism
under realistic conditions. This allowed them to identify the key processes at
play during the etch process. 6 For example, the fluorine to carbon ratio was
found to be the dominant parameter controlling the directionality of the etch
process of SiO2 . This insight explained a whole range of empirical findings,
but more importantly, they were able to tune the etch process from isotropic
to anisotropic by simply changing the plasma chemistry. 6 This success is one
of the many examples that illustrate the need for fundamental mechanistic
studies. Furthermore, it underscores the need to perform these studies under
realistic operating conditions by analysis techniques capable of monitoring
the etch and deposition mechanisms in-situ.
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1.2 Ultrathin films grown by atomic-layer deposition
Atomic-layer deposition (ALD) is an enabling technique for the deposition of
ultrathin films in nano-electronic components. The ALD process can meet
the aforementioned requirements of sub-nanometer thickness control, conformality, and uniformity. 2,5 Furthermore, a wide variety of materials such as
metal oxides, metal nitrides, and metals can be deposited by ALD at relatively
low temperatures (typically between room temperature and 400◦C). 5 In fact,
all of the devices shown in Fig. 1.1 are currently in production and use ALD
for the deposition of 1 or more key functional layers.
To understand why ALD is able to meet these requirements, it is insightful
to elucidate the (generalized) growth mechanism of most ALD processes. A
single “atomic layer” of material is deposited during ALD by sequentially exposing a surface to two or more gas/vapor phase reactants, as is illustrated
in Fig. 1.2. This sequence of steps is called an ALD cycle which consists of
two “half-cycle” or multiple “sub-cycles”. In each half-cycle, the reactants
chemisorb onto, or react with, the surface in a self-limiting fashion. 4,5 The selflimiting nature of the surface reactions is the defining feature of ALD which
is the result of a carefully chosen chemistry. At the end of each half-cycle,
the surface sites available for the ALD reaction have been depleted and the
half-cycle is said to be “saturated”. Exposing the surface to more reactant no
longer affects the amount of chemisorbed reactants. This basically makes
the amount of the material deposited in an ALD cycle flux independent once
the saturated condition is reached. The highly repeatable and well defined
amount of material deposited by this sequence of steps is referred to as the
growth-per-cycle (GPC). By repeating the ALD cycle, a film can be deposited
with sub-nanometer thickness control and the self-limiting reactions make
the ALD film inherently uniform and conformal. 5 The cyclical nature of the
ALD process, allowing it to be repeated, requires that the surface at the end of
the ALD cycle is identical to the surface at the beginning of the ALD cycle. As
mentioned before, the ALD process is flux independent because the reaction
of a reactant with the surface typically terminates due to the depletion of
certain surface groups. This behavior is lost if these surface groups would
be re-generated by the simultaneous presence of other gas-phase reactants.
Moreover, in some cases the reactants can undergo mutual gas-phase reactions resulting in undesirable reaction products. Therefore, it is essential to
separate the reactant steps either temporally or spatially. The reactant species
are often referred to as either a precursor or a co-reactant depending on their
role in the ALD process. Reactants that deposit metal atoms (e.g. Pt,Al,Ti) or
metalloid (e.g. Si,Ge,B) atoms are often referred to as precursors. Reactants
that either deposit nonmetal atoms (e.g. N,O,S,P) or are not incorporated into
the film are often referred to as co-reactants. However, deviations from this
nomenclature exist.
Practically speaking, most of the ALD processes take place in a reactor
chamber operating at medium vacuum with pressures ranging from ∼ 25
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the growth mechanism of a generic and idealized ALD process
forming a metal-oxide (MO) with MX2 as precursor and OY2 as co-reactant. (a) The
-Y functionalized surface is exposed to the metal precursor which chemisorbs onto
this surface releasing XY as a gas-phase reaction product. This reaction is self-limiting
which can be caused by, for example, the depletion of the -Y surface groups. At the
end of the half-cycle, the surface is -X functionalized and a layer of M atoms has been
deposited. (b) The -X functionalized surface is exposed to the co-reactant. The coreactant chemisorbs onto the surface releasing XY as a gas-phase reaction product.
This reaction is also self-limiting, making the ALD process flux independent. At the
end of the half-cycle, the surface is -Y functionalized and an “atomic layer” of MO has
been deposited. (c) The surface at the end of the co-reactant half-cycle is identical
to the starting surface of the precursor half-cycle. This is essential because it allows
the ALD process to be repeated. Note that the gas-phase reaction products and the
unconsumed precursor or co-reactant molecules are removed at the end of both halfcycles. In this case, the gas-phase reaction product for both half-cycles ((a) and (b))
are the same, but in general different reaction products might be formed.
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Torr down to 1 · 10−3 Torr. The reactants often emanate from chemicals in
the liquid or solid state and are dosed into the reactor in the vapor phase.
The reactant steps are separated temporally and the gas-phase species are
removed after saturation by either pumping or purging the gas-phase species
from the reactor. On the other hand, ALD processes at atmospheric pressure as
well as processes which rely on spatial separation of the reactants are currently
emerging. 7 In this work, only low pressure ALD processes will be considered
but the some of the results might also applicable to the atmospheric pressure
ALD processes.
To recapitulate, the surface chemistry rules the growth mechanism of ALD
and lends the process its defining characteristics. Gaining a fundamental
understanding of the surface chemistry is key in advancing the capabilities of
ALD such as expanding the operational envelope and moving to ALD of more
complex materials.

Studying the growth mechanism of ALD
The growth mechanisms of ALD processes are typically studied by investigating the (material) properties of the deposited films, the gas-phase reaction
products, or the surface chemistry. The latter is typically more challenging
but it is the more direct approach and will be the focus of this work. There are
several restrictions on the analysis techniques that can be used to study the
surface chemistry during ALD. The surface groups have to be identified and
preferably quantified in-situ, which implies that the analysis technique has
to be compatible with the typical operating conditions of ALD. Furthermore,
the analysis technique should be sufficiently sensitive to detect changes in
a fraction of a monolayer of material at the surface which has to be isolated
from, in most cases, similar but unrelated (bulk) contributions. Information
obtained with inherently surface selective analysis techniques – i.e. techniques
that only probe the surface – have an advantage in this respect since unrelated signals are suppressed or absent. In this work such a inherently surface
selective technique will be used to study the surface chemistry.

1.3 Studying surface chemistry with BB-SFG
The analysis technique of broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG)
spectroscopy is based upon the optical process of sum-frequency generation
(SFG). Most of the optical processes encountered in every day life, such as the
reflection or scattering of light, are so called linear optical processes. 8,9 One of
the key features of linear optics is that the polarization in the material, caused
by light passing through the material, has the same frequency as the light
itself. 8 In practice this means that if multiple colors of light simultaneously
pass through the material, then these different “colors” of light do not interact
with each other. No new “colors” of light can be generated by these optical
processes.
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Figure 1.3: (a) Illustration of BB-SFG spectroscopy using a visible and mid-IR beam
to probe the spectral response of the XY2 groups on the surface. At the interface,
the visible and broadband mid-IR photons generate a new photon which has the
sum-frequency of the two driving photons. The SFG process is inherently surface
selective on centrosymmetric substrates such as c -Si and amorphous materials. (b)
An illustration of a imaginary spectral shape of the visible BB-SFG signal reflecting the
shape of the vibrational fingerprint of the XY2 groups probed by the mid-IR beam.

This linear description of light-matter interaction is valid for light with a
every-day intensity. For light with extremely high intensities, nonlinear optical
processes become relevant. 9 In these nonlinear processes, different colors of
light do interact which can result in the generation of new “colors” of light.
One of these nonlinear optical processes is the aforementioned process of
SFG. SFG is a second-order process in which two photons of different energy
simultaneously interact with matter generating a new photon. The energy
of this new photon is the sum of the energies of the two photons driving the
process. It turns out that the SFG process has several practical applications. 9
For example, the family of second-order nonlinear optical processes including
SFG are important in the operation of modern laser systems and photonic
structures. 10,11 On the other hand, the SFG process is also the basis of SFG
spectroscopy. For the SFG process, the selection rules are quite strict and the
process only occurs at sites with a low symmetry. As a result, the SFG process
is not allowed in the bulk of a centrosymmetric media such as amorphous
materials and for example c -Si. 9 At the surface of such a material, however, the
process of SFG is always allowed because of the reduced symmetry. In practice,
this makes the SFG process inherently surface selective on centrosymmetric
substrates. Therefore, the SFG process is ideally suited to probe surface-related
phenomena such as surface chemistry. 12,13
Vibrational BB-SFG spectroscopy is an analysis technique based upon the
SFG process. By mixing mid-IR light and visible light, the vibrational transitions of surface groups can be probed. The resulting SFG signal is situated
in the visible part of the spectrum (convenient for detection) and contains
vibrational information of the surface groups. 9,13 Figure 1.3(a) illustrates the
interaction of a femtosecond spectrally broadband IR pulse and a picosecond
visible pulse with the surface generating the visible SFG signal. Figure 1.3(b)
illustrates the resulting (imaginary) spectral shape of the BB-SFG signal which
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contains information about the type and the areal density of surface groups
excited by the mid-IR beam.
BB-SFG spectroscopy is recognized in the field of surface science as a
state-of-the-art technique and has been used to successfully address several
long standing questions in this field. 14–16 BB-SFG spectroscopy is the go-to
technique for these studies because of its inherent surface selectivity, its submonolayer sensitivity, and its capability to follow the surface chemistry on
femtosecond time scales. Due to its all optical nature, BB-SFG spectroscopy
is inherently compatible with a wide range of operating conditions including
those of typical ALD processes. In this work, BB-SFG spectroscopy will be
used, for the first time, to study the surface chemistry during ALD.

1.4 Goals, context, and outline
Goals and objectives
The main goal of this work was to gain a fundamental understanding of the
growth mechanism of ALD by studying the surface chemistry using BB-SFG
spectroscopy. The first objective was to build an ex-situ BB-SFG spectroscopy
setup and to gain vital experience with this analysis technique. The second
objective was to design and build a BB-SFG setup for in-situ studies of the
ALD surface chemistry.
Two prototypical ALD processes were studied: thermal ALD of Al2 O3 and
thermal ALD of Pt. The choice for these two ALD processes was motivated
by several factors. As mentioned before, these two ALD processes are model
systems and especially the use of the ALD process of Al2 O3 is widespread.
These two rather well-known processes were also chosen to evaluate the merit
and flexibility of BB-SFG spectroscopy for studying the surface chemistry
during ALD. The growth mechanisms differ in several aspects making these
two processes good test cases for BB-SFG spectroscopy. For example, a striking
difference is the reliance of the Pt ALD process on the catalytic nature of the
Pt surface whereas the Al2 O3 process does not. Moreover, the films deposited
by the two different ALD processes also represent extreme cases; i.e. a fully
transparent (Al2 O3 ) and a fully opaque (Pt) film which can be used to test the
capability of BB-SFG spectroscopy to handle different types of films.
The third objective was to validate the results of BB-SFG spectroscopy by
studying the well known growth mechanism of ALD of Al2 O3 . Even though this
process is well studied, several open questions were addressed successfully
by monitoring the surface chemistry with BB-SFG spectroscopy. Several of
these remaining questions were:
•
•
•
•

How does the – CH3 coverage vary with temperature?
What is the sticking probability of TMA and H2 O?
How do the sticking probabilities depend on temperature?
Why does the GPC decrease at low temperatures?
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The next objective was to study the surface chemistry during the initial
growth of Al2 O3 by ALD on various substrates. So far, the initial growth has not
been studied in detail, however, a fundamental understanding of the initial
growth is becoming increasingly important for e.g. area selective ALD and
ALD of ternary or doped materials. Some of the key issues addressed in this
work are:
• How do the sticking probabilities evolve during the first few ALD cycles
on a SiO2 starting surface?
• To which extent is the sticking probability different in the first cycles on
SiO2 and hydrogen terminated Si(111) from that of steady-state growth?
The Pt ALD process serves as a model system for noble-metal ALD. However, several questions remain about the underlying reaction mechanism. For
example, it is not clear which species of hydrocarbon groups are present on
the surface and direct measurements of the surface chemistry are lacking. For
this ALD process, the objective was to study the surface chemistry answering
questions such as:
• Can some of the hydrocarbon groups on the surface after the precursor
half-cycle be identified?
• Is there evidence for dehydrogenation of the hydrocarbon groups on
the Pt surface?

Context
This research took place in the Plasma and Materials Processing (PMP) group
at the department of Applied Physics of the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). The PMP group has been in the forefront of the development
of ALD processes and their applications. This has led to: (a) The development of, for example, room temperature plasma-enhanced Al2 O3 and Pt ALD
processes. 4,17–19 (b) Innovations, such as, the applications of ALD Al2 O3 films
in c -Si solar cells and in moisture barrier layers. 20,21 This also illustrates the
aim of the ALD research in the PMP group: to gain a fundamental understanding of the ALD processes and use that knowledge for the development of
novel processes and applications. The purpose of this work was to extend the
capabilities of the PMP group with a state-of-the-art analysis technique for
studying the ALD surface chemistry and to gain fundamental understanding
of the ALD growth overall. In this respect, the project was part of the Vici
research programme “Nanomanufacturing: atomic level understanding for
materials and dimensions control”.
Note that the mechanistic studies performed in this work are part of a
long-standing and ongoing effort in the PMP group to understand the growth
mechanism of key ALD processes. Especially the investigation of the growth
mechanism of the Pt ALD process is a continuation of an earlier effort in the
group. In part, these earlier efforts were hampered by the lack of an analysis
technique capable of studying the surface chemistry on a (opaque) metallic
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surface during ALD. Other processes which have been studied in large detail
in the PMP group, using a combination of ab-initio computer simulations
and in-situ measurements, include plasma-enhanced ALD of Pt, Al2 O3 and
SiNx . 18,22–25

Outline
The structure of the dissertation globally follows the main goal and the objectives. The first part of the dissertation is dedicated to BB-SFG spectroscopy.
Chapter 2 describes the fundamentals of the SFG process keeping the specific
application of BB-SFG spectroscopy in mind. Chapter 3 describes the design
choices made when building the BB-SFG spectroscopy setup and Chapter 4
discusses the practical considerations important to employing BB-SFG spectroscopy to study the surface chemistry during ALD.
The second part of the dissertation pertains to the surface chemistry during ALD of Al2 O3 and Pt studied with BB-SFG spectroscopy. Chapter 5 focuses
on the initial growth of Al2 O3 ALD with Al(CH3 )3 (TMA) and H2 O as reactants.
The initial growth was studied on two starting surfaces relevant for the semiconductor industry: a SiO2 and a hydrogen terminated Si(111) surface. The
influence of the starting surface on the surface chemistry of the Al2 O3 ALD
process was studied on a half-cycle basis. Subtle differences in the reaction
cross section were found which were in part responsible for the differences in
the GPC during initial growth. This work highlights the use of BB-SFG spectroscopy for studying the surface chemistry during the initial growth. Chapter
6 focuses on the steady state growth of the Al2 O3 ALD process addressing the
aforementioned question: What causes the GPC to decrease at low temperatures? A so-far overlooked non-ideality in the ALD process was found to be
responsible for the reduced growth at low temperatures. Chapter 7 takes a
more in-depth look at the steady state growth of thermal ALD of Al2 O3 . It
provides an overview of our current understanding of the Al2 O3 growth mechanism and in this context several new insights into the growth mechanism
were presented. More particularly, the reaction kinetics of the H2 O half-cycle
was studied revealing a relatively complex behavior. Moreover, several other
fundamental issues were addressed such as the self-limiting nature of the
reactions, the bonding of the precursor to the surface, and the absence of
carbon incorporation into the film.
Chapter 8 investigates the growth mechanism of ALD of Pt using
MeCpPtMe3 as a precursor and O2 gas as co-reactant. Direct experimental
evidence was found for the presence of CH3 groups on the surface after the
precursor half-cycle. Moreover, the reaction kinetics and the dependence of
the surface functionalization after the precursor half-cycle on temperature
were studied, confirming several hypothesis made in the past on the basis
of studies of the gas-phase reaction products and the general mechanisms
reported for hydrocarbon species on the Pt surface in the surface science
literature.
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Principles of optical
sum-frequency generation to
study surface chemistry
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter a high level overview of the nonlinear optical process of sumfrequency generation (SFG) is given. The SFG process has many practical
applications, however, the focus will be on the use of the SFG process as the
basis of broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG) spectroscopy. This
chapter should elucidate how SFG spectroscopy can be used to investigate
surface reactions, why it is excellently suited to study the surface chemistry
ruling atomic layer deposition (ALD), and what sets it apart from other analysis
techniques used in the field of ALD to study the surface chemistry. This chapter
is by no means a comprehensive overview of nonlinear optics. For an in depth
review of nonlinear optical processes the works by Boyd, by Heinz, and by
Shen are highly recommended. 1–3
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the relevant aspects of the SFG process for spectroscopy on a phenomenological level. Section 3 presents the conventional macroscopic description of the SFG process.
Most of the statements made in Section 2 can be understood in the framework of the macroscopic description of the SFG process. Section 4 discusses
what determines the spectral shape of the SFG response of a surface and/or
a substrate. Several examples of SFG spectra will be shown and discussed.
Section 5 describes the model used to reproduce SFG spectra. This model
is used to identify and quantify the density of surface groups. To this end,
the resonant contributions to the SFG spectra need to be understood, which
requires a microscopic description of the SFG process. Section 6 concludes
with the discussion of the modeling of a typical BB-SFG spectrum.

2
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2.2 Phenomenological description of SFG
A phenomenological description of the key features of the SFG process are
given in this section with the particular case of broadband sum-frequency
generation (BB-SFG) spectroscopy in mind. This description highlights the
merits and the drawbacks of BB-SFG spectroscopy as analysis techniques
for in-situ studies of the surface chemistry during ALD. To place BB-SFG
spectroscopy in the proper perspective, an overview is given of the analysis
techniques techniques most often used to study the surface chemistry during
ALD.
The SFG process is a second order nonlinear optical process where two
optical electromagnetic (EM) fields with different photon energies, ħ
h ω1 and
h ω2 , interact with a material. These two fields induce a polarization of the maħ
terial with angular velocity ω3 = ω1 + ω2 . This induced polarization generates
a new EM-field with photon energy ħ
h ω3 . Both the interaction or mixing of
two optical EM-fields and the generation of a new EM-field are characteristic
for nonlinear optics.
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Figure 2.1: (a) In BB-SFG spectroscopy a spectrally narrow visible beam and a spectrally broad infrared beam interact simultaneously with the surface groups. The two
beams mix at the surface and result in a new signal at the sum-frequency of the two
driving beams, i.e. the BB-SFG signal. The mixing is resonantly enhanced by vibrational
transitions of surface groups. Therefore, the BB-SFG signal contains the vibrational
information in the visible part of the spectrum. (b) An illustration of the geometric
arrangement of the different beams with respect to the surface.

In vibrational BB-SFG spectroscopy, the mixing of a spectrally narrow
visible and spectrally broad mid-IR pulse are used to study the surface groups
as is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (a). Figure 2.1 (b) shows the geometric arrangement
of the beams used in this work which is a non-collinear arrangement of the
beams. The BB-SFG signal is resonantly enhanced when the infrared light
excites a vibrational transition of the surface groups. The resonant enhancement of the SFG process by a vibrational transition is analogous to what occurs
in linear optics. In linear optics, the coupling between an external EM field
and the induced polarization in the material becomes particularly strong if
the energy of the photons matches the energy of an optical transition of the
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material. This leads to, for example, the strong absorption of light at specific
energies which is the basis of absorption spectroscopy. Similarly, in the SFG
process the interaction between the mid-IR photon and the surface groups
becomes particularly strong if the energy of the mid-IR photon is close to an
allowed optical transition, i.e. when the process is resonant. However, even
the resonantly enhanced signals are typically extremely weak compared to
the two driving fields (the figure is not to scale).
An energy diagram of the SFG process is given in Fig. 2.2, illustrating
both the resonant (thick arrows) and the non-resonant case (thin arrows).
When the mid-IR photon matches the energy of a vibrational transition, the
signal is resonantly enhanced. In BB-SFG spectroscopy, the surface groups
are exposed to photons with a range of energies in the mid-IR part of the
spectrum. In essence, a series of parallel SFG processes occurs using different
mid-IR photons, resulting in a series of SFG signals. Some of these parallel
SFG signals are much stronger due to the resonant enhancement, resulting in
a response such as is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The identification of surface species is crucial to the successful application of BB-SFG spectroscopy. In vibrational spectroscopy, surface groups
are identified by the (mostly unique) energy of their vibrational transitions.
Figure 2.1 illustrates how the detected BB-SFG signal at ħ
h ωS F G is associated
to the mid-IR response where the vibrational transitions are situated. It is
convenient to make the association of the detected SFG signal with the mid-IR
part of the spectrum more explicit when representing the data. Therefore, the
BB-SFG signal detected in the visible part of the spectrum is transformed back
to the mid-IR domain. The relation between the SFG signal at ħ
h ωS F G and
the driving visible and mid-IR fields, ħ
h ωv i s and ħ
h ωI R respectively, is given by
h ωS F G = ħ
ħ
h ωv i s + ħ
h ωI R . Subtracting the photon energy of the visible photon
(typically 800 nm = 1.55 eV) from the photon energy of the detected signal
(ranging from 620 nm = 2 eV up to 650 nm = 1.9 eV) yields the photon energy of
the associated mid-IR signal. The conventional quantity for photon energy in
vibrational spectroscopy is expressed in “wavenumbers” with units cm−1 . The
spectral width of the visible signal and any uncertainty in the position of the
visible signal leads to the uncertainty in the absolute value of the position of a
peak in the mid-IR. For example, a uncertainty of ∼ 1 nm in the visible beam
results in a uncertainty of 12 cm−1 in the region of interest. Determining the
absolute spectral position with sub cm−1 resolution with BB-SFG is difficult
at best.
A key feature of the SFG process is its inherent surface selectivity on centrosymmetric substrates such as c -Si and amorphous materials. This is caused
by the optical selection rules which are quite restrictive for second-order nonlinear optical process. It turns out that the SFG process is forbidden at a site
with inversion symmetry (in the dipole approximation). Inversion symmetry
means that for each atom at coordinate (x , y , z ) there is an identical one at
(−x , −y , −z ). Therefore, “nothing” changes when an inversion operation is
applied. Inversion symmetry can occur on a microscopic scale by the arrangement of atoms in a crystal. For example, c -Si is an centrosymmetric material
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Figure 2.2: (a) The energy of the photon generated by the SFG process (E = ħ
h ω3 =
h ω1 + ħ
ħ
h ω2 ) is determined by conservation of energy. The visible and IR photon interacting with the system are annihilated and a new photon with the combined energy is
generated. The coupling of the mid-IR light with the system is greatly enhanced when
the photon energy of the IR photon matches a vibrational transition of the system. This
results in a much stronger SFG signal (indicated by the thicker arrow). (b) Conservation
of momentum determines the direction of the EM field generated by the SFG process.

which means that it has inversion symmetry. Inversion symmetry can also
arise if the material has no long range structure. For example, amorphous
solid, gases, and liquids in general have inversion symmetry even though
their microscopic structure might not possess inversion symmetry. For SFG
spectroscopy on centrosymmetric materials, this means that there will be no
bulk contribution. On the other hand, at an interface the inversion symmetry
is always broken which gives rise to a SFG signal from the interface, making
the SFG process surface selective for centrosymmetric materials.
The description so far has focused on the photon energy of the EM field
produced by the SFG process. The directionality of the EM field generated
by the SFG process is another aspect that has to be addressed. The direction
of the generated SFG beam is determined by conservation of momentum
(p~ = ħ
h k~ = ħ
h ωc~−1 for a photon). The generated beam propagates in the
direction determined by the vector sum of the momenta of the two driving
beams, see Fig. 2.2 (b). For SFG spectroscopy in a non-collinear geometry,
this implies that the SFG beam is non-collinear with either of the two driving
fields.
Several of the unique properties of the SFG process can be exploited in
BB-SFG spectroscopy for studying surface groups and surface chemistry. The
interface selectivity ensures that the SFG signal only originates from the surface (groups). Using SFG spectroscopy, a surface can be characterized in a
single measurement instead of the two measurements needed in differential
techniques (see also panel “Comparing BB-SFG with FTIR spectroscopy”).
Moreover, SFG spectroscopy is not affected by changes in the bulk of a material
or other environmental factors. It can be performed in vacuum, at ambient
pressure, or while the temperature of the sample is changing. For the detection
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Comparing BB-SFG with FTIR spectroscopy
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) absorption spectroscopy is regularly
used to study the surface chemistry of ALD. The data obtained by FTIR
spectroscopy appears to be quite similar to the data obtained by BB-SFG
spectroscopy. However, there is a subtle but important difference between
the inherently surface selective measurements with BB-SFG spectroscopy
and measurements with FTIR absorption spectroscopy.
In FTIR spectroscopy, the small differences in absorption (typically
< 1%) due to a changes in the surface groups during ALD are often measured
using differential spectra. A transmission spectrum is measured before
and after such a change. By subtracting the two spectra, the change in
absorption is calculated and the resulting spectrum is called a “difference
spectrum”. This procedure eliminates the influence of the unknown and
relatively large absorption of other elements in the beam path such as
the substrate and the reactor windows. This procedure also eliminates
the influence of the unknown intensity of the light source and spectral
response of the detector. In BB-SFG spectroscopy, only surface groups
can generate a signal and other elements do not significantly influence
the results. Furthermore, this signal is background free and therefore a
differential measurement is not needed.
Because FTIR is often used in the field of ALD and the results appear
to be quite similar, it is insightful to examine in more detail how the two
techniques differ. To illustrate this, consider an “ideal” measurement where
the surface groups are the only element interacting with the light beam(s).
Moreover, the surface groups are only interacting at a well-defined photon
energy E s resulting in absorption and SFG mixing. For FTIR spectroscopy,
this means that the transmission of the light is attenuated at E s if the specific
surface groups are present. However, to interpret if there was absorption
or not, knowledge of the signal strength before any surface groups were
present is required. For the same reason, a subsequent decrease in intensity can only be interpreted/quantified if the intensity before the presence
of any surface groups is known. For BB-SFG spectroscopy, the measured
signal is directly proportional to the square of the density of the surface
groups. So in this case, detection of the SFG photons with energy E s is a direct indication of the presence of the surface groups. A subsequent change
in the signal strength indicates a quantifiable increase in the number of
these surface groups.
In practice, the above means that for a differential technique there has
to be a priori knowledge and/or several assumptions have to be made to
interpret the data, which is not the case for BB-SFG spectroscopy. In most
situations, the same information can be measured with both techniques
with carefully designed experiments. However, unexpected effects might be
obscured in FTIR spectroscopy while they might be revealed with BB-SFG
spectroscopy. Apart from that, both techniques have their own strengths
and applications.
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of the SFG signal it is beneficial that the SFG signal is situated at a different
photon energy than either of the driving fields. The SFG photon energy is, to
a large extent, determined by the photon energy of the visible beam in the
SFG process. An appropriate choice of the photon energy of the visible beam
allows the use of highly sensitive spectral detectors which are only available
for visible light. Moreover, the SFG signal has a different directionality than
the two driving fields due to conversation of momentum. This difference in
directionality can be exploited to separate the weak SFG beam from the much
stronger driving beams. Due to the conservation of momentum and the collimated nature of the two driving laser beams, the SFG beam is also collimated.
The collimated nature of the SFG signal greatly facilitates in-situ spectroscopy.
It is difficult to collect a large space angle of light when the source is inside a
vacuum chamber far away from the detector or collimating optics. Because of
the collimated nature of the SFG beam, it only occupies a small space angle,
which allows all the SFG light to be collected. All these features are beneficial
when detecting the BB-SFG signal. However, only under these rather ideal
conditions is it possible to detect the extremely weak BB-SFG signals.
To place BB-SFG spectroscopy in the proper perspective it should be compared to other in-situ analysis techniques used in the field of ALD. Identifying
and quantifying surface groups is key in studying and understanding surface
chemistry of an ALD process. Several capabilities are desirable when studying
surface chemistry of ALD:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of the structure of the surface groups.
Quantification the areal density of the surface groups.
Identification of the elements in the grown film.
Sub-monolayer sensitivity.
Relatively fast acquisition time.
Surface selectivity, preferably inherent to the analysis techniques.
Applicable in a wide range of environments such as varying pressure
and temperature.
• Applicable to a wide range of substrates.
• Directly interpretable results, i.e. without the need for modeling.

A brief description of analysis techniques commonly used in the field of ALD
is given in Table 2.1. The strengths of each of these techniques are highlighted. A more in depth explanation can be found in the references given for
each technique. Table 2.2 shows an overview of how well these techniques
meet the requirements stated above. From this table it is clear that BB-SFG
spectroscopy has several unique properties, such as its inherent interface
selectivity and its wide range applicability, which are complementary to other
analysis techniques used in the field of ALD.
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Table 2.1: An overview of the key features of the in-situ analysis techniques used in
the field of ALD to study the surface chemistry during of the ALD process.

Name

Description

SE

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measures the (relative) phase and intensity change of light reflecting off a surface. Fitting these data to a
model of linear optics allows the determination of linear optical properties such as the complex refractive index and film thickness of thin
films. 4,5
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy measures the absorption of
IR light due to vibrational transitions of molecules in the gas-phase,
of solids, and of surface groups. This allows the identification and
quantification of the chemical structure of (parts of) the molecules. 6–8
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy probes the (mainly) electronic transitions of core electrons. The unique energy of these transitions is
used for elemental identification, with in some cases, information on
chemical bonding. 9
Quartz-crystal microbalance measures the change of the resonance
frequency of a quartz crystal due to deposited material on the crystal.
This change in frequency is related to the change in mass. If the
mass change can be related to a specific surface group (i.e. when the
surface chemistry is already known to some extent) this allows the
quantification of the areal density of surface groups. 10,11
Quadrupole mass spectrometry measures the concentration of gasphase molecules. The gas-phase molecules are ionized and filtered
by their mass to charge ratio. The identity and concentration of gasphase precursors and reaction products can be studied with this
technique. 10,11

FTIR

XPS

QCM

QMS
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Table 2.2: High level overview of key properties of various analysis techniques used to
study the surface chemistry of ALD. A not, partially, or fully met criterion is indicated
by -, o, and + respectively. The techniques and their capabilities are also discussed in
the text.

BB-SFG
SE
FTIR
XPS
QCM
QMS

o
o
+
o

+
+
o
o
+

+
+
o
o

+
+
+
+
o
-

+
o
o
+
o
-

+
+
o
o

+
+
+
o
o

+
+
+
+
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2.3 Macroscopic model of SFG
The appearance of nonlinear optical effects can be described with the classical
EM theory. The electrical field of an EM wave, E~ , causes a polarization P~ in
matter. The polarization of the matter is a (generally unknown) function of E~ .
This function, P~ (E~ ) = f~(E~ ), can be written as a Taylor series,
P~ (E~ ) = P~ (1) (E~ )
| {z }

+

Linear optics

= ε0 (χ̄ : E~

P~ (2) (E~ , E~ )
| {z }

+ higher orders

(2.1)

+ ···)

(2.2)

second order optical effects

+ χ̄¯ : E~ E~

Where χ̄ is the tensor representing the linear term of the function describing
how the material polarizes due to the applied electric field. The χ̄¯ tensor represents the second-order term of the function describing the polarization of the
material due to the external electric field. Both the linear and the second-order
susceptibility, χ̄ and χ̄¯ , are material properties and both vary with photon
energy but have different units (dimensionless and m /V respectively). For
relatively weak external fields, the magnitude of the first term dominates over
the second and higher order terms. Therefore, the response of the material
is accurately described by the linear optical response of materials. When the
external electric field becomes stronger, the higher order terms start to play
an role and lead to detectable signals. To be more precise, the first order and
second order terms are roughly equal when the electrical component of the
external EM field is in the same order of magnitude as the atomic electric field
(Ea t = 5 × 1011 V/m). 1
So far, nothing has been assumed about the frequency of the external
electric field. In general, the external electric field E~ can be written as a
superposition of harmonic signals,
X
E~ =
A~n exp(k~n · r~ − i ωn t ) + c .c .
(2.3)
n

For the linear term in Eq. (2.2), a term of the electric field E~ with angular
velocity ω generates a polarization term in P~ with angular velocity ω. On
the other hand, the same electric field with angular velocity ω generates a
polarization with angular velocity 2ω due to the second order term in Eq. (2.2),
i.e. χ̄¯ : E~ E~ . This is the process of “second-harmonic generation” (SHG).
Moreover, the terms of the external electric field with different angular velocity
can start to interact. For two terms with different angular velocity, ω1 and ω2 ,
a new term appears due to the second term in Eq. (2.2) with angular velocity
ω1 + ω2 which is the “sum-frequency generation” (SFG) component. Also a
term with angular velocity ω1 − ω2 appears which is the “difference frequency
generation” (DFG) component. The polarization produced by each of these
second order processes can be described by,
P~ (ħ
h ω3 ) = ε0 χ̄¯ : E~ (ħ
h ω1 )E~ (ħ
h ω2 ),

(2.4)
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where the tensor χ̄¯ is different for each of the nonlinear processes. In this
equation χ̄¯ is a tensor with 27 elements describing the nonlinear susceptibility
of the material for a specific combination of spatial components of the driving
and resulting electric field. This can be made more explicit by writing down
the equation for the i component (e.g. the component in the x direction) of
the polarization caused by the j component of the ω1 electric field and the k
component of the ω2 electric field. The polarization is now given by,
Pi (ħ
h ω3 ) = ε0 χ̄¯ i j k (ħ
h ω3 , ħ
h ω1 , ħ
h ω2 )E j (ħ
h ω1 )Ek (ħ
h ω2 ).

(2.5)

Once the polarization P~ (ħ
h ω3 ) is known, it is possible to calculate the amount
of emitted light. The radiation characteristics of an ensemble of dipoles is
described by Born and Wolf. 12 However, for our purposes it is sufficient to
conclude that the strength of the emitted electric field is proportional the
strength of the polarization.
At this point, it is possible to show that the SFG process cannot occur at a
site with inversion symmetry. The tensor χ̄¯ has to have the same symmetry
as the material following the Neumann principle. 13 For a site with inversion
symmetry, the tensor should also be invariant to this transformation. So the
tensor χ̄¯ before and the tensor χ̄¯ ∗ after inversion have to be equal. Although
(indistinguishable) atoms are swapped, the arrangement and position of the
atoms in the crystal remains the same. Applying the inversion transformation
on the tensor turns out to be simply a multiplication with −13 because the
elements of the tensor transform as êi · ê j · êk → −êi · −ê j · −êk . So for each
tensor element it has to hold that,
χ̄¯ i j k = χ̄¯ i∗j k = −13 · χ̄¯ i j k .

(2.6)

For this equation to hold, each of the tensor elements has to be zero. The driving fields cannot generate a second order nonlinear polarization and therefore
the SFG process does not occur (or in other words no net polarization/EM
field is produced). In this derivation, only dipoles were considered as possible
sources of SFG light. If quadrupoles (e.g. related to a E~ ∇E~ term, related to
the variation of the strength of the electric field over an atomic length scale)
play an role, this statement is no longer valid in general. The quadrupoles
can generate a bulk contribution in a centrosymmetric material. For secondharmonic generation (SHG), it has been shown that these terms are minute
but detectable and do play a (minor) role for the nonresonant background of
c -Si. 2,14 If the quadrupole contributions are also present in the SFG response,
their influence is small.
An interface or more specifically a surface is inherently different from the
bulk from a material since it cannot have inversion symmetry. The different
symmetry constraints at a surface have several implications for the tensor
describing the SFG process. In the direction perpendicular to the surface, the
symmetry is broken. Assuming that the surface is isotropic, which is often
the case, and with the normal of the plane pointing towards ê z , it can be
shown that only tensor elements which have 1 or 3 e z elements are non-zero.
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Moreover, several of the tensor components are related by symmetry. For
example, a 90 degree rotation around the surface normal leaves the system
unchanged so χ̄¯ z x x = χ̄¯ z y y . Table 2.3 lists the unique tensor elements accessed
by the polarization combinations used in BB-SFG spectroscopy of a surface. 2
The standard convention for the notation of the polarization combinations
is followed here: X y z stands for X polarized SFG light driven by y polarized
visible light and z polarized mid-IR light (the first letter is not capitalized in
equations).
Table 2.3: Nonzero tensor elements for different polarization combinations in BBSFG and SFG spectroscopy of a isotropic surface normal to ê z . Note that due to the
symmetry the x component can be exchanged for y , so χ̄¯ z x x = χ̄¯ z y y .

Polarization

Tensor Elements

Polarization

Tensor Elements

Ppp
Psp
Pps
Pss

χ̄¯ z z z , χ̄¯ x x z , χ̄¯ x z x , χ̄¯ z x x
χ̄¯ x x z , χ̄¯ z x x
χ̄¯ x x z
χ̄¯ z x x

Spp
Ssp
Sps
Sss

χ̄¯ x x z , χ̄¯ x z x
χ̄¯ x x z
χ̄¯ x z x
-

2.4 Spectral shape of a SFG signal
The spectral shape of the SFG response of a material depends on several factors.
To a large part the response is determined by the nonlinear susceptibility, χ̄¯ , of
the material. Measuring this nonlinear susceptibility is the primary goal of BBSFG spectroscopy. However, the spectral shape of the SFG signal also depends
on the spectral shape of the driving EM fields. It can also be influenced by
linear optical effects when the refractive index of the materials varies over
the spectral range that is being probed. 15 These (linear optical) effects can
be accurately described by the model proposed by Sipe. 16 Moreover, in most
cases the materials deposited by ALD do not show any such effects. On the
other hand, the influence of thickness on the linear optics are exploited to
enhance the signal, which is described in more detail in Chapter 4.
The starting point for describing the spectral shape of the BB-SFG signal
is Eq. (2.4). This equation describes the SFG response due to two driving EM
fields, each with a discrete angular velocity, i.e. photon energy. In BB-SFG the
two driving beams do not have discrete photon energies, see Fig. 2.1, and both
beams cover a range of photon energies. In that case, multiple combinations
of ħ
h ω1 and ħ
h ω2 result in a SFG signal with photon energy ħ
h ω3 . For example,
a SFG signal at 1.9 eV could be generated by: (a) A combination of a driving
beams at 1.0 eV and 0.9 eV. (b) But also by a combination of a driving beams at
1.8 eV and 0.1 eV. The SFG response of the material, χ̄¯ can differ for scenario
(a) and (b). The SFG signal detected at photon energy ħ
h ω3 can be written as
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the sum (integral) over all possible combination of driving fields E v i s and Ei r ,
Z∞
P (ħ
h ω3 ) = ε0
d ω[χ̄¯ (ħ
h ω3 , ħ
h ω, ħ
h (ω3 − ω)) : E~v i s (ħ
h ω), E~i r (ħ
h (ω3 − ω))].
0

(2.7)
This expression allows the identification of several relevant limiting cases:
1. When χ̄¯ is independent of photon energy, the result of the integral is
simply the convolution of the two driving electric fields.
2. When both driving fields are spectrally narrow (e.g. a delta function
E (ω) = δ(ω − ωc e n t r a l )), the spectral shape of the SFG signal holds no
information. The intensity is determined by the amplitude of χ̄¯ and the
strength of the driving fields E v i s and Ei r . This is used in “narrowband”
SFG spectroscopy.
3. When the E v i s is spectrally narrow and Ei r is spectrally broad, the shape
of the SFG signal is determined by the spectral shape of the nonlinear
response of the material χ̄¯ and the spectral shape of the Ei r field. This
is used in BB-SFG spectroscopy.
The other two extremes (E v i s broad, Ei r narrow and both E v i s and Ei r spectrally broad) are typically not used for spectroscopy.
The goal of both “narrowband” SFG (case (2)) and BB-SFG (case (3)) vibrational spectroscopy is to probe the χ̄¯ tensor in the mid-IR part of the
spectrum. Comparing case (2) and (3) highlights the difference in how this
spectral information is acquired: For “narrowband” SFG spectroscopy, the
spectral response of χ̄¯ tensor is encoded in how the SFG signal strength varies
while scanning the driving IR wavelength. With BB-SFG spectroscopy the
spectral information of χ̄¯ is “directly” represented in the spectral response of
the SFG process.
Two types of contributions in χ̄¯ can be distinguished: resonant and nonresonant contributions. The resonant contributions have a rapidly varying
phase and intensity as a function of photon energy. The non-resonant contribution has a constant (or slowly varying) phase and intensity with photon
energy. Examples of both cases will be discussed in the following subsections.

Non-resonant response in BB-SFG spectra
The non-resonant SFG response of a material, i.e. probed far away from any
optically accessible resonances, is spectrally flat. The phase and intensity do
not vary (significantly) as a function of photon energy. Although the response
is not resonantly enhanced, it can be rather strong for non-centrosymmetric
materials. Examples of materials with a strong non-resonant contribution
(c -GaAs) and a weak non-resonant contribution (c -Si) will be discussed.
In the crystalline phase, GaAs is known for its large nonlinear response. 17,18
The SFG process is allowed in the bulk of the material due to the specific crystal
structure of GaAs (zincblende, F4̄3m) which lacks a center of inversion. The
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nonlinear response of the material is expected to be relatively wavelength
independent: The 1.42 eV direct band-gap of GaAs is below both the visible
signal (1.55 eV) and the SFG signal (1.95 eV, depending on the photon energy
of the mid-IR signal) used in the experiment and neither are they close to
other optical transitions. There are no resonances present in the spectral
range covered by the infrared signal. So neither the visible, the mid-IR, nor
the SFG signal can be resonant when changing the wavelength of the mid-IR
beam.
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Figure 2.3: The measured non-resonant BB-SFG response of a GaAs substrate to 3.2 µm
and 800 nm light. This Ppp spectrum was acquired in 100 ms. (a) The data as detected.
(b) The mid-IR part of the spectrum associated with the generated BB-SFG signal.
Especially in the case of resonances, representation (b) facilitates the interpretation of
the spectrum.

Figure 2.3 shows a typical BB-SFG spectrum of a GaAs substrate recorded
for Ppp polarization. In this case a spectrally narrow 800 nm beam and a spectrally broad 3.2 µm were used to generated the BB-SFG signal. The BB-SFG
signal is indeed detected at the expected wavelength of 635 nm corresponding
to 1.95 eV photons matching the sum of photon energy of the two driving
beams being 1.55 eV + 0.3 eV. As can be seen in Fig. 2.3 (a) the BB-SFG signal
is situated in the visible part of the spectrum. This response observed in the
visible part of the spectrum is associated to the response of the material in the
mid-IR part of the spectrum. Since the visible beam is spectrally narrow, the
spectral shape is due to a combination of the shape of the mid-IR beam and
the nonlinear response of GaAs in the probed mid-IR region. Because the response of GaAs is known to be spectrally flat in this region, the shape is mainly
due to the spectral shape of the mid-IR beam. Figure 2.3(b) shows the same
spectrum after the conversion from detection wavelength to the mid-IR part
of the spectrum associated with the response. The spectral shape shown in
Fig. 2.3 is a typical example of a non-resonant signal in BB-SFG spectroscopy.
For GaAs, a significant part of the nonresonant signal is generated in the bulk
of the material. The amount of light generated in the bulk is only limited by
the penetration and escape depth of the light and phase matching.
To demonstrate that the BB-SFG signal is indeed related to the mid-IR part
of the spectrum, a polyethylene (PE) film is inserted into the mid-IR beam.
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Note that this does not probe the nonlinear response of PE; the PE film simply
absorbs some of the mid-IR light. The well defined absorption lines of the
PE polymer influence the shape of the mid-IR signal. This results in a dip
in the spectral shape of the mid-IR beam around 2900 cm−1 . This specific
absorption line is caused by the C-H stretch mode of the PE polymer. 19 The
mid-IR signal (with the dip) and the visible signal mix on GaAs. As before, the
measured spectral shape is that of the mid-IR beam. Figure 2.4 shows the
spectra before (i ) and after (i i ) insertion of a PE film into the beam path. The
expected dip is indeed observed. This shows that the spectral shape of the
mid-IR beam is reproduced in the BB-SFG spectrum. More importantly, it
shows that the BB-SFG signal is indeed associated with the mid-IR region.

6000
SFG Intensity ( s −1 )

5000

i

4000
3000
2000
1000
ii

0
3200
3100 3000 2900 2800 2700 2600
Wavenumber (cm−1 )
Figure 2.4: The BB-SFG response of the GaAs substrate show in spectrum i mixing an
unaltered mid-IR beam with the narrow visible beam. By inserting a PE film in the
mid-IR beam before the sample, parts of the mid-IR beam are absorbed by the PE film.
This changes the shape of the mid-IR beam causing the large dip. The visible signals
and the mid-IR signal with the dip in its spectral shape are mixed by the GaAs, resulting
in a BB-SFG spectrum i i with a similar dip. Especially the C-H stretch modes around
2900 cm−1 absorb strongly.

For a centrosymmetric material such as c -Si (diamond cubic, Fd3̄m), the
nonresonant signal is much weaker than that of GaAs. The strong bulk dipole
contribution is not present and only a surface contribution is allowed in the
bulk dipole approximation for c -Si. A spectrum of the nonresonant signal
generated by c -Si is shown in Fig. 2.5 for the Ppp polarization combination.
As expected, the peak shape and width are comparable to the signal observed
from GaAs, however, the signal of the c -Si is significantly weaker than that of
GaAs.
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Figure 2.5: The nonresonant BB-SFG signal of a Si(100) with a 30 nm ALD grown Al2 O3
film on top.

Resonant response in BB-SFG spectra
The SFG response of a material probed around an optical transition, i.e. a
resonant contributions, shows a strong variation in phase and intensity with
photon energy. Two examples of surfaces with surface groups which exhibit
such resonances will be discussed: (A) The hydrogen terminated Si(111) surface probing the Si-H stretch mode. (B) The surface of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) terminated with – CH3 and CH2 groups of which the C-H stretch
modes were probed.
A hydrogen terminated Si(111) surface (H/Si(111)) is nearly atomically
smooth and defect free when prepared with wet chemistry. 20 As a result of the
ideality of the surface the Si-H stretch mode of the Si-H surface groups is spectrally narrow and intense. The H/Si(111) surface has been studied intensively
with a range of analysis techniques including FTIR absorption spectroscopy,
SHG spectroscopy, and SFG spectroscopy. 21–25 A BB-SFG spectrum of the Si-H
stretch can be seen in Fig. 2.6, showing the strong and narrow peak typical for
this surface (the fit in the figure will be discussed later). The full width half
maximum (FWHM) observed with FTIR absorption spectroscopy is ∼ 0.95
cm−1 . This rules out that the width observed in the BB-SFG spectrum is due
to the resonance itself. The observed shape is related to the spectral shape
of the visible beam. The spectral FWHM of the visible beam of ∼ 1 nm, used
in this experiment, corresponds to the observed FWHM in the spectrum. In
other words the spectral shape is entirely due to instrumental broadening
predominantly caused by the spectral width of the visible beam. The ampli-
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tude of the peak is related to the number of Si-H groups on the surface. To
demonstrate this, the pristine surface is exposed to vapor phase trimethylaluminum (TMA, Al(CH3 )3 ). TMA reacts with the Si-H groups, breaking the Si-H
bond and thereby removing the Si-H surface group. The first exposure of TMA
results in the middle spectrum in Fig. 2.6 showing a decrease in peak height.
The second dose removed all the groups and only the non-resonant contribution of the Si(111) remains. Note that the strength of the non-resonant
contribution cannot be compared to Fig. 2.5 as it depends on the polarization
combination (here Ssp), the type and doping of the c -Si itself, and the timing
between the visible and mid-IR pulse. 26,27
The PMMA surface is the second example of a surface with a resonant
contribution in the BB-SFG response. The surface of PMMA is an ideal test
case for the BB-SFG setup aimed at studying the surface chemistry during ALD.
The surface groups ( – CH3 and – CH2 groups) of PMMA have a strong SFG
response. 28–32 Moreover, these groups are similar to the surface groups which
occur during the surface chemistry of ALD using metal-organic precursors.
Figure 2.7 shows a typical spectrum of a 90 nm PMMA film on c -Si prepared
by spin coating. The symmetric C-H stretch mode of the – CH3 groups dominates the spectrum. 29,32–35 Other C-H stretch modes of the PMMA film can be
detected by tuning the mid-IR beam; however, they are much weaker. Figure
2.8 shows a BB-SFG spectrum recorded of a PMMA sample with the mid-IR
beam tuned to excite the C-H stretch of the CH2 groups which is located at
∼2800 cm−1 . Due to the large cross section of the symmetric stretch, the 2950
cm−1 peak is still visible. By blocking either the visible beam or the mid-IR
beam, it was demonstrated that the measured signals indeed originate from a
mixing of the visible and mid-IR beam.
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Figure 2.6: The measured BB-SFG spectrum (markers) for different coverages of Si-H
and the fit of the model to the data (dashed line). The overshoot of the fit for the
resonant contribution in the wings of the spectra is due to the spectral profile of the
mid-IR beam. For the spectrum with the highest Si-H coverage, an alternative model
takes this into account and shows a minor improvement in the reproduction of the
data (solid line).
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Figure 2.7: The BB-SFG response using the Ssp polarization combination of the PMMA
surface of a 90 nm PMMA film spin coated on c -Si. The C-H stretch mode of the – CH3
groups is clearly observed.
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Figure 2.8: (a) The BB-SFG response of a 90 nm PMMA film spin coated on c -Si for the
Ssp polarization combination with the IR beam tuned to show the 2800 cm−1 resonance
of CH2 groups next to the C-H stretch mode of the – CH3 groups. (b) and (c) show the
spectra recorded with either the visible or the mid-IR beam blocked, demonstrating
that the recorded signal is indeed the result of the mixing of the visible and mid-IR
beam.
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2.5 Microscopic description and modeling BB-SFG spectra
A microscopic model of the SFG process yields insight in how the process
works. Moreover, it is the justification of the line shape which is used to model
the BB-SFG spectra. With this model, the (relative) densities of the surface
groups can be determined. First the microscopic model is described focusing
on the resulting line shape. This is followed by a discussion of the model used
to fit the BB-SFG spectra. To illustrate the fitting procedure an example is
discussed.

<g|

<g|

ωSFG
<m|

ωSFG
<n|

ωvis

ωir

ωir

<n|

<m|

ωvis
<g|

<g|

time

Figure 2.9: Two Feynman diagrams associated with the SFG process starting in the
ground state < g |. The diagram shows the temporal evolution of the system to states
< n | and < m | due to interaction with the IR photon (ωi r ) and visible photon (ωv i s ).
For simplicity a single sided Feynman diagram is depicted, other sequences of events
and complex conjugates are omitted.

Microscopic description and line shape of SFG resonances
In the process of SFG a visible and an IR photon are annihilated and a new
photon with the combined energy is generated. A quantum mechanical description of the SFG process can be derived with perturbation theory using the
density operator. 1,3,36,37 A more visual approach is to use Feynman diagrams
to represent the SFG process and derive the quantum-mechanical expression
from the diagrams. In a Feynman diagram, the interactions of a system (such
as a surface group) with photons is represented graphically. The straight arrows represent the interaction of the system with a photon. The wavy arrow
represents the emission of a photon by the system. Each of the steps in the
Feynman diagram is associated with a mathematical term, which has to be
multiplied to get the final expression. Figure 2.9 shows the Feynman diagrams
representing two scenarios resulting in a SFG signal. In the left diagram, the
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system first interacts with the mid-IR photon, taking the system from the
ground state < g | to state < n |. Subsequently, the visible photon takes the
system from state < n | to state < m|. The emission of the SFG photon relaxes
the system back to the ground state < g |. Each of these transitions can be
resonant if its corresponding state (< n | or < m|) is an eigenstate (i.e. stable
state) of the system, or in other words, if the energy of the absorbed photon
matches a optically allowed transition. The sequence of the interactions can
be changed leading to, for example, the right diagram in Fig. 2.9. Other sequences are also possible, for example, the SFG photon can be emitted after
the first excitation but before the second excitation (not shown). Each of these
diagrams is associated with a contribution to the nonlinear susceptibility. The
strength of each contribution depends on the occupation of the involved initial state ρg g , the damping of the transition from state < x | to state < y | given
by Γ x y , the coupling strength of the EM field to the state µ x y , and the number
of systems contributing to the signal N . Each diagram in Fig. 2.9 gives rise to
a contribution in χ̄¯ . For the left diagram in Fig. 2.9 the resonance is described
by,
χ̄¯ ∝

N ρg g µg m µmn µng
[(ωm g ± (ωv i s + ωi r )) ± i Γmg ][(ωng ± ωi r ) ± i Γng ]

,

(2.8)

where ω x y is the energy between two eigenstates of the system, ωi r represent
the energy of the absorbed mid-IR, and ωv i s represents the energy of the
absorption visible photon. The other (relevant) diagrams lead to a similar
frequency dependence.
In vibrational SFG spectroscopy the visible and mid-IR wavelengths are
chosen such that only the mid-IR photon can be resonant for most substrates.
The fact that only the IR transition can be resonant means the first term in
the denominator in Eq. (2.8) can be replaced by a constant. Therefore, each
resonance can be described by a Lorentzian line shape conforming to Eq. (2.8),
sometimes referred to as an excitonic line shape in the field of nonlinear
spectroscopy. 38–40 When modeling SFG spectra the expression in Eq. (2.8) is
simplified to,
χ̄¯ (ωS F G = ωv i s + ωi r ) =

h N e iφ
,
ωi r − ωr + i Γ

(2.9)

with h the cross section of the process, φ the Lorentzian phase factor, and ωr
the resonant frequency. The Lorentzian phase factor φ has to be distinguished
from the phase of the SFG signal itself: the phase of the SFG signal is a physical
quantity given by φ − arg(ωi r − ωr + i Γ ) and shows a jump of π rad over a
resonance, which means it is a function of wavelength. The phase factor φ is a
mathematical construct associated to the Lorentzian resonance and does not
show such a jump. It is a complex number that is related to the orientation of
the groups among other factors. 1–3,13 The phase of light cannot be measured
directly, however, it plays an important role in the BB-SFG spectra. When
two or more contributions are present, the total response is a coherent (i.e.
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phase related) superposition of the contributions. To demonstrate the effect
of the phase on the interference between a non-resonant background with
a resonant signal two cases are examined, see Fig. 2.10. The only difference
between the two cases is the phase factor of the resonant contribution. A
dramatic change in the spectral response is observed when changing the
phase factor from φ = 0 to φ = π. Even when the resonant contribution
dominates, the interference with the non-resonant background introduces
an asymmetry in the intensity spectrum.
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Figure 2.10: (a) Phase and (b) intensity of the EM field generated by the coherent
superposition of a resonant and a non-resonant contribution. The two contributions
are in phase (φ = 0, solid line) and out of phase (φ = π, dashed line).

Modeling a BB-SFG spectrum
In general, the spectral response can be modeled with Eq. (2.7) multiplied
with the appropriate Fresnel factors compensating for linear optical effect. In
practice, the integral is omitted, the influence of the spectral variation of the
two driving fields is absorbed into the non-resonant contribution, and it is
ignored for the resonant contributions. The expression used to describe the
BB-SFG spectra is given by,
X
I (ω3 ) ∝ A(ω3 , ω1 , ω2 ) · |χ̄¯ N R (ω2 ) +
χ̄¯ i ,r e s (ω2 )|2 I v i s Ii r
(2.10)
i

¯
with
P A(· · · ) the influence of linear optics, χ̄N R the non-resonant contribution,
χ̄¯ i ,r e s the sum of the resonant contributions, and I v i s and Ii r the intensity
i
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of the two driving fields. The non-resonant contribution is modeled here in
most cases with a Gaussian spectral shape and a constant phase. However, any
real function which describes the spectral shape can be used. The resonant
contributions are modeled as Lorentzian resonances as described in Eq. (2.9)
which inherently has a jump in the phase of π rad.
As an illustration this model was applied to the BB-SFG spectra in Fig. 2.6
from the H/Si(111) experiments discussed earlier. The spectra were modeled
with a single resonant contribution and a non-resonant contribution. The
model was fitted to the data after the transformation from SFG photon energies to IR photon energies by subtracting the visible photon energy. The
spectra were fitted with Eq. (2.10) using a Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm.
The parameters obtained from the fit are shown in Table 2.4. The resulting
parameters for the resonant contribution should be interpreted for (A) the
resonant and (B) the non-resonant contribution as follows:
• h · N : The amplitude of the contribution. (A) This parameter is proportional to the density of the surface groups N causing the resonance
for the resonant contribution. h describes the cross section of the SFG
process which is roughly proportional to the absorption cross section
multiplied with the Raman cross section. In this case, the spectrum i
had a 1.96 times higher Si-H density than in the spectrum i i . To obtain
the absolute density, N , the SFG cross section h has to be known from
e.g. a calibration measurement. (B) A constant proportional to I v i s Ii r .
• ω0 : (A) The energy of the vibrational transition. This is related to the
nature of the vibration and the species involved. For example, most of
the C-H stretches are situated around 3000 cm−1 whereas Si-H stretch
is situated around 2100 cm−1 . (B) The central wavelength of the mid-IR
beam.
• Γ : (A) The broadening of the vibrational transition similar to linear optics
(e.g. interaction with environment, back bonding). (B) The bandwidth
of the visible beam. As discussed before, for the H/Si(111) surface the
width of the spectrum is determined by the instrumental broadening.
• φ: (A) The phase of the resonant contribution which is (in principle) related to the orientation of the groups. Several BB-SFG spectra, differing
in e.g. polarization combination, are required to obtain the orientation
of the surface groups. (B) The phase of the non-resonant contribution
is assumed to be zero.
For the non-resonant contribution, the amplitude has no direct interpretation as it depends on the details of the substrate. The central position and
broadening of the non-resonant contribution are determined by the tuning of
the mid-IR laser. The phase of the non-resonant contribution is assumed to
be constant.
The conventional approach described above is more than sufficient to
extract the (relative) density of the surface groups from the BB-SFG spectra.
However, this approach ignores the intricate but subtle interplay between
the spectral shape of the mid-IR beam probing the SFG response and the
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coherent superposition of multiple contributions. Implicitly, it is assumed in
the conventional approach that the intensity of the mid-IR does not vary over
the spectral range covered by a resonance. Judging from a typical spectral
width of the mid-IR beam of >200 cm−1 and the broadening of a resonance on
the order of 20 cm−1 this is not a bad approximation, but not entirely correct.
Effectively, not all wavelengths are probed with the same strength due to
the spectral shape of the mid-IR beam. This skews the effective shape of a
resonance which cannot be modeled by the Lorentzian line shape.
A more refined approach would be to determine the spectral shape of the
mid-IR beam Ii r (ω2 ) from the NR contribution (if present). Once Ii r (ω2 ) is
known the spectrum can then be modeled as,
I (ω3 = ω1 + ω2 ) ∝ |χ̄¯ r e s (ω2 ) + χ̄¯ N R |2 I v i s Ii r (ω2 )

(2.11)

where the resonance is still given by Eq. (2.9). In contrast to Eq. (2.10), the
χ̄¯ N R tensor is now simply a real constant. This approach leads to a slight
improvement in the peak shape of resonant contribution, comparing the solid
and the dashed line in Fig. 2.6. However, the main parameter of interest, peak
height, is not significantly affected by this procedure. Moreover, in some cases
a spectrum with the NR signal cannot be obtained so this approach is not
always applicable.
Table 2.4: The parameters obtained from the fit of the model to the BB-SFG spectra of
Si-H stretch mode in Fig. 2.6. The non-resonant contribution was determined from
spectrum (i i i ) assuming that all the Si-H groups were removed. This contribution
was used in the modeling of spectrum (i ) and (i i ). The coefficient obtained using the
alternative model for spectrum (i ) are also given labeled as the fit of spectrum (i ’). The
parameters labeled with an asterisk (*) were fixed.

Spectrum

Resonant
ω0 (cm−1 ) h · N
Γ (cm−1 )

φ (rad)

Non-resonant
ω0 (cm−1 ) h · N
Γ (cm−1 )

(i )
(i i )
(i i i )

2092*
2092*
-

21.21
10.82
0*

10.59
10.18
-

π*
π*
-

2092.87*
2092.87*
2092.87

2.51*
2.51*
2.51

81.08*
81.08*
81.08

(i ’)

2092*

23.52

11.40

π*

-

2.26

-
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BB-SFG setup for ALD growth
mechanism studies
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the design and implementation of a broadband sum-frequency
generation (BB-SFG) setup will be described specifically suited for the in-situ
study of atomic-layer deposition (ALD) growth mechanism. This BB-SFG
setup was constructed in two phases. First, an ex-situ BB-SFG setup was built.
By avoiding the additional complexity and constraints of an in-situ setup (at
first), valuable experience was gained in working with ultrafast IR optics. For
example, obtaining spatial and temporal overlap of femtosecond pulses was
new to the PMP group. In this phase important questions could be answered
such as:
• What is a reliable procedure to find the correct spatial and temporal
overlap?
• What is a good benchmark for the SFG signal strength?
In the second phase, the in-situ setup was built with the goal of studying
the surface reactions during ALD. The experience gained from the ex-situ
setup was put to good use when designing the optics for the in-situ work.
The resulting setup is shown in Fig. 3.1, illustrating the key components of
the setup: the laser system, the optical components to tailor the two beams,
the vacuum chamber in which ALD was performed, and the detection of the
BB-SFG signal.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: First, the main design decisions
influencing the capabilities of the setup will be discussed. Then, the setup
itself will be described by following the optical pulses through the setup. The
following parts of the setup will be discussed: (i) The laser system generating
the femtosecond pulses. (ii) The beam tailoring needed to obtain the desired
spectral profiles, temporal overlap, and spatial overlap. (iii) The ALD reactor
with a (temperature controlled) sample on which the ALD surface chemistry
was studied. (iv) The optics and detector needed to detect the BB-SFG signal.
In the last section, recommendations will be made for making the current
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setup easier to operate. Furthermore, several interesting modifications of the
setup will be described which could be relevant for future research.
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Figure 3.1: The main components of the BB-SFG setup built to study the ALD surface
chemistry. The key design choices and components of the setup will be discussed in
this chapter.

3.2 General considerations for vibrational BB-SFG
Identification and quantification of surface groups is a key aspect in studying
the ALD surface chemistry with BB-SFG. As explained in the previous chapter,
this is achieved in BB-SFG spectroscopy by using the resonant enhancement
of the SFG process by exciting a vibrational transition of the surface groups.
The energy of these vibrational transitions are unique for each surface group
and are typically in the range of 0.4 - 0.1 eV, matching the energy of photons of
mid-IR light. This fixed the wavelength of one of the two laser beams driving
the BB-SFG process to the mid-IR. In this case, a tunable mid-IR laser was
used which generated spectrally broad femtosecond pulses. The choice of
the wavelength of the other laser was guided by two considerations: (1) Only
the IR signal should be able match a transition between energy levels. This
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facilitates interpretation of the spectra as discussed in Chapter 2. (2) The
wavelength of the SFG signal should be easily detectable. Both criteria could
be met by using wavelengths in the near-IR (800 nm) or visible (532 nm). This
would result in an SFG signal in the visible part of the spectrum 600 - 750
nm and 438 - 480 nm respectively. Neither choice would excite resonances in
common substrates such as c -Si, SiO2 , and Al2 O3 . However, the near-IR was
preferred and used in this work as this results in an ideal wavelength to use
in combination with readily available and highly sensitive charge-coupled
device (CCD) chips for detection of the weak SFG signal.
Pulse duration is an important parameter in BB-SFG which affects the
process in several ways. Firstly, it affects the efficiency of the SFG process, and
therefore influences the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Secondly, it influences
the way spectra are measured. The impact of pulse duration on the efficiency
of the SFG process can be elucidated by examining a simple example. In this
example, the effects of pulse duration on the spectral width of the pulses is
not considered which has already been discussed in the previous chapter. The
temporal shape of the pulses is taken to be rectangular. The result obtained can
be generalized to more realistic pulse shapes without affecting the outcome.
Under these assumptions, the instantaneous SFG intensity IS F G , generated
by the two driving fields with intensities I v i s and Ii r , is described by,
IS F G ∝ I v i s I i r .

(3.1)

However, the two driving fields are pulsed with a repetition rate R and have
a duration of τ. The measured SFG intensity is an time average over many
pulses. The time averaged SFG signal (indicated with chevrons) is given by,
〈IS F G 〉 ∝ τR I v i s Ii r .

(3.2)

The sum of the average intensities of the two beams 〈Id 〉 is constrained to
〈Id 〉 = 〈I v i s 〉 + 〈Ii r 〉 by, for example, the damage threshold of the sample. With
this constraint, one of the beams can take up a fraction of 〈Id 〉 given by α. The
intensity of the other beam should than be limited to 1 − α. This results in the
following relations,
〈I v i s 〉 = α 〈Id 〉 = τR I v i s ,

(3.3)

〈Ii r 〉 = (1 − α) 〈Id 〉 = τR Ii r ,

(3.4)

Combining these equations leads to,
〈IS F G 〉 ∝

α(1 − α) 〈Id 〉2
.
τR

(3.5)

The strongest BB-SFG signal is obtained for α ≈ 1/2. Furthermore, the average
SFG signal is inversely proportional to the pulse duration τ. Shorter pulses
with the same pulse energy lead to stronger average SFG signals. It turns out
that the only practical approach for studying surface chemistry with vibrational SFG is to use ultrashort (picosecond and shorter) laser pulses. With
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these ultrashort pulses, measurable signals can be obtained from a (partial)
monolayer of surface groups while at the same time keeping the (average)
power low enough to avoid damaging the surface groups or the substrate.
Most laser systems producing ultrashort pulses generate “bandwidth limited” pulses. This means that the pulses have a spectral bandwidth inversely
proportional to their duration as required by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle or the Fourier transform limit. In other words, temporally short pulses
have to be spectrally broader than longer pulses. Depending on the spectral
width of the pulses there are two possible detection schemes probing a region
of the mid-IR response of a sample: “SFG” spectroscopy uses spectrally narrow
mid-IR and visible pulses, whereas “BB-SFG” spectroscopy uses a spectrally
broad mid-IR beam and a spectrally narrow visible beam. To emphasize how
BB-SFG differs from SFG in practice, both cases will be discussed. In “SFG”
spectroscopy a spectrum is recorded by probing the SFG response at a series of
discrete IR wavelengths using spectrally narrow IR and visible pulses (typically
ps in duration). 1,2 There is no vibrational information in the spectral shape of
the SFG signal itself. Only the intensity of the SFG signal is used. By recording the SFG intensity at a series of IR wavelengths, i.e. by tuning the laser, a
spectrum can be built up. The resolution of depends on the bandwidth of the
visible and IR pulse. Detection is typically performed with a photomultiplier
tube (PMT). The main merits of this method are its relative simplicity and its
high spectral resolution. Using shorter pulses, either to follow faster processes
or to enhance the S/N ratio, implies sacrificing spectral resolution due the
spectral broadening of the pulses (for the “bandwidth limited” pulses). Using
significantly shorter pulses negates the main merit of this approach which is
its high spectral resolution.
With the advent of broadband femtosecond laser systems, “BB-SFG” spectroscopy became possible. In the case of BB-SFG, a spectral broad pulse is
desired and the broadband nature itself is exploited. 3 The inherently broad
IR pulse is used to probe a whole region of the IR spectrum without tuning
the laser system. The fact that a whole part of the IR response is probed
without tuning the laser system means that the vibrational information is
now contained in the spectral shape of the BB-SFG signal. Therefore, a detector is needed which can measure the spectral shape of the BB-SFG signal.
Typically, a spectrograph combined with a CCD camera is used for this purpose. To be able to interpret the BB-SFG signal, a spectrally narrow visible
beam is used. Having a well defined visible photon energy E v i s makes the
assignment of a SFG photon detected at ES F G to E I R = ES F G − E v i s unique.
This is also described with Eq. (2.7). The main drawback of the broadband
approach is the increased difficulty of achieving temporal overlap with the
much shorter pulses. In practice the spectral resolution is less than that of
scanning SFG, however, there is no a fundamental limitation to the resolution that can be achieved. There are several key benefits to this approach. It
yields better signal-to-noise ratio. The spectra are collected without changing/scanning the output frequency of the IR beam during the experiment.
This also allows for spectrally resolved pump probe measurements on fem-
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tosecond time scales. 4,5 Moreover, it is easier to differentiate between resonant
and non-resonant contributions in BB-SFG. It is even possible to suppress the
nonresonant contribution in BB-SFG. 6,7 In this work, a broadband scheme
was used with a 90 fs mid-IR pulse which was mixed with a spectrally narrow
∼ 1 ps visible pulse.
The arrangement of the input beams has a large impact on the capabilities
and characteristics of the BB-SFG setup. The two input beams can be arranged
in a collinear or a non-collinear geometry. Of the two, the collinear geometry
is easier to align. However, the non-collinear geometry offers the advantage
that: (1) A separate set of optics can be used for each beam. (2) That mixing
can only occur at the sample. (3) That the driving laser beams can be (more)
easily separated from the BB-SFG signal after impinging on the sample due
to a difference in the propagation direction. Furthermore, BB-SFG can be
performed in either transmission or reflection geometry. The latter geometry
was chosen, since it allowed for a greater flexibility with respect to sample
choice. In reflection mode the sample did not need to be transparent to the
SFG light. This allowed the usage of both transparent and opaque samples in
the same setup. To summarize, 90 fs IR and ∼ 1 ps visible pulses were used
in a non-collinear reflection geometry on a planar sample for the BB-SFG
experiments presented in this work.

3.3 The femtosecond laser system: a tunable mid-IR &
visible light source
The laser system generating the femtosecond pulses was a critical part of the
BB-SFG setup. The laser system was used to generated two beams: a 90 fs
broadband mid-IR beam and a 90 fs broadband 800 nm beam. The spectral
and temporal shape of the 800 nm needed to be tailored before it could be
used in the BB-SFG experiments. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the laser
system identifying the main components. The mode of operations of the
system will be explained here in broad strokes, for a more detailed description
of the fundamental operating principles see Koechner. 8
70:30

Tsunami
Millenia
Empower

527 nm

Spitﬁre
1.5 W @ 1 kHz
90 fs

TOPAS-C

mid-IR + harmonics

800 nm

Figure 3.2: The main parts of the laser system used for the BB-SFG experiments are
indicated together with an simplified representation of the beam paths. During the
project two lasers were replaced: The Millenia pump laser was replaced with a newer
version of the same laser. The Empower-30 pump laser is the replacement of the
Evolution-30 pump laser.

The first step to producing both the mid-IR and visible beams was to gen-
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erate a femtosecond pulsed signal. A continuous wave (CW) 5 W intracavity
frequency doubled Nd:YLF laser (Spectra Physics Millenia) generating 532
nm light was used to pump the Ti:Sapphire crystal of a modelocked oscillator (Spectra Physics Tsunami). The modelocking ensured the generation of
femtosecond pulses. The output of the oscillator was a pulse train of 90 fs
pulses with a repetition rate of ≈ 80 MHz. The average intensity of the light
generated by Tsunami was 1 W with a wavelength of 800 nm. The Tsunami
laser was actually tunable, but this capability was not used for the BB-SFG
experiments. The pulse energy of this system was too weak to be used as either
the visible beam in the BB-SFG experiment nor could it be used to (efficiently)
generate the mid-IR signal. A chirped regenerative amplifier (Spectra Physics
Spitfire), again using a Ti:Sapphire crystal was used to amplify a pulse from
the 80 MHz pulse train. The crystal in Spitfire was pumped in this case by a ns
pulsed 30W intracavity frequency double Nd:YLF laser. The chirped amplifier
operated as follows: A femtosecond pulse was selected from the 80 MHz pulse
train, stretched temporally, and shot into the cavity of Spitfire. Meanwhile,
the crystal in Spitfire has been pumped while, at the same time, the cavity
has been prevented from lasing by a Pockels cell. Once the pulse was inside
the cavity, the cavity was allowed to lase, greatly amplifying the original pulse.
After amplification in the cavity, the pulse was compressed to femtosecond
duration. The output of Spitfire was a 1.5 W beam with 90 fs pulses with a
repetition rate of 1 kHz. The pulse energy (1.5 mJ) was now high enough to be
used in the BB-SFG experiment and to efficiently pump an optical parametric
amplifier (OPA).
Of the high intensity 800 nm beam produced by Spitfire 70% was used in
the generation of the mid-IR signal. This was done with an two stage optical
parametric amplifier (OPA, Light Conversion TOPAS-C). In essence differencefrequency generation (DFG) was performed to split a 800 nm photon into two
photons which had the same combined energy. This process is often referred
to as optical parametric generation (OPG) or optical parametric amplification
(OPA). Two signals were generated with OPG in the first stage of TOPAS-C, this
process was seeded with white light to enhance efficiency. The signal with
the lowest energy photons is called the “idler” and the signal with the highest
energy photons is called the “signal”. In the second stage, the “signal” was
amplified with the OPA process. After the second stage, next to the depleted
800 nm pump beam, a “signal” and “idler” beam were produced both situated
in the near IR part of the spectrum. To generate the mid-IR signals, DFG was
performed using the signal and idler beams. When the signal and idler had
similar photon energies (∼ 1450 nm and ∼ 1800 nm), the difference in photon
energy was small and DFG generated photons with energies in the mid-IR part
of the spectrum (∼ 7500 nm). The output of TOPAS-C consisted of an array
of signals, one of which was the desired mid-IR signal. All of these signals
had a similar, but not identical, pointing and some were more intense than
the desired mid-IR signal. Careful filtering of the output of TOPAS-C had to
be performed to remove these signals such that they did not generate other
mixed signals in the same spectral range as the SFG signal.
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An essential skill in operating the BB-SFG setup was the daily realignment
of the laser system. This was an iterative process, with the most common
changes being:
•
•
•
•
•

Tsunami wavelength and bandwidth tuning.
The chirp compensation in Spitfire.
The alignment of the out-coupling mirror in Spitfire.
The alignment of the input beam into TOPAS-C.
Adjustments to the temporal overlap in the power amplification stage
of TOPAS-C.
• Adjustment of the quartz plate before the final DFG stage.
Occasionally, the internal alignment TOPAS-C had to be adjusted to obtain
a workable output power. The output power of TOPAS-C could have been
used as a metric for the quality of the alignment. However, this was less than
ideal since it ignored several pulse parameters that were critical for BB-SFG.
Moreover, the other output signals obfuscated the power reading due to less
than ideal spectral filtering. If a BB-SFG signal could be obtained with the
mid-IR beam, it was found to be best to use the BB-SFG signal itself to do
the final alignment of the laser system. As the BB-SFG process was strongly
affected by pulse parameters which cannot easily be measured, such as pulse
duration, pulse shape, and pulse chirp, it was a good metric for the quality of
the OPA output. A strong BB-SFG signal was an indication that a good set of
pulse parameters was reached.
The stability of the laser system was of importance when comparing BBSFG spectra. Changes in output power or pointing over time affected signal
strength. This was tested by monitoring the output power of TOPAS-C, tuned
to 4720 nm and measured after appropriate filtering, during 30 minutes with
a Ophir 3A-FS-SH thermal sensor and Ophir Nova 2 power meter. The peak to
peak fluctuations were found to be ≈ 5%. Figure 3.3 shows the BB-SFG signal of
the Si-H stretch mode of a Si-H terminated surface of a Si(111) monitored over
time. The peak intensity fluctuated less than 10% during this measurement,
in the same range as the relative power fluctuations.
The spectral range covered with the BB-SFG setup was mainly limited
by the output power of TOPAS-C at long wavelengths. Figure 3.4 shows the
output power of TOPAS-C as a function of wavelength. The system was usable
from 2 µm, continuing down to 10 µm with a dip in output power around
6 µm. Figure 3.5 illustrates the bandwidth and spectral range covered with
BB-SFG setup. The nonresonant BB-SFG response of a GaAs substrate was
measured by stepping through the spectral range of TOPAS-C. The width of
each spectrum in Fig. 3.4 illustrates the bandwidth that could be probed at a
certain central wavelength without tuning the laser system. A significant and
continuous part of the IR spectrum could be probed with BB-SFG by tuning
TOPAS-C. Above 6000 nm (below ∼1700 cm−1 ) the output power of TOPAS-C
decreased significantly. Detection of vibrational modes below 1700 cm−1 was
not feasible, except for very strong and narrow resonances. The decrease of
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the S/N ratio in Fig. 3.5 at lower wavenumbers was partly due to the lower
output power of TOPAS-C and partly due to the spectral response of the GaAs.
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Figure 3.3: (a)BB-SFG spectra and (b) amplitude of the Si-H stretch mode of Si-H
groups on a Si(111) wafer measured over a period of 30 minutes. The fluctuations
here are an indication of the stability of all relevant parameters such as pulse duration,
pointing, chirp, and pulse power.
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Figure 3.4: Indication of wavelength dependence of the output power of the TOPAS-C.
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going to longer wavelengths.
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Figure 3.5: The nonresonant BB-SFG signal measured on a GaAs wafer for several
wavelengths in the continuous tuning range of TOPAS-C. The spectral shape of the
pulse is a combination of the spectral shape of the TOPAS-C output together with, for
some spectra, the absorption lines of CO2 and H2 O.
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3.4 Beam tailoring to achieve temporal and spatial overlap
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The visible beam had to be made spectrally narrow and the unwanted components of the mid-IR beam needed to be filtered out Subsequently, the beams
had to be focused as tightly as possible on the same spot of the sample and
the delay between the two pulses had to be such that the pulses arrived at the
surface at the same time. The key elements of this part of the setup are shown
in Fig. 3.6. The tailoring for the individual beams is discussed first. Then, the
procedure is explained that was established to obtain a tight and overlapping
focus of the beams on the sample.
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Figure 3.6: The main optical components involved in tailoring the mid-IR and visible
beams for the BB-SFG experiments. The removable mirror (indicated optional) can be
placed to direct the beams towards the nonlinear crystal (NLC) to aid in the alignment.

The visible beam used in the BB-SFG experiment was generated by Spitfire.
The characteristics of this beam were changed in several ways. The beam
was made spectrally narrow using a spike-filter (CVI F1.1-800), reducing the
spectral width to approximately 1 nm. This filter is based upon a Fabry-Perot
etalon and should introduce asymmetry in the temporal profile of the visible
pulse. 6 This was indeed observed in the intensity profile of the BB-SFG when
scanning the delay between the visible and mid-IR pulse. The intensity of the
visible beam was reduced significantly by this filter and the pulse duration
was increased. Performing this step first had the benefit that the remaining
optics were exposed to a weaker beam reducing the risk of damage. After
the band-pass filter, the beam was passed through a home built delay line
using a motorized stage (Physik Instrumente M-014-D1) and 4 mirrors. All
mirrors, except mentioned otherwise, were protected silver mirrors of the type
Thorlabs PF10-03-P01. The motorized stage had a repeatability of 2 um (7 fs)
and a step size of 100 nm (0.4 fs) which was sufficient for these experiments.
In hind-sight, a stage with a longer range of motion should have been chosen,
allow for easier and more accurate alignment of the optical with the axis of
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motion of the stage. The length of the beam path of the visible beam had to
be manually adjusted to within the range of motion of the stage which was 2.5
cm. Measuring the length of the beam path with this accuracy was difficult
given the total length of the beam path (10 m). Moreover, 12 mirrors were
used in the visible beam path, increasing the error in the measurement of the
path length as the position on each mirror was unknown. A uncertainty of
∼ 5 mm in the length measurement was introduced per mirror. The second
set of mirrors in the delay line were mounted on optical rails, functioning as
a manual delay line with which the coarse adjustments in beam path were
made. Subsequently, the visible beam was passed trough a variable waveplate
(Alphalas PO-TWP-L4-25-UVIR) which allowed the rotation of the polarization
from p polarization to s if desired.
The mid-IR beam, generated by TOPAS-C, was first filtered using an dielectric filter to remove the strong pump, signal, and idler beams. The remaining
relatively weak (∼ 20 mW) signal still contained multiple undesired signals
which were filtered out by a c -Si wafer (double side polished, low resistivity)
under Brewster angle (∼ 73 ◦ ). The mid-IR beam generated by TOPAS-C had
a beam diameter of ∼ 4 mm. Using a negative lens (Thorlabs LC5893-E) was
used to make the beam diverge to achieve a better numerical aperture (NA)
and therefore better focusing of the mid-IR beam on the sample.
Both beams were focused on the sample in a non-collinear fashion using
a separate set of optics. This allowed for the individual optimization of the
position and focus point of each of the beams. For the visible beam, a fused
silica lens with focal length of 750 mm was used (Thorlabs LA1978). This was
the shortest length which could be used given the geometry of the vacuum
chamber and resulted in a NA of ∼ 0.01. For the mid-IR beam a CaF2 lens
was used (Thorlabs LA5956) with a focal length of 500 mm, which combined
with the negative lens, yielded an effective focal length of 750 mm with an
acceptable NA of ∼ 0.01 and a spot size of 200 µm. If the mid-IR beam was
focused on the sample with a single positive lens, a spot size of ∼ 1 mm would
have be achieved, resulting in a weaker BB-SFG signal. Translating the negative
lens perpendicular to the propagation direction of the beam allowed for very
accurate positioning of the mid-IR spot on the sample, translating the lens
along the propagation direction of the beam allowed an accurate control over
the position of the focal point of the mid-IR beam.
To facilitate achieving temporal overlap of the visible and mid-IR pulses,
a large removable mirror was placed after the two focusing lenses which
reflected both beams simultaneously, see also Fig. 3.6. An iris was placed at
the precise position of the mirror image of the focus spot on the sample. This
iris was then used to spatially overlap the two beams. Furthermore, the power
of both beams was checked after this iris. A typical power was for either the
visible beam or the 3.3 µm beams was 5 mW each. Once spatial overlap was
achieved, the mirror was rotated such that the beams fall upon a non-linear
optical crystal (NLO) which was a barium borate (BBO) crystal. The crystal
was oriented appropriately such that mixing of the two signal did occur. The
spatial overlap was ensured by the alignment on the iris, so in this step only
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the temporal overlap had to be changed. A SFG signal visible to the naked eye
was observed once the temporal overlap (i.e. delay) was set correctly. In most
cases a visible SFG signal could be found for several delay values. This was
probably due to trailing pulses generated by reflection on a thin-film in the
optical path and the strongest one was selected.

3.5 ALD reaction chamber
The ALD surface chemistry was studied in a vacuum chamber modified for the
ALD process. The chamber was equipped with precursors and co-reactants,
the sample holder was changed, new electronics were installed, and software
was written to run the ALD process. Figure 3.7 shows a side and top view of
the reactor. The vacuum chamber was divided into two parts. Each side was
equipped with an Pfeiffer TMU 261P turbo molecular pump (TMP) and mechanical backing pump. The mechanical pumps were also used as a roughing
pumps. The pressure in the reactor was measured with compact full range
gauges (Pfeiffer PKR261). These gauges employed a sensor based upon the
Pirani principle to measure the pressure down to the low vacuum range (10
mbar). For pressures below low vacuum, a cold-cathode probe was automatically switched on and used to measure the pressure. The reactor was equipped
with bake out lamps such that a wall temperature of ∼ 120 ◦C can be reached.
During normal operations, the reactor walls were heated to ∼ 80 ◦C, unless a
lower (sample) temperature was required.
For the ALD experiments, the reactor was equipped with fast ALD valves
(Swagelok 34C-A-GDFG-1KT ). These valves were controlled using an embedded controller with field-programmable gate array (FPGA) (National Instruments compactRIO). The FPGA was driving several electronic relays actuating
the ALD valves. The operating time of the relays was specified as better than 10
ms, which is slower than the specified response time of the ALD valves of 5 ms.
Only pulses of 10 ms or longer were used in the experiments to guarantee a
good reproducability of dose. The precursors were delivered in a vapor drawn
configuration, with optional line and precursor-pot heating which was used to
prevent precursor condensation in the precursor line. For liquid co-reactants,
such as H2 O, D2 O, CH3 OH, MeCp, a vapor drawn configuration was used. For
oxygen, which was used as a co-reactant in the Pt ALD process, a separate gas
line was installed. A needle valve was placed in between the O2 source and
the ALD valve. This resulted in the smallest possible dead volume reducing
the height of the pressure pulse. When both TMPs were used to pump the
chamber the ALD saturation doses were found to be very sensitive to minor
changes in the sample holder (described later) connecting the two chambers
to each other. For the ALD experiments, the isolation valve of the TMP pumping the deposition chamber was closed, effectively operating with 1 TMP. This
ensured that the gas-phase reactants could interact with the sample before
being pumped out of the reactor.
The sample on which the ALD films were grown was placed in between the
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Figure 3.7: The geometry of the vacuum chamber used for the in-situ ALD experiments.
The main components of the reactor are labeled in the drawing. For scale, the length
of the reactor is indicated in the figure.

two compartments of the vacuum chamber. The mount for the sample was
designed to accept 2 inch wafers of varying thickness. The samples themselves
will be described where relevant. Figure 3.7 shows a cross section of the design
of the sample holder as an inset in the figure. Mounting the sample in this
fashion ensures that the thickness of the sample did not influence the positioning of the surface significantly. The thickness added by the ALD process
it self, typically below 1.5 Å per cycle, was negligible compared to the spot
size of either the visible or mid-IR beam. The sample was heated radiatively
from the back with a Boralectric heating element (GE Advanced Ceramics
ACSF0073 HTR1002). Temperature readout and control was performed using
a thermocouple (Thermocoax 2ABAc05/1m/TI/FIM.K ) glued with thermal
paste (RS 186-3600) to the back side of the sample.
The entrance window used to admit the visible and mid-IR beams driving
the SFG process had to be transparent in both the visible and mid-IR part of
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the spectrum. To avoid strong nonlinear optical effects in the windows, such
as SHG, a material with inversions symmetry was chosen. Typical IR window
materials such as ZnS, do not posses such a symmetry and could not be used.
Both CaF2 and BaF2 were suitable materials meeting all the requirements.
CaF2 windows were chosen (TSL BVPZ38LACAF2) because their cubic crystal
structure resulting in isotropic optical properties. The concern that these
windows would be coated by the ALD processes, leading to a decrease in
transmission of either of the beams, was unfounded. After several thousand
cycles of Al2 O3 and Pt ALD, the transmission remained virtually unchanged.
The only requirement for the exit window was that it should be transparent
for the SFG light (∼ 740 nm) which was met by standard fused silica windows.
Fused silica also conveniently blocked a part of the mid-IR light.
Complementary to the BB-SFG diagnostic, the reactor was also equipped
with in-situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). For these SE measurements, the
reactor has been fitted with two stress free windows. SE has been shown to be
a valuable tool in characterizing the behavior of the ALD process. 9 In this work
SE was mainly used to verify the expected ALD behavior and to determine the
growth-per=cycle (GPC). A quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) was also
available for leak testing purposes. The QMS was not differentially pumped
so it could not be used during ALD reactant exposure.

3.6 Detection of the BB-SFG signal
To detect the weak (100 photons per second at most) BB-SFG signals required
a sensitive detector but also efficient collection of the light with good suppression of undesired light. Figure 3.8 shows the optics used to suppress
background light and detect the BB-SFG signal.
The visible, mid-IR and BB-SFG beams exited the vacuum chamber on the
detection side. The non-collinear geometry ensured that the beams diverge
from each other. At the position where the beams no longer overlap, the
direction of the three beams was made parallel by a positive lens (Thorlabs
LA1779) with its focal point at the position where the SFG occurs. The BBSFG signal was separated from the undesired and relatively intense visible
and mid-IR beams by an iris centered around the BB-SFG signal (this had
to be adjusted every time the optical system was realigned). The scattered
laser light, predominately from the visible beam due to its shorter wavelength,
was removed by using 4 shortpass filters (each with an optical density > 5
above 750 nm, Thorlabs FES0750). A second iris was placed around the BBSFG beam to reduce the stray light further. This detection arm was shielded
from unavoidable background light in the darkened lab by a rubberized cloth.
Finally the BB-SFG signal was passed through a polarizer (Thorlabs GL10) to
select the appropriate polarization and the light was focused on the slit of the
spectrograph using a lens (Thorlabs LA1145).
A spectrograph and CCD camera were used to collect the BB-SFG spectra. The BB-SFG signal, generated from a 800 nm visible pulse and 3-5 µm
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Figure 3.8: Sketch of the beam geometry and optics in the detection arm of the BBSFG setup. The dashed lines represent the path of the visible and mid-IR beams when
left unblocked for alignment purposes. A single FES0750 shortpass filter is drawn for
simplicity but 4 filters are in use.

mid-IR, was located around 740 nm. This implies that highly sensitive c -Si
based detectors and efficient spectrograph could be used. A 500 mm spectrograph (Action Research SP2500) with a 1200 g/mm grating blazed for 740
nm was used. The efficiency of the grating was > 70% at 740 nm and virtually
independent on the polarization at this wavelength. The signal was detected
with a back-thinned back-illuminated c -Si CCD (Princeton Instruments 100B
excelon coated chip + Spec-10 LN cooled detector). The quantum efficiency
of the chip was ∼ 0.95 for the spectral range relevant for BB-SFG spectroscopy.
Using the slow readout mode and a gain-setting of 3 of the detector, each photon was roughly proportional to 1 count. The chip, which has 100x1340 pixels,
was fully binned in the direction perpendicular to the dispersion direction
(i.e. the 100 pixel axis). In the dispersion direction, groups of 4 pixels were
binned. A slit width of 200 µm was found to be the most convenient, offering a
good balance between reducing stray light and insensitivity to minor changes
in alignment of the BB-SFG signal. For a – CH3 covered surface during ALD,
typically a good S/N was achieved with a 120 s acquisition. For longer acquisition times the number of artifacts induced by “cosmic rays” became too
numerous. Depending on the experiment, the acquisition was varied which
will be indicated in the text.
Aligning the detection arm was non-trivial since the BB-SFG signal itself
was very weak. For most techniques, either a small signal on a strong background needs to be detected, or the detected signals is relatively strong. In
the case of BB-SFG neither was the case, so a robust alignment procedure was
required. Course alignment was achieved by removing all the optics except
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for the two lenses, using a sample which generated a strong SFG signal and
closing the slit of the spectrograph. First, the plane in which the mid-IR and
visible beams propagate was aligned with the optical plane of the spectrograph. The two detection lenses needed to be adjusted such that both the
visible and mid-IR signals fell on the entrance slit of the spectrograph. When
both the visible and mid-IR signals are imaged simultaneously on the slit of
the spectrograph, there was a good chance that the BB-SFG signal was also
imaged on the CCD chip. The long pass filters were placed back before the
slit was opened, preventing damage to the optics inside the spectrograph. For
the coarse alignment, a slit of ∼ 1mm was found to be most convenient. Once
the BB-SFG signal was detected, the slit was narrowed and the focus of the
BB-SFG on the slit was re-optimized. Finally, the irises and polarizer were
placed back and centered around the BB-SFG signal. The irises were closed to
∼ 5 mm aperture without affecting the strength of the BB-SFG signal.

3.7 Recommendations for improvements
Several ideas exist to improve the setup which were not executed. In most
cases there was no immediate need for these improvements, however these
might become very valuable in the future.
• Change reactor geometry so that focal length of ∼ 5 cm can be used
instead of the current 75 cm. This will greatly improve the signal-tonoise ratio. A more shallow angle of incidence would also be beneficial
increasing the electric field perpendicular to the sample surface leading
to a stronger SFG signal further enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio.
• Set up a mechanism for dosing a well defined amount of precursor or
reactant into the reactor. At the same time, monitor the dosing with a
fast well calibrated pressure gauge. This will improve the accuracy with
which reaction cross sections can be determined.
• Adding a plasma source (e.g. an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)
source) would allow the study of plasma-enhanced ALD. This is especially interesting because of the much richer chemistry in plasma ALD
compared to thermal ALD.
• A continuous reference measurement, preferably with identical optics
on a α-quartz crystal, would allow for an easy comparison of data between different measurement. Moreover, drift in alignment can be
detected and no longer influence the outcome of the measurement.
• The software controlling the ALD process and the acquisition of BBSFG spectra could be integrated. This would facilitate collection of
spectra. However, this would not allow higher temporal resolution by
simply taking multiple short (e.g. 10 ms) acquisitions and averaging over
consecutive ALD cycles. For a good signal to noise ratio an acquisition
time of 120 s was needed. In the best case, the same total acquisition
time is needed if multiple short acquisitions are used. This would mean
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averaging over 12000 cycles, which is not a practical number.
• For initial growth studies, a sample holder needs to be designed which
allows one to quickly load a sample. Currently, the sample loading
procedure takes roughly an hour including a gluing and a curing step
of the thermocouple onto the sample. Loading a fresh sample each
experiment is not feasible at the moment, unless the fresh surface could
be prepared in-situ (with e.g. vapor phase HF or by evaporating the
deposited film).
Several additional capabilities could be interesting for future experiments.
The following modifications could be made to the setup relatively easily, offering new capabilities.
• Phase resolved BB-SFG could be implemented in several ways, for a
discussion see Shen and Gallmann et al.. 10,11 The phase information
would facilitate the deconvolution of multiple overlapping peaks. For
example, this might be of value deconvoluting the BB-SFG spectra with
a complex mixture of CHx or OH groups. 12
• Using a laser system which produces shorter pulses allows one to cover
a broader part of the spectrum without tuning the OPA. These systems
typically have a comparable output power and this power is spread over
a larger part of the spectrum. This will degrade the signal-to-noise as
the intensity per cm−1 will decrease. Depending on the use case this
might be valuable or not.
• If higher spectral resolution is needed, various schemes with two broadband pulses are possible. 13 This might be interesting for investigating
minor shifts in vibrational frequency due to environmental factors. Alternatively, a more narrow visible beam could be used to enhance spectral
resolution at the cost of signal strength.
• Motorizing the variable waveplate and polarizer in the visible, mid-IR,
and BB-SFG beams would allow the collection of different polarization
combinations on a routine basis. From this information, the orientation and distribution of the surface groups can be determined in some
cases. 14,15
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Practical considerations for
BB-SFG spectroscopy
studying ALD growth on c -Si
4.1 Introduction
Broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG) spectroscopy is a state of
the art analysis technique and as such it has been successfully employed in
the field of surface science to study the surface groups on a wide range of
materials. In this project it was used for the first time to study the surface
chemistry of atomic layer deposition (ALD). Following the surface chemistry
in an ALD reactor came with its own set of challenges.
The first practical question when operating the newly built BB-SFG spectroscopy setup was whether it was capable to detect a sub-monolayer of the
surface groups of interest. To evaluate the performance and sensitivity of the
BB-SFG setup, several procedures were developed which will be described in
this chapter. Some of these procedures were especially suited for benchmarking the setup during daily operation. These benchmarks were used to (quickly)
test whether the setup was sufficiently optimized so that a sub-monolayer
sensitivity (for groups such as – CH3 and -OH) has been reached. The various benchmarks also provided a method to test different types of nonlinear
contributions.
In the field or surface science, SFG spectroscopy has been used to study
the surface chemistry of several classes of systems: (1) Adsorbates such as
CO on for example Pt or Pd. 1,2 (2) Interfaces between different phases (solid,
liquid, vapor) of transparent media. 3–5 (3) Highly ordered surfaces such as the
terminal groups of self-assembled monolayers 6 and the Si(111)/H surface. 7,8
Reasonably strong signals were obtained from each of these systems due to
various reasons. For the metals, the non-resonant background of the metals
helped in signal detection although it did complicate the interpretation of
the spectral response. For transparent materials, the Fresnel coefficients
describing the strength of the fields at the surface were favorable, leading
to relative strong SFG signals. For the highly ordered surfaces, there was

4
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negligible cancellation (i.e. destructive interference) due to a large degree of
order in e.g. orientation of the surface groups. However, when studying the
surface chemistry of ALD on c -Si, the sensitivity of BB-SFG spectroscopy was
impeded by a combination of factors: (A) A fair amount of random orientation
of the surface groups quenched the BB-SFG signal. 9 (B) Unfavorable Fresnel
coefficients. (C) A non-resonant background too weak to aid in detection but
strong enough to obscure the signals from surface groups. The concurrence of
these phenomena made detection of the surface groups involved in the ALD
growth mechanism challenging. The first factor was inherent to the surface
subject to study and cannot be changed. Factor (B) was addressed by adding
an additional spacer layer on top of the c -Si. This resulted in more favorable
Fresnel coefficients and therefore enhancing the signal strength and sensitivity.
The impact of factor (C) was reduced by timing the fs pulses such that the
non-resonant contributions were strongly suppressed. Both approaches were
key in reaching a sub-monolayer sensitivity for this specific use case.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 describes the benchmarks used in this work to evaluate the performance of the setup. In Section
3, the Si-H stretch mode of prototypical and well studied H terminated Si(111)
surface was investigated. As a showcase, the reaction kinetics of the dissociation of the Si-H groups on the surface due to exposure of the surface to UV light
of two different wavelengths was investigated using the ex-situ setup. Section 4
describes how linear optics were exploited to enhance the signal SFG strength,
alleviating one of the aforementioned issues with BB-SFG spectroscopy on
c -Si. In Section 5, the technique used to suppress the non-resonant signal
of the c -Si substrate was described and explained. In final section, the main
points of attention for BB-SFG spectroscopy with the goal of studying the ALD
growth mechanism were summarized.

4.2 Suitable benchmarks for the BB-SFG setup
An important part of implementing a new analysis setup was establishing a
series of procedures with appropriate reference samples for evaluating the
performance of the setup. This ensures that the performance of the setup
could be followed over time and also helped when a major change was made
to the system. Too perform such a check for the current system, the chamber
was opened and the appropriate reference sample for that experiment was
mounted in the reactor. By monitoring the signal generated by the reference
sample, the alignment of the optical components of the setup was optimized.
Once a known signal strength was reached, it was fairly certain that the setup
should again have the sensitivity to detect a sub-monolayer of e.g. – CH3
groups. It is desirable that such a reference sample was stable over time.
Moreover, the signal generated by the reference sample should be strong
enough such that a spectrum could be acquired within ∼1 second with a
good signal-to-noise ratio. This yielded fast enough feedback on any changes
made to the setup, e.g. the orientation of a mirror, to optimize the SFG signal
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efficiently. Three types of surfaces were found to be useful as reference samples
in this work: The surface of a GaAs crystal, the surface of a Au film, and the
surface of a series of polymers. Each of these surfaces served a different
purpose and each will be discussed here.

Bulk GaAs
Crystalline GaAs was selected as one of the benchmarks materials. This material was ideal for alignment purposes, allowing a wide spectral range to be
inspected without having to change the sample. The crystal structure of GaAs
is zincblende (F4̄3m) which does not posses inversion symmetry. Therefore
GaAs exhibits both a surface contribution and a strong bulk SFG contribution.
Considering the penetration and escape depth of the visible, mid IR, and BBSFG signals, the signal will have a significant a bulk contribution limited in
part by phase matching. 9 The penetration depth of light with a wavelength
λ =650 nm, 800 nm, and 3 µm was 250 nm, 700 nm, and >1 µm respectively.
The BB-SFG signal obtained from the GaAs crystals was strong which was very
useful for initial alignment. A 2 inch GaAs wafer with a (100) surface and a
resistivity of 2 · 10−3 Ohm · cm obtained by Si doping was used as a reference
sample in most cases. The GaAs wafer was oriented with the [011] direction
parallel to the s polarization direction of the light. See Fig. 4.1 for an example of a BB-SFG spectrum obtained from a GaAs reference sample. The flat
spectral response of GaAs over a wide spectral range (2 - 10 µm) is due to the
absence of any vibrational states in the mid-IR region. This means that the
generated BB-SFG spectra reflect the shape of the broadband mid-IR signal as
explained in Chapter 2. Multiple polarization combinations can be used on
this sample and yield strong SFG signal as can be deduced from the known
values for the χ̄¯ tensor. 10,11 This includes the Ssp polarization combination
which represents the generation of S-polarized SFG light from s-polarized
visible light and p-polarized mid-IR light. This Ssp polarization combination
is of interest since it is known to generate the strongest SFG signal for the
stretch modes of the surface groups relevant for this work ( – OH, – SiH, and
– CH3 ) if these groups are oriented perpendicular to the surface. 12
A target signal strength on GaAs of 1 × 105 counts per second per pixel (binning 4 pixels in the dispersion or λ direction) was found to be an appropriate
benchmark for the detection of a sub monolayer of – CH3 groups using the
Ssp polarization combination on a c -Si substrate with a ∼ 90 nm SiO2 spacer.

The gold surface
The surface of gold is known for its large non-resonant nonlinear response
and is commonly used as reference samples. 6,13–15 Because of the strong SFG
response, this surfaces is also often used for alignment purposes. However, the
surface chemistry at the Au surface itself is also of interest. 2,16 The Au sample
used here consisted of a 2 inch c -Si substrate (Si(100) with native oxide) on
which a ≈ 20 nm adhesion layer of Ti was evaporated. On this adhesion layer
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Figure 4.1: The BB-SFG signals from a GaAs sample using the Ssp polarization combination. The fairly strong BB-SFG signal makes this sample ideal as a benchmark when
aligning the setup after a major change.

a ≈ 100 nm Au film was evaporated. In contrast to GaAs, the response of the
Au sample originated predominantly from the surface although both surface
and bulk contributions were present. 17 The penetration depth of the light into
the Au film, for the wavelengths used in the BB-SFG experiments, was less
than 50 nm. Figure 4.2 shows a typical BB-SFG spectrum recorded on Au. Due
to the conductivity of Au, only electric fields pointing perpendicular to the
surface normal can exists near the surface, i.e. p-polarized light. Hence, the
spectra recorded of the Au surface were performed using the Ppp polarization
combination. Similar to the spectra recorded on GaAs, the spectral shape of
the BB-SFG spectrum reflects the spectral shape of the broadband mid-IR
beam.
The Au surface has a limited use as a benchmark for BB-SFG spectroscopy
since it is constrained to the Ppp polarization combination. Nevertheless, it is
one of the prototypical samples and it has to be included in a characterization
of the setup. The main benefit of the Au surface over the GaAs wafer is that
the signal originates from the surface whereas the GaAs signal is more a bulk
signal. Therefore, the alignment will more closely resemble the alignment
required for the surface chemistry on c -Si. The Au reference sample was used
in most cases for the alignment of the setup for experiments using the Ppp
polarization combination.
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Figure 4.2: The BB-SFG signals from a Au sample serve as a benchmark for the setup
for Ppp polarization mode. Note that a smaller binning in the λ direction of 2 instead
of 4 pixels was used.

Polymer surfaces
Polymers are useful as reference samples since they offer a wide selection
of functional groups and therefore a wide selection of surface terminations.
These surfaces provided a convenient benchmark for the detection of resonant
BB-SFG signals. Free standing, ∼500 µm thick, foils were used of high-density
polyethylene (HDPE), polyethylene (PE), polyethylene terephthalate (PET),
and polyethylene naphthalate (PEN). A poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
film was prepared by spin coating a solution of PMMA in anisole (A2 solution)
onto a Si(100) wafer. This standard procedure resulted in a ≈ 90 nm PMMA
film on the Si(100) substrate. Figure 4.3 shows a graphical representation of
the structure of the polymers investigated with BB-SFG spectroscopy in this
work.
For each of these polymers, BB-SFG spectra were collected of the C-H
stretching region which is situated around 3000 cm−1 using both the Ssp
and Ppp polarization configuration. The measured BB-SFG spectra for the
polymers are shown in Fig. 4.4. For each polymer, the central wavelength of
the mid-IR beam was tuned to slightly different to achieve the best signal-tonoise ratio. For each of the polymers, the spectral position of the detected
resonances were in agreement with the position reported for linear and nonlinear spectroscopy as can be seen in Tab. 4.1. In general, the more rigid the
backbone of a CHx groups , e.g. due to a double bond, the larger the vibrational
energy (higher wavenumbers) of the C-H stretch mode. A detailed treatment
of the mid-IR response (for linear optics) of these polymers, establishing a link
between spectral information and the microscopic and macroscopic structure,
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is for example given by Koenig. 18 The peak assignment in SFG spectroscopy
is often based upon the spectral position of the resonance known from linear
(absorption) spectroscopy. However, for PMMA a more in depth study of the
peak assignment for SFG spectroscopy was performed by Tateishi et al.. 19
Their approach was as follows: They investigated PMMA in which the – CHx
groups were replaced group-by-group with – CDx . The heavier mass of D
compared to H shifts the vibrational frequency of the C-H stretch modes. 11
This shift therefore allowed for a direct assignment of the vibrational modes.
In general, minor deviations (in the range of ∼ 20 cm−1 ) are observed when
comparing the spectral position of stretch modes in SFG spectroscopy with
those observed in linear IR spectroscopy. Moreover, some weaker vibrational
modes seen with either Raman or absorption spectroscopy have not yet been
investigated and/or observed with SFG spectroscopy.
It is important to realize that in most cases the BB-SFG spectra are dominated by one or a few vibrational modes that can overlap and obscure weaker
vibrational modes. In some cases, the weaker modes overlapping with a
strong mode can be made more visible by selecting a different mid-IR central wavelength. Counter intuitively, it can be beneficial to select a central
wavelength away from both the strong and the weak resonance on the side of
the weak contribution. This weakens the strong contribution more than the
weak contribution due to the Gaussian spectral shape of the mid-IR beam,
making the weak contribution easier to discern. The BB-SFG response of the
PMMA surface is a good example of this phenomena. The BB-SFG spectrum
of the PMMA, typically reported in literature, is shown in Fig. 4.4. 6 However,
as demonstrated earlier in Fig. 2.8, other modes are also present. A similar
situation arises for CO on Pt, as shown by Lagutchev et al., where two weaker
modes associated with CO on Pt actually provide vital insights into the chemistry. 2 These results demonstrate that it is valuable to investigate whether
there are any weaker resonances adjacent to the strong resonances readily
observed in the BB-SFG spectra.
Often the polymers surfaces and especially the spin coated PMMA surfaces
are used in the calibration of the exact mid-IR wavelength associated with the
SFG signal because of the well known, well defined, and fairly stable spectral
position of such resonances. 6 Without this procedure, only the relative spectral
positions can be determined. This procedure was not performed in this work
since the benefit was minimal in this case.
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Table 4.1: Spectral position of the C – Hx stretch modes of PE, PMMA, PEN, and PET as
reported for FTIR absorption spectroscopy. Typically, the spectral position reported for
the same groups in SFG spectroscopy shows a offset (∼ 20 cm−1 ) and a larger variation
than the positions reported for FTIR spectroscopy. In the table ν sym/asym stand for
symmetric stretch and asymmetric stretch respectively.

Polymer

Vibrational mode

PE
PE
HDPE
HDPE
PMMA
PMMA
PMMA
PMMA
PMMA
PMMA
PEN
PEN
PEN
PET
PET
PET

CH2 asym ν
CH2 sym ν
CH2 asym ν
CH2 sym ν
CH2 asym ν
CH2 sym ν
CCH3 asym ν
CCH3 sym ν
OCH3 asym ν
OCH3 sym ν
CH ν
CH2 asym ν
CH2 sym ν
CH ν
CH2 asym ν
CH2 sym ν

Resonance (cm−1 )

FTIR

BB-SFG

2920
2850
2920
2850
2958
2932
3000, 2958
2930
3025, 3002
2961
3060
2970
2920
3082
2970
2908

20

this work, 12,20

20

12,20

20

this work, 12,20

20

12,20

21

19,22

21

19

21
21

-

21

12,19,22
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this work, 6,12,19,22
this work
this work, 25
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Figure 4.3: Chemical structure of the polymer investigated with BB-SFG, with n the
chain length. The H atoms are not drawn for brevity and can be inferred from the
coordination of the C atoms.
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Figure 4.4: The BB-SFG response of PET, PEN, PMMA, LDPE, and HDPE in the CH
stretch region using (a) the Ssp polarization combination and (b) the Ppp response
polarization combination. The intensity of the PE and HDPE spectra were down scaled
by multiplying the original intensities by the factors indicated in the figure.
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4.3 Study case: UV exposure of the H/Si(111) surface
An important step in the production of semiconductor devices is removing
the native oxide present on the c -Si substrates. This procedure also removes
any undesired surface contaminants. Treating c -Si with HF acid is one of the
industry standards for the removal of native oxide and obtaining a stable H
terminated surface for the Si surface. 26 The H terminated Si(111) surface has
become a prototypical surface in the field of surface science. This is due to
similarities to the industry relevant HF-last Si(100) surface combined with
the ideality of the H/Si(111) surface. When prepared correctly, the resulting
Si(111) surface is Si-H terminated, atomically flat, and virtually defect free. 27
The Si-H groups on the surface are aligned perpendicular to the surface with
negligible angular distribution. 28 It has been shown that the Si-H groups have
a very well defined Si-H stretch mode (2086 cm−1 ) which is extremely narrow
(0.05 cm−1 at 40K). 27–31 Both the IR absorption and the Raman cross section of
the Si-H stretch mode are large, making it an ideal subject to be studied with
linear, 32–34 and nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy. 8,35,36 Here, this surface
was used as a study case to demonstrate the capability of the ex-situ BB-SFG
setup to monitor surface chemistry.
When the Si-H groups on the surface of H/Si(111) were exposed to light
of sufficiently short wavelength (UV light), the Si-H bond was broken. The
reaction kinetics of the dissociation of the Si-H groups due to UV light was
studied with the ex-situ BB-SFG setup. Understanding the mechanism responsible for the removal of the Si-H groups is of practical importance for the
semiconductor industry. Moreover, it is important to understand how light
affects the H/Si(111) surface and the Si-H groups since this surface is often
exposed to bright laser pulses in these and other experiments.
So far, the (in)stability of the H/Si(111) surface under UV exposure has
received considerable attention. It is known that exposing the H/Si(111) surface to UV light causes the Si – H bond to break. 37–42 The exact microscopic
mechanism of this bond breaking is probably complex and several (sometimes
quite similar) mechanisms have been reported: (1) Direct photochemical desorption for light with a photon energy above 7.9 eV. 39–41 (2) Photothermal
desorption for light with a photon energy ∼ 4 eV. 39 (3) Photocleavage of the
Si-H bond caused by 4.8 eV photons. 42 (4) Photoinduced oxidation with 1.55
eV photons. 37 The first and second category were studied using ∼ 25 ns laser
pulses. The third study was performed with a Hg lamp. The fourth study
was performed with much shorter (4 ps) laser pulses and with a much higher
average intensities than the other experiments. Excluding the last effect, two
regimes can be identified with respect to photon energy: Direct photochemical dissociation with a threshold of 6 eV. 39 . Mediated bond dissociation for
photons with a energy above the bond dissociation energy but below 6 eV.
The bond dissociation energy of the Si-H bond is in the range of 3 eV to 4 eV
judging from gas-phase data for the dissociation of a Si-H bond in molecules
containing such a bond. 37,43 The kinetics of H dissociation in general are com-
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plex. For example, for thermal desorption of 2 Si – H
2 Si + H2 , Reider
et al. showed that the reaction had an intermediate order of m = 1.5 ± 0.2. 44 In
this work, the more general term “dissociation” will be used in order to refrain
from making a claim about the microscopic process. The reaction kinetics of
the Si-H dissociation process, under the influence of either 3.0 eV and 4.8 eV
photons, was studied with BB-SFG spectroscopy and the cross section of the
process was determined. The two probing laser beams used in the BB-SFG
experiments did not affect the H/Si(111) surface itself as was demonstrated in
Fig. 3.3.
The H/Si(111) surfaces were prepared following the standard procedure. 29
A Si(111) wafer with native oxide was immersed for 120 s in a buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) comprising of 40% NH4 F and 49% HF mixed in a volume ratio
of 6:1. After the BHF exposure, the wafer was rinsed in a flow of ultra pure
water until the resistivity of the water down stream of the sample reached a
resistance > 5 MΩcm. Exposing the Si(111) surface to BHF removed the native
oxide and subsequently forms an atomically smooth, Si – H terminated surface
which is stable in water. 29 The mechanism responsible for the formation of
the atomically flat hydrogen terminated Si(111) is preferential etching of the
step edges. 45,46 Considerable reduction of the roughness on the backside of
the single side polished wafer was observed which is attributed to the same
effect. The removal of the native oxide was confirmed with spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE).
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Figure 4.5: Ex-situ spectrum of the Si-H stretch mode of a pristine H/Si(111) surface
recorded in 10 second.

Figure 4.5 shows a BB-SFG spectrum of the Si – H stretching mode at 2085
cm−1 of a H/Si(111) prepared as described above. The large SFG cross section
of the Si – H stretching mode was reflected by the large intensity of the signal.
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The absolute signal strength is larger than the signal of the C – H stretching
mode of the polymers, even though the Fresnel coefficients are worse for the
H/Si(111) surface. The spectral width of the Si – H peak has been shown to
be < 1 cm−1 . 29 The peak in Fig. 4.5 is considerably broader which is due to
the instrumental broadening as discussed in Chapter 2. After the acquisition
of the BB-SFG spectrum of the pristine surface, the sample was exposed to
light of a low pressure Hg lamp producing 4.8 eV photons. The next strongest
spectral line of this light source has ∼ 1 % of the intensity of the 4.8 eV line
and can effectively be neglected. After a 5 second UV exposure, a new BBSFG spectrum was recorded. This procedure was repeated until the Si-H
feature could no longer be discerned. For the second light source, a laser
diode producing light with a photon energy of 3.0 eV, the same procedure was
used. Table 4.2 lists all the relevant specifications of the two light sources. The
Si-H coverage was extracted from the spectra with the procedure discussed in
Chapter 2. Figure 4.6 shows the Si – H coverage as a function of the duration
of the UV exposure. It is clear that the 3.0 eV photons did not lead to H
dissociation whereas the 4.8 eV photons did induce H dissociation despite the
lower intensity of the light.
The cross section σ of the dissociation process can be obtained from Fig.
4.6 by modeling the data. The change in Si – H coverage θ as a function of
time is given by:
dθ
= −σΓ θ n ,
dt

(4.1)

with Γ the photon flux, and n the order of the reaction. Solving this differential equation assuming first order reaction kinetics (n = 1) resulted in an
exponential decay of the Si – H coverage with time. The characteristic decay
constant of the exponential function was equal to σΓ . This expression was
fitted to the data in Fig. 4.6. For comparison, the data was also fitted with the
expression which was found assuming that the reaction was second order
(n = 2) in Si-H coverage. The mean square error of the fit, χ̄¯ r e d , was larger for
the latter model suggesting first-order kinetics. For the light source producing
3.0 eV photons no dissociation was observed and therefore the cross section
has to be smaller than 5 · 10−19 cm2 . For the light source generating 4.8 eV
photons a cross section of 8.5±0.8·10−17 cm2 was found. This value is 4 orders
of magnitude larger than the cross section reported for the direct photochemical dissociation by Pusel et al. (1.2 ± 0.8 × 10−20 cm2 ) and Vondrak and Zhu
(2.8 ± 0.5 × 10−21 cm2 ) using 7.9 eV photons. 39,40 However, given the photon
energy, a different mechanism than photochemical dissociation had to be
responsible for the H desorption. Cicero et al. reported a similar threshold in
photon energy for H desorption, however, they did not report a cross section. 42
Moreover, they speculated that a radical-chain reaction is responsible for the
oxidation of the Si(111)/H surface exposed to 4.8 eV photons under similar experimental conditions. This radical-chain mechanism was not in agreement
with the reaction kinetics shown in Fig. 4.6. The cross section reported by
Bodlaki and Borguet (1.7 ± 0.5 × 10−23 cm2 ) is significantly smaller and likely
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related to a different process in view of the significantly lower photon energy
of 1.55 eV. 37
Table 4.2: Details of the two light sources used in the BB-SFG spectroscopy experiments
studying the light induced dissociation of Si-H on the H/Si(111) surface. The cross
section obtained from the fit to the data in Fig. 4.6 is also given.

Photon energy
Intensity
Photon flux
Cross section

(eV)
(W m−2 )
(1018 m−2 s−1 )
(10−17 cm2 )

Diode laser

Hg gas discharge

3.0
100 ± 10
200 ± 20
 .05

4.8
2.3 ± 0.2
2.9 ± 0.3
8.5 ± 0.8

Relative SFG Si-H strength (1)

1.2
1.0
405 nm

0.8
0.6
0.4

254 nm

0.2
0.0 0

20

40
60
UV Exposure (s)

80

100

Figure 4.6: The Si – H coverage as a function of the exposure to UV light. The wavelength of the light used is indicated in the figure. The solid lines represent exponential
fits to the data. For comparison, the dashed line is a fit to the data assuming that the
reaction is second order in Si-H coverage.

4.4 Exploiting linear optics for increased sensitivity
The strength of the SFG signal was strongly affected by linear optics. For
example, on a bare c -Si surface it was difficult to detect the – CH3 groups
involved in the growth of Al2 O3 by thermal ALD using Al(CH3 )3 and H2 O. This
seems to be in contradiction with the fact that: (1) The Si – H groups on Si(111)
were easily detected. (2) The SFG signal from the – CHx stretch modes of
various polymers was quite strong. (3) The – CH3 stretch of 90 nm PMMA on
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a Si substrate was easily detected. However, for case (1) the SFG cross section
was exceptionally large. For cases (2) and (3) the linear optics were much
more favorable. To quantify the influence of linear optics on the strength of
the SFG signal the “relative probing strength” parameter is introduced. This
parameter is a measure for the relative strength of the SFG signal of a group
on an arbitrary surface compared to the same group on c -Si.
Figure 4.7 shows a schematic of the geometry used in this work. First the
effect of linear optics on the driving fields will be discussed, then the influence
of linear optics on the escaping SFG light will be treated.
The strength of the two driving electric fields can be calculated for a thin
film on a half-infinite substrate using a matrix formalism. Here the approach
formulated by Sipe was followed. 47 The strength of the electric field for beam
x driving the SFG process at the surface of the film is given by,
F x = 1 + rv l +

4i πD
t v l rl s t l v exp( cos(θ
)λ )
4i πD
1 − rl v rl s exp( cos(θ
)λ )

(4.2)

where D is the thickness of the film, θ is the angle of incidence inside the film,
and ri j (t i j ) represents the Fresnel coefficient for reflection (transmission) of
the interface between medium i to j (with s = substrate, l = layer, and v =
vacuum) evaluated at the wavelength λ associated with beam x (either v i s or
i r ).1

IR
variable

Vis

SFG polarization
Spacer
Substrate

Figure 4.7: The SFG signal is generated by a layer of polarization on the surface (e.g.
excited surface groups) of the spacer layer which is on top of the substrate. The driving
fields (on the left) are affected by linear optics influencing the strength of the polarization. The polarization layer radiates in two directions: away from the substrate and
towards the surface. The upwards signal is detected directly, the downwards signal is
only detected after undergoing 1 or more reflections. Interference between the two
contributions can enhance or quench the intensity of the SFG signal.

The intensity of the emitted SFG light towards the detector is also affected
by linear optics. The dipoles at the surface, caused by the SFG process, produce
two electric fields. One field propagates away towards the detector which is
labeled v+ . The other field, labeled v− , propagates away from the detector
towards the substrate. This light can only be observed after undergoing one
1 Note that the last term in Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.3) can also be written as a sum of contributions
P∞
1
using n =0 x n = 1 + x + x 2 + ... = 1−x
corresponding more closely to the picture in Fig. 4.7.
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or more reflections. The effective field strength is given by,
Ss f g = v+ + v−

4i πD
t v l rl s t l v exp( cos(θ
)λ )
4i πD
1 + rl s rl v exp( cos(θ
)λ )

,

(4.3)

again following the approach described by Sipe for describing the emission
and propagation of light due to a sheet of dipoles inside a stack of thin films. 47
The intensity of the SFG signal I s f g is then given by:
I s f g = |Ss f g χ̄¯ Fv i s Fi r |2 I v i s Ii r ,

(4.4)

with χ̄¯ the strength of the SFG response, I x the intensity of driving field x . The
relative probing strength can now be calculated by simply dividing Eq. (4.4)
for a c -Si substrate with and without a film on top.
Considering the 3 scenarios discussed before, it turns out that for: (1) The
effective χ̄¯ for the Si – H was extremely large, partly due to the bond itself
and partly due to the perfect order, resulting in a fairly strong signal. (2) The
polymers without c -Si substrate had much more favorable Fresnel coefficients.
Due to the lower refractive index of the polymer compared to silicon, the Fi r ,
FS F G and Fv i s were close to unity. (3) The film thickness for PMMA spin
coated on c -Si was 90 nm, which happens to be the optimal thickness for
BB-SFG spectroscopy on a polymer thin-films on a silicon substrate.
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Figure 4.8: Enhancement of the BB-SFG signal as a function of spacer thickness as
calculated (solid line) and as measured (markers) for a film with a refractive index
comparable to SiO2 . The inset shows the effective probing strength for a film thickness
up to 800 nm.

The effective probing strength of the SFG signal is shown in Fig. 4.8 as a
function of the thickness of the SiO2 thin-film for such a film on top of c -Si.
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The effective probing strength oscillates with thickness showing several maxima of enhancement at e.g. ∼ 100 nm, ∼400 nm, and ∼650 nm film thickness.
Absorption of the IR light quenches the enhancement, as can be seen from the
decreasing maxima with thickness ( see inset in Fig. 4.8). The relation between
spacer thickness and effective probing strength was verified by comparing
the signal strength of – CH3 groups on two different spacer layers. The highly
repeatable nature of ALD was exploited to prepare identical – CH3 terminated
surfaces. Two samples were prepared using Si(100) substrates from the same
batch on which a SiO2 film was grown with plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PE-CVD) of 30 and 75 nm thickness respectively. In turn, both
samples were mounted in the vacuum chamber. After mounting, a thermocouple was glued to the back of the sample, the chamber was pumped down
and the sample was heated to 250 ◦C. On each sample, 5 ALD cycles were
performed to ensure steady state growth, adding a negligible ∼ 0.5 nm of Al2 O3
on top of the SiO2 spacer. Then the BB-SFG spectra were collected probing the
spectral region where the – CH3 stretching mode of the chemisorbed precursor (Al(CH3 )3 ) was expected. For each sample, a spectrum was recorded after
a saturated TMA exposure and after a saturated H2 O exposure. The spectra
obtained by this procedure are shown in Fig. 4.9. The – CH3 stretching mode
was indeed detected at 2900 cm−1 . The spectral position of the resonance was
comparable to the position of the – CH3 stretching mode in linear absorption spectroscopy. 11 For both samples, the resonance appeared after TMA
exposure and disappeared after H2 O exposure, in agreement with the well
known reaction mechanism of this ALD process. 48 The broad spectral feature
spanning ≈ 300 cm−1 , which is present in both sets of spectra, was caused by
the silicon substrate as was described in detail in the Chapter 2 and 3. The
contribution related to the – CH3 groups at 2900 cm−1 appeared as a dip in
Fig. 4.9(a) and as a peak in Fig. 4.9(b). For the former, the non-resonant background and the resonant contribution were (largely) out of phase, resulting in
destructive interference. For the latter spectrum, the resonant contribution
was much larger than the non-resonant contribution obscuring the influence
of the relative phase between the two contributions. In general, the thickness
of the SiO2 spacer affects both the strength and phase of the SFG signal originating from the resonant contribution and the non-resonant contribution
differently because the two contributions originate from a different position
in the stack. This subtle and intricate interplay between spacer thickness,
the phase, and intensity of different contributions can influence the BB-SFG
spectra and it is something which should be considered when e.g. designing a
new substrate.
The amplitude of the – CH3 resonances of both experiments was extracted
from the spectra in Fig. 4.9 and plotted on the curve in Fig. 4.8. As can be seen,
the experimental results are in good agreement with the predicted enhancement of the probing strength. Minor differences in alignment were the likely
cause of the deviation from the theoretical trend. These results indicate that
linear optical effects were indeed the main mechanism responsible for the enhancement. Exploiting the optical enhancement using a ∼90 nm SiO2 spacer
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– providing the largest possible signal enhancement – was crucial when using
BB-SFG to detect – CH3 and – OH/ – OD surface groups on a silicon based
substrate during ALD. Without the enhancement, the surface groups could not
be detected using reasonable visible and mid-IR intensities and acquisition
times.
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Figure 4.9: BB-SFG spectra of a Si(100) substrate with (a) a 30 nm SiO2 film and (b) an
75 nm SiO2 film. On these samples ALD is performed, resulting in a – CH3 terminated
surface after the TMA half-cycle and a – OH terminated surface after the H2 O half-cycle.
The resonance due to the C-H stretch mode of the – CH3 groups is observed at ∼ 2900
cm−1 , the resonance of the – OH groups falls outside the probed spectral range. In
both cases non-resonant suppression was used (see Section 4.5).
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4.5 Suppression of non-resonant signal
For materials which exhibit a larger non-resonant contribution, such as Au,
the non-resonant contribution can be used for (monitoring of) the alignment of the setup. Moreover, the non-resonant contribution enhances the
resonant signal because of the cross term in the coherent superposition
of the two signals: For a non-resonant signal with amplitude En r and a
resonant signal E r with phase φ, the intensity of the combined signal is
|En r |2 + |E r |2 + 2 cos φ|En r E r |. The last term in this equation results in an
amplification similar to that used in a homodyne amplification scheme. 49
For silicon, the non-resonant signal was too weak to be used in alignment
and the enhancement was negligible since both signals were of the same
order of magnitude. This means that it was desirable to suppress the nonresonant contribution of the c -Si in order to accurately detect the strength of
the resonant signals.
For a Au substrate with e.g. adsorbates on top, it has been shown that the
non-resonant background can successfully be suppressed by delaying the
visible pulse with respect to the mid-IR pulse 13,14,50,51 . Here a similar approach
to suppressing the non-resonant contribution of the c -Si was taken. The
approach was based upon the difference in life time of a resonant contribution
(e.g. a stretching vibration) that is typically much longer than the life time
of the excitation of a non-resonant contribution. Delaying the visible pulse
with respect to the mid-IR pulse – i.e. the visible pulse arrives after the mid-IR
pulse – exploits this difference in life time of the excitation. The resonant
excitation of the surface groups will still “remember” the 90 fs pulse, whereas,
the non-resonant excitation of the silicon does not. See also Fig. 4.10 for an
illustration of the timing of the pulses. Typical dephasing times range in the
tens of ps for the C-H stretch mode and the Si-H stretch mode. 7,52–54 This
approach to suppressing the non-resonant contribution is only possible for
BB-SFG spectroscopy and cannot be used for narrowband SFG spectroscopy.
The pulse duration needs to be shorter than the life time of the excitation
of the resonant contribution (including dephasing) which is typically on the
order of picoseconds or less. BB-SFG spectroscopy itself is an excellent tool for
measuring processes such as dephasing and decay of excitation in molecules
as has been shown by, for example, Bonn et al.. 55
An experiment was performed to verify whether the non-resonant background can be suppressed by delaying the visible pulse with respect to the
mid-IR pulse. At the same time, the SiO2 spacer described in the previous
section was used to enhance the resonant signal on the Si(100) substrate. To
prepare the surface, several ALD cycles were performed at 250 ◦C ending with
the TMA exposure to ensure a – CH3 covered surface. On this surface, a series
of BB-SFG spectra was recorded varying the delay between the visible and
mid-IR pulse ∆t , shown in Fig. 4.11. In a separate experiment using a GaAs
substrate the timing corresponding to ∆t = 0 was determined as the timing
with the strongest non-resonant signal. A positive time difference indicates
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the timing of the pulses used to suppress the non-resonant
contribution of silicon. The mid-IR pulse always arrives at t 1 . If the visible pulse also
impinges on the surface at time t 1 the non-resonant contribution is relatively strong.
Delaying the visible pulse to time t 2 exploits the inherent difference in life time of the
resonant and non-resonant contributions. The non-resonant contribution has lost a
large part of its excitation caused by the mid-IR pulse due to dissipation at time t 2 . On
the other hand, the resonant contribution still retains a large part of the excitation at
this time. Therefore, the visible pulse “probes” more of the resonant contribution than
of the non-resonant contribution at time t 2 than at time t 1 .

that the visible pulse arrives after the mid-IR pulse and a negative difference
indicates the opposite. Comparing the trends in the amplitude of the resonant
and non-resonant contributions with respect to delay in Fig 4.11, it can clearly
be seen that the non-resonant contribution decays faster than the resonant
contribution. The decay of the resonant and the non-resonant contributions
were quantified by fitting the spectra in Fig. 4.11 as described in Chapter 2.
This results in Fig. 4.12 where the amplitudes of the two contributions are plotted as a function of the delay between the two pulses ∆t . The non-resonant
signal quickly decreases with ∆t for the first data points. Due to the broad
nature of the peak, weak non-resonant contributions could not be determined
accurately. For a delay larger than 132 fs the amplitude of the non-resonant
contribution was set to 0. The trend in the resonant signal suggests that there
are three regimes: (1) An exponential increase (exp(t /τ)) with a time constant
τ = 62 fs. (2) A slow exponential decrease (exp(−t /τ)) of intensity with delay
with a time constant of τ = 908 fs. (3) A more rapid exponential decay of the
resonant signal with delay with a time constant τ = 262 fs. Regime (1) is probably due to the visible pulse arriving before the mid-IR pulse which is related to
dephasing combined with the rise time of the leading edge of the visible pulse.
In regime (2) both pulses interact with the sample simultaneously (to a certain
degree) depending on the delay between the pulses. In regime (3), the visible
pulse arrives after the mid-IR pulse and the time dependence is the result of
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the convolution of the temporal shape of the visible pulse over the dephasing
behavior of the surface groups. To illustrate the improvement which can be
achieved with this approach, Figure 4.13 shows a spectrum of the C-H stretch
mode for t = 0 and the optimized timing with a delay of t = 132 fs on the
same surface under vacuum conditions. The delay of 132 fs was chosen as the
optimal timing in this case. For this timing, the non-resonant contribution is
below the detection limit of the setup while at the same time the strength of
the resonant contribution was still unaffected.
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Figure 4.11: The BB-SFG spectra showing how the resonant and non-resonant contributions vary as a function of the delay between the mid-IR and visible pulse.
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Figure 4.12: The non-resonant contribution can be suppressed by delaying the visible
pulse with respect to the mid-IR pulse as can be seen in Fig. 4.11. The amplitude of the
resonant and non-resonant contribution were quantified and plotted on a logarithmic
scale as a function of delay. The solid lines are fits to the data, revealing a characteristic
time of 96 fs, 908 fs, and 262 fs. Note that t = 0 was the timing that yielded the strongest
SFG signal on GaAs and might not coincide precisely with both pulses arriving at the
same time at the surface because of the bulk contribution of the GaAs signal. The
vertical line indicates the timing which is also shown in Fig. 4.13 (see also text) and the
other lines serve as a guide to the eye.
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Figure 4.13: The effect of the suppression of the non-resonant contribution by delaying
the visible pulse with respect to the mid-IR pulse of – CH3 groups on a c -Si substrate
with a SiO2 spacer layer of 70 nm. A delay of 132 fs shows a significant reduction of the
non-resonant contribution while still retaining the resonant contribution.
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4.6 Summary
The key insights and practical considerations for using BB-SFG spectroscopy
to study the surface chemistry of ALD were presented. An important part
of implementing a new analysis technique was the selection of good benchmarks with appropriate reference samples. Initially these reference samples
served to first achieve sub-monolayer sensitivity towards e.g. – CH3 groups.
Subsequently, the reference samples were used to regain the sub-monolayer
sensitivity if the setup was altered in any way. The key benchmarks were: The
non-resonant response of GaAs and Au surfaces; The resonant response of
polymers and of H terminated Si(111). Apart from serving as a reference sample, H terminated Si(111) was used as a study case investigating the influence
of UV exposure on the Si-H surface groups. It was found that the Si-H groups
were not affected by the laser beams (0.4 eV and 1.55 eV photons) used in
the BB-SFG setup probing these groups, nor did exposure to 3 eV photons
at a much higher intensity affect the Si-H groups. Conversely, exposing the
H/Si(111) surface to 4.8 eV photons resulted in the dissociation of the Si-H
groups. For this process a cross section of 8.5 ± 0.8 · 10−17 cm2 was found, a
value comparable to what is reported for direct photochemical dissociation.
Studying the relevant surface groups during ALD directly on c -Si yielded
very weak signals. To increase the signal strength, a spacer layer was inserted
in between the c -Si substrate and the surface under investigation. The enhancement of the BB-SFG signal was modeled as a function of spacer layer
thickness, taking into account the linear optical properties affecting the three
beams (visible, mid-IR, and SFG signal). A broad enhancement of a factor
∼100 with respect to the SFG signal on c -Si (no spacer) was predicted for a
SiO2 layer thickness between 90 nm and 130 nm. To verify the prediction, a
sample with a 30 nm spacer and a sample with a 70 nm spacer were prepared
which indeed followed the predicted trend. In subsequent experiments a SiO2
spacer layer of 90 nm was used to obtain the strongest possible SFG signal.
The c -Si substrate has a non-linear response (mainly due to the lowered
symmetry at the surface) which contributes to the BB-SFG spectrum. This
non-resonant contribution of the c -Si obscures (a part of ) the signal of interest. The undesired non-resonant signal of the c -Si substrate was quenched by
delaying the visible pulse with respect to the mid-IR pulse. The non-resonant
contribution decays faster than the resonant contribution which can be exploited to suppress the former. This was verified experimentally and this
strategy allowed for a complete suppression of the non-resonant contribution.
In conclusion, combining the enhancement of the SFG signal strength
by an appropriate spacer layer and the suppression of the non-resonant c -Si
contribution allowed the detection of – CH3 groups with a sub-monolayer
sensitivity during ALD on c -Si in the in-situ setup. Furthermore, a (rapid)
procedure was developed to ascertain whether the alignment of the setup was
sufficient to obtain monolayer sensitivity towards – CH3 and – OH groups.
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Initial growth of Al2O3 by
atomic layer deposition
studied with vibrational
sum-frequency generation
Abstract
The initial growth during atomic-layer deposition (ALD) of Al2 O3 using trimethylaluminum (TMA)
and water was studied on two starting surfaces: SiO2 and H/Si(111). By in-situ spectroscopy
ellipsometry (SE), it was observed that Al2 O3 growth started virtually immediately on both
surfaces but for H/Si(111) with a somewhat reduced growth-per-cycle (GPC) compared
to steady-state growth. The underlying surface chemistry during the initial cycles of ALD
was monitored with in-situ broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG). For the SiO2
surface, the – CH3 surface groups were followed revealing that only the initial TMA half-cycle
deviates from steady-state growth. The reaction cross section of the initial TMA half-cycle
(σT M A = 2.0 ± 0.2 · 10−18 cm2 ) was a factor of 3 lower than for the TMA half-cycle during
steady-state ALD (σT M A = 6.5 ± 0.6 · 10−18 cm2 ). Each of the H2 O half-cycles showed the
same reaction cross section (σH 2O = 4.0±0.4·10−20 cm2 ) equal to that of steady-state growth,
in agreement with the SE data. For the H/Si(111) surface the chemisorption of TMA on the
Si-H surface groups was studied by monitoring the Si-H groups. The reaction cross section
(σT M A = 3.1 ± 0.3 · 10−18 cm2 ) during the first TMA half-cycle on H/Si(111) was a factor two
lower than during steady-state growth of Al2 O3 . These results show that the initial growth of
Al2 O3 ALD on SiO2 and H/Si(111) shows subtle but measurable differences with respect to
steady-state growth.

5
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5.1 Introduction
In microelectronics and related fields, many key advances in dry etching and
thin-film deposition have been the result of detailed insight into the underlying fundamental surface reactions. The pioneering work by Coburn and
Winters has been exemplary for the approach used today in mechanistic studies in semiconductor processing by etching and deposition. 1 The value of
this approach was demonstrated by their seminal work on Si etching. 1–4 They
introduced a methodology combining the systematic aspects of fundamental
surface-science studies with the close-to-actual operation conditions and the
non-ideal surfaces used in the etch processes. 1–4 On these non-ideal surfaces,
additional processes can occur that are critical for understanding the etching mechanism. Similar non-idealities can play a key role in the growth of
thin-film deposition by processes such as atomic-layer deposition (ALD). A
comparable approach to that of Coburn and Winters has been adopted in the
field of ALD to study its growth mechanism. These studies have have led to a
good understanding of the fundamental growth mechanism of ALD processes
during steady-state growth. 5–7 Conversely, the growth mechanism during the
initial growth of thin-films by ALD has not received as much attention. Initial
growth, also referred to as “nucleation” in the ALD community, can be defined
as a transient phase lasting 1 or more ALD cycles in which growth deviates
from the steady-state film growth. This can manifest itself as: (i) the same reaction mechanism with different reaction rates, due to e.g. a different reactivity
or density of the surface groups; and/or (ii) a different reaction mechanism,
e.g. involving different types of surface groups. Independent hereof, initial
growth might show up as a deviation in the growth-per-cycle (GPC); a deviation in the dose required for saturation, or a growth delay. 8,9 Initial growth
phenomena can affect many of the applications of ALD, which often require
films of only several nm thickness. Therefore, a slightly reduced initial growth
can have a relatively large impact on this aspect. 10 Initial growth phenomena
also play a key role in depositing doped films and ternary compounds by
combining two or more ALD processes. For these complex ALD processes,
initial growth phenomena occur basically each time a switch is made to the
alternate ALD chemistry. 11–13 For example, when depositing Al doped ZnO, a
marked decrease in the GPC or even etching was observed when switching
from the Al2 O3 ALD process to the ZnO ALD process. 11,12 On the other hand,
differences in the initial growth and nucleation behavior can also be exploited
to grow metal nano-particles. 14 Moreover, understanding initial growth is
important for area selective deposition processes, where lack of growth or
large differences in the GPC on different substrates can be exploited to achieve
selectivity. 9,15,16
So far, only a small number of publications focused on the direct study
of the (changes in the) underlying reaction mechanism during initial growth.
Since such a detailed understanding of changes in the surface chemistry
during initial growth remains elusive even for the prevalent ALD processes,
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more insight into the surface chemistry during this phase of the ALD process
is needed.
This work focuses on the initial growth of ALD of Al2 O3 using Al(CH3 )3
(trimethylaluminum, TMA) and H2 O as precursor and co-reactant, respectively. As the prototypical metal-oxide ALD process, the steady-state reaction mechanism of this ubiquitous ALD process has been investigated with
a wide range of techniques. This includes gas-phase and surface FTIR spectroscopy, 17,18 quadrupole-mass spectrometry (QMS), 19 and quartz-crystal
microbalance. 20 The main reaction pathway during steady-state growth for
this ALD process can be described by,
−OH + Al(CH 3 )3
−AlCH 3 + H 2 O

−OAl(CH 3 )2 + CH 4

(5.1a)

−AlOH + CH 4

(5.1b)

where a hyphen (−)indicates a surface group and were all other molecules are
in the gas or vapor phase. 17–23 The initial growth on two different surfaces will
be studied: -OH terminated SiO2 and H terminated Si(111). For the growth
of Al2 O3 on the -OH terminated SiO2 surface, a difference in -OH density and
a difference in the reactivity of the -OH groups might lead to minor changes
in the GPC during the initial ALD cycle(s). For the growth of Al2 O3 on H
terminated Si(111), no -OH groups are present so the growth must occur via a
different reaction pathway. Frank et al. reported that TMA chemisorbs on this
surface forming either a Si-Al bond or a Si-O-Al bond. 24 Such differences in
the surface chemistry are expected to affect the reaction cross section of TMA
as well as the GPC of the ALD process to a certain degree during the initial
cycles.
The choice for these two surfaces is motivated by their pervasiveness in the
semiconductor industry and research. The Si(100) / SiO2 interface is known
for its high electronic quality. 25–27 Often, functional layers are grown on top
of a (ultrathin) SiO2 film exploiting its high quality interface to silicon. On
the other hand, H terminated Si is another ubiquitous starting surface for
thin-film growth when a direct interface with the Si is desired. 25 Especially
the H terminated Si(111) surface (H/Si(111)) is of interest as it has become
a prototypical surface in the field of surface science due to its ideal properties. 28–34 The H/Si(111) surface is atomically flat, virtually defect free, stable in
ambient conditions, and has perfectly aligned surface groups when prepared
with care. 35,36
In-situ vibrational broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG) spectroscopy was used to study the surface chemistry during the ALD process on
these two surfaces. For the initial growth on the SiO2 surface, the density of
– CH3 surface groups was monitored during the first 3 ALD cycles as a function
of precursor and co-reactant exposure. Emphasis was placed on the reaction
kinetics of the ALD chemistry and the determination of the reaction cross
section σ. For initial growth on the H/Si(111) surface, the relative density
of Si-H on the surface as a function of TMA exposure was measured. This
revealed the reaction kinetics of the precursor chemisorption on H/Si(111)
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and allowed the determination of the reaction cross section of this process.

5.2 Vibrational broadband sum-frequency generation
Vibrational BB-SFG spectroscopy is a second-order nonlinear optical technique with which the surface chemistry can be monitored in-situ with submonolayer sensitivity and fairly fast acquisition times. The SFG process itself
is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. In short, the electric field of a spectrally narrow visible
light pulse, E~ (ωv i s ) and a broadband femtosecond mid-IR pulse E~ (ωI R ) interact with surface groups, causing a polarization of the surface groups with a
frequency equal to the sum frequency of the two driving fields. The resulting
polarization P~ is given by,
Pi (ωs f g = ωv i s + ωi r ) = ε0 χ̄¯ i j k E j (ωv i s )Ek (ωi r )

(5.2)

with i , j , k the Cartesian components of the fields, and χ̄¯ i j k (ωs f g , ωv i s , ωi r )
the second-order susceptibility. 37 The intensity of the emitted SFG light, I is
proportional to |P |2 . 37 Transitions between vibrational levels of the surface
groups give rise to a resonant enhancement of the SFG signal, i.e. an increase
of the amplitude of χ̄¯ i j k at the characteristic frequencies associated with
these vibrational modes. Therefore, the IR fingerprint of the surface groups
is present in the spectral shape of the BB-SFG signal emitted in the visible
part of the spectrum. The selection rules of the SFG process are quite strict. It
turns out that the BB-SFG spectroscopy is inherently surface selective when
used to study the surface chemistry on materials with inversion symmetry
such as amorphous materials and crystalline Si. 37,38 This unique combination
of inherent surface selectivity, sub-monolayer sensitivity, and fast acquisition
times ( ∼ 120 s for a sensitivity better than 10 % of a monolayer of – CH3 )
makes BB-SFG spectroscopy ideally suited to study the surface chemistry
during ALD.
In our previous work, BB-SFG was employed to study the steady-state
growth of thermal ALD of Al2 O3 . Both the – CH3 and the -OH surface groups,
ruling the reaction mechanism of the Al2 O3 ALD process, could be detected
with BB-SFG spectroscopy. 39 By monitoring the – CH3 density as a function
of the precursor and co-reactant exposure, the reaction kinetics in both halfcycles were revealed over a large temperature range (100 ◦C up to 300 ◦C). 22,39
Moreover, the unique properties of BB-SFG spectroscopy allowed for the detection of persistent – CH3 groups present on the surface at low temperatures
which are no longer reactive towards H2 O. 22 The observation of these persistent – CH3 groups confirmed the inertness of isolated – CH3 groups towards
H2 O, as predicted with ab-initio simulations. 40,41 Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the persistent – CH3 groups are the cause of a lower GPC which is
commonly observed at low temperatures for ALD of Al2 O3 . 22
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Figure 5.1: The vibrational transitions of the surface groups are probed with BB-SFG
by exposing the surface groups simultaneously to a broadband femtosecond IR pulse
and a narrowband visible pulse. The two pulses interact resulting in the emission of
a SFG signal. The efficiency of the mixing is resonantly enhanced by the vibrational
transitions of the surface groups, and as a result the vibrational fingerprint is contained
in the SFG signal in the visible part of the spectrum.

5.3 Experimental details
ALD setup and substrate preparation
The BB-SFG experiments were performed in a home-built ALD reactor. The
ALD reactor consisted of a vacuum chamber which was equipped with 2 turbomolecular pumps (Pfeiffer TMU 261P) reaching a base pressure better than
1 · 10−6 mbar. The vapor drawn precursor and co-reactant were dosed using “fast ALD” valves (Swagelok 34C-A-GDFG-1KT). The reactor walls were
heated to 80 ◦C. For the experiments at 100 ◦C, the sample was heated radiatively using a Boralectric heating element(GE Advanced Ceramics ACSF0073
HTR1002). The sample temperature was measured using a thermocouple
(Thermocoax 2ABAc05/1m/TI/FIM.K) glued to the sample with thermally
conductive adhesive (RS 186-3600). The temperature sensor was also used
as input for the custom electronics controlling the sample temperature by
modulating the power dissipation in the heating element.
The samples for the initial growth studied with BB-SFG spectroscopy
and SE were prepared as follows: The substrates with the SiO2 surface were
prepared by depositing 90 nm of SiO2 on a Si(100) substrate with plasma-
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the main components of the BB-SFG setup and the ALD setup
employed to study the surface chemistry during ALD of Al2 O3 .

enhanced chemical-vapor deposition (PE-CVD) at 300◦C using SiH4 - O2
plasma. Both the SE and BB-SFG spectroscopy experiments on this type
of sample were performed at 100 ◦C. The substrates with the H/Si(111) surface
were prepared by the procedure as described by Higashi et al. 42 A Si(111) wafer
with native oxide was immersed for 120 s in a buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF)
comprising of 40% NH4 F and 49% HF mixed in a volume ratio of 6:1. After
the BHF exposure, the wafer was rinsed in a flow of ultra-pure water until
the resistivity of the water down stream of the wafer reached a resistance >
5 MΩcm. Exposing the Si(111) surface to BHF removed the native oxide and
subsequently formed an atomically smooth, Si – H terminated surface which
is stable in water and ambient. 42 The BB-SFG spectroscopy experiments on
this type of sample were performed at 80 ◦C and the SE experiments were
performed at 100 ◦C.
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Optical setup, BB-SFG experiments, and modeling
The optical setup for the in-situ BB-SFG spectrometry experiments built
around the ALD reactor is shown schematically in Fig. 5.2. Three main components can be identified: the laser system, the optical components used to
tailor the beam, and the detection system. The laser system generating the
90 fs pulses consisted of a optical oscillator (Spectra-Physics Tsunami) and
amplifier (Spectra-Physics Spitfire) producing a 1.8 W beam of visible (795
nm) light with a repetition rate of 1kHz. Of this visible signal, 70 % was used
to pump an optical-parametric amplifier (OPA, Light Conversion TOPAS-C)
generating the tunable mid-IR signal (3-8 µm). The mid-IR beam generated in
the OPA was directed towards the ALD system and focused onto the substrate
situated in the vacuum chamber. The remaining 30 % of the visible beam
was made spectrally narrow by a spike filter (CVI F1.1-800 spike-filter) which
lengthened the pulses to ∼ 1 ps duration and significantly reduced its intensity.
At the sample, both beams had an average power of 5 mW each. To synchronize the visible and mid-IR pulses, a home built delay line was incorporated
into the visible beam path (Physik Instrumente M-014-D1). The visible beam
was focused onto the same spot as the mid-IR beam in a non-collinear geometry. The BB-SFG signal generated at the sample was separated from the
2 laser beams driving the SFG process using spatial filtering (2 apertures of
∼ 2 mm placed ∼ 30 cm apart) and spectral filtering (4 Thorlabs FES0750
filters each with an optical density > 5). To select the polarization of the SFG
light, the beam was passed through a Glan-laser polarizer (Thorlabs GL10A).
The BB-SFG signal was focused onto the entrance slit of the spectrograph
(Acton Research SP2500) and detected by a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD chip
(Princeton Instruments Spec-10).
The BB-SFG spectra were collected using an acquisition time of 120s. The
so-called “Ssp” polarization mode was used which is the most sensitive mode
for – CH3 and Si-H groups. In this mode, p polarized mid-IR and s polarized
visible light are used to drive the SFG process while the s component of the
SFG (denoted as capital S ) signal is detected. To obtain information about the
density of a surface groups, the BB-SFG spectra have to be fitted to a model.
The SFG response of a surface group with coverage ρ is given by,
I (ωi r ) ∝ |χ̄¯ N R + ρ

A r e s exp(i φ) 2
|
ωi r − ωr e s + i Γ

(5.3)

with A r e s the cross section of the SFG process of a single surface group for a
resonance at ωi r , and Γ the broadening of the resonance. The parameter χ̄¯ N R
aggregates the nonresonant contributions to the SFG signal and φ describes
the phase of the resonant contribution. The relative density of the surface
groups can be determined from a fit of this model to the data using the leastsquares approach with a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. This procedure was
used to obtain the relative densities reported in this work. See the supporting
information in the appendix for a figure with both the measured and modeled
data.
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In-situ SE measurements and modeling
The initial growth of Al2 O3 ALD was followed using in-situ SE (J. A. Woollam
Co. M2000X) on a commercial ALD reactor (Oxford Instruments FlexAL). To
obtain the thickness of the deposited Al2 O3 film, a model was made to fit
the SE data. The substrates was parameterized using the in-situ SE spectra
recorded before the start of the deposition. The wavelength dependence of the
optical constants of the Al2 O3 film itself were described with a Cauchy model.
The parameters of the Cauchy model were determined from the in-situ SE
spectrum recorded after 50 ALD cycles, i.e. with the thickest film deposited in
the experiment. The Al2 O3 films had a refractive index of n = 1.6 at 2 eV which
is typical for these ALD films. 43 Using this model, with only the thickness of
the Al2 O3 film as a fitting parameter, all the intermediate SE spectra were fitted
resulting in data as shown in Fig. 5.3.
The GPC during the initial growth has to be calculated from the thickness
increase caused by a single ALD cycle since the GPC is expected to change from
cycle to cycle. However, care has to be taken to correctly interpret thickness
changes measured with SE caused by single half-cycle. When measuring
thickness changes as small as those caused by 1 ALD cycle, the role of the
surface groups on the SE spectra has to be considered. Both the -OH and – CH3
surface groups have an unknown (but fairly high) refractive index resulting
in an apparent thickness similar to the GPC. Therefore, if both material is
added and the surface groups are changed, it is not possible to separate the
two contributions. As shown by Langereis et al., for steady-state growth this
means that the thickness change between different half-cycles cannot be used
to calculate the GPC because of the change in surface groups. Conversely, the
thickness change after a full ALD cycle does correspond to the GPC since the
same surface groups were present during both measurements.
For initial growth, the same reasoning can be applied depending on the
starting surface. Because the SiO2 surface starts out -OH terminated, the
change in surface groups after a full ALD cycle (TMA followed by H2 O) is
minimal since the surface is again -OH terminated. When modeling the SE
response the sample before ALD, the influence of the – OH groups is incorporated in the fitting parameter of e.g. the SiO2 film. The SE spectrum of
the same sample after a full ALD cycle only differs in the contribution of the
deposited Al2 O3 layer. The surface is still -OH terminated and the influence of
the -OH groups will still be included in the optical model of the Si(100)/SiO2
sample. As a result, the thickness of the Al2 O3 film will be accurate. The same
reasoning holds for the subsequent ALD cycles and the GPC can be calculated
from the change in the thickness of the Al2 O3 film for each cycle. For this
reason, the GPC data for the Si(100)/SiO2 substrate was determined using
the spectra recorded after the H2 O half-cycle resulting in an -OH terminated
surface. For the H/Si(111) surface, it is not possible to exclude the influence
of a change in surface functionalization (from Si-H to -OH) in the first cycle(s).
Also for this sample the GPC was calculated using the thickness obtained from
the SE spectra recorded after the H2 O half-cycle but the first GPC value will
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be affected by a change in surface groups.

5.4 Results
Growth-per-cycle during initial growth
The initial growth of Al2 O3 ALD on a SiO2 and a H/Si(111) surface was followed
with in-situ SE. Changes in surface chemistry during the initial growth can
affect the amount of material deposited per cycle, i.e. result in a change in GPC
during the early cycles. For both cases, an in-situ SE spectrum was taken of
the bare substrate before deposition. During the ALD process a SE spectrum
was recorded after each half-cycle resulting in the data shown in Fig. 5.3 (a).
The GPC was calculated using the thickness data, resulting in Fig. 5.3 (b). For
the SiO2 surface, the first cycle shows a GPC of 2.7 Å whereas all subsequent
cycles exhibit a GPC of 0.8 Å. The latter is in agreement with what is typically
reported for this ALD process when thicker films are considered. 43 This result
suggests that the initial growth phenomena might be restricted to the first
ALD cycle only.
Using the same procedure for the H/Si(111) surface, Fig. 5.3 (b) shows that
the first 20 cycles are affected compared to the steady-state growth. However,
after this initial growth phase, a GPC of 0.8 Å was measured which is again in
agreement with the reported GPC for steady state growth of Al2 O3 by ALD. 43

– CH3 coverage during initial growth on SiO2
The initial growth of Al2 O3 by ALD on the SiO2 surface was studied with BB-SFG
spectroscopy by monitoring the – CH3 surface groups related to chemisorbed
TMA for the first 3 ALD cycles. A BB-SFG spectrum was recorded for the bare
SiO2 /c -Si substrate probing the spectral region around 3000 cm−1 in which
the C-H stretch mode of – CH3 groups is situated. Figure 5.4 (a) shows the
broad spectral signature of the non-resonant SFG response from the substrate.
From this point on, for every measurement the non-resonant background
was suppressed to facilitate the interpretation of the BB-SFG spectra. This
suppression was achieved by delaying the visible pulse with respect to the
mid-IR pulse, similar to the approach used by Lagutchev et al. to reduce the
non-resonant contribution of a Au surface. 45
The first ALD cycle on the sample was started with the TMA half-cycle.
Instead of using one relatively long precursor exposure, the TMA dose was
divided up into shorter exposures of 20 ms each. This allowed us to follow
the surface chemistry during the half-cycles. In every measurement, the
surface was exposed to 20 ms of TMA and once the vacuum chamber was
pumped down a BB-SFG spectrum was collected. In Fig. 5.4 (b) spectrum i is
taken after the first exposure and this spectrum clearly shows the appearance
of a resonant feature at 2890 cm−1 which is indicative of the – CH3 groups
of chemisorbed TMA on the surface. This procedure was repeated several

GPC (nm) Al2 O3 Thickness (nm)
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Figure 5.3: (a) The thickness of a Al2 O3 film grown by ALD measured with in-situ SE
plotted as a function of the number of cycles for a SiO2 and a H/Si(111) starting surface.
Data was collected after both the TMA (open markers) and the H2 O (solid markers)
half-cycle. The inset shows the first 4 cycles in more detail. (b) The GPC plotted as a
function of the ALD cycle number for ALD of Al2 O3 on both the SiO2 and H/Si(111)
surface.

times and spectra i i up to v show an increase in the strength of the feature
assigned to the – CH3 groups. From spectrum v on, the feature related to the
– CH3 groups no longer changes. This indicates that additional TMA could
no longer adsorb on the surface and that saturation was reached. The H2 O
half-cycle following the TMA half-cycle was studied using the same procedure,
exposing the surface to 20 ms of H2 O multiple times and recording a BB-SFG
spectrum after each exposure. A decrease in – CH3 coverage on the surface was
observed as a function of H2 O exposure (spectra not shown). The persistent
– CH3 groups present during steady-state growth of Al2 O3 at 100 ◦C 22 were
also observed after the first H2 O half-cycle. These persistent – CH3 groups
are not reactive towards H2 O and therefore remain on the surface after the
H2 O half-cycle. Hence, they limit the TMA uptake in the subsequent TMA
half-cycle.
The relative – CH3 coverage during the ALD half-cycles was determined
from the spectra shown in Fig. 5.4 by a fitting procedure. The top two panels
of Fig. 5.5 show the – CH3 coverage as a function of precursor and co-reactant
exposure in the first ALD cycle. The 2 subsequent ALD cycles were also mon-
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Figure 5.4: (a) A BB-SFG spectrum recorded of the pristine SiO2 surface revealing a
non-resonant c -Si background resulting in the broad spectral feature reflecting the
spectral shape of the mid-IR beam used in the experiment. By delaying the visible pulse
with respect to the mid-IR pulse, this contribution was suppressed in all subsequent
experiments. (b) BB-SFG spectra of the C-H stretch region (i ) after the first TMA
exposure. The characteristic peak around 2900 cm−1 is indicative of the – CH3 groups
of chemisorbed TMA on the surface. The amount of chemisorbed TMA increases for
subsequent exposures (i i − i v ), and eventually saturates (v − v i i i ).

itored using the same approach, and the results are also plotted in Fig. 5.5.
Each of the half-cycles was driven to saturation before the next half-cycle was
commenced. From Fig. 5.5 it is clear that the reaction kinetics of the first TMA
half-cycle deviates significantly from the reaction kinetics of the steady state
growth. Yet, the reaction kinetics of the TMA half-cycles for the second and
third ALD cycle are virtually identical to the reaction kinetics observed for
the steady state growth (also shown in Fig. 5.5). Furthermore, the relative
amount of – CH3 after the TMA half-cycle did not vary from cycle-to-cycle.
For the H2 O step, all the half-cycles show reaction kinetics identical to that of
the steady state growth. The relative coverage of the persistent – CH3 groups
left after the saturated H2 O half-cycles is ∼ 60%. The amount of persistent
groups was the same for the first, second, and third cycle and is similar to
what has been observed for steady state growth at 100 ◦C. 22 To summarize,
these data show that only the reaction kinetics of the first TMA half-cycle is
affected when growing on a SiO2 surface. This is in line with the immediate
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Figure 5.5: The – CH3 coverage as a function of the TMA and H2 O exposure for the first
3 cycles on the SiO2 surface for ALD of Al2 O3 at 100 ◦C obtained from modeling the BBSFG spectra. For comparison, the steady-state reaction kinetics, reported elsewhere, 22
are also given in the figure. The data is normalized to the – CH3 coverage reached after
the first TMA half-cycle and the solid lines are fits to the data used to determine the
reaction cross section.

growth observed for ALD of Al2 O3 on the SiO2 surface in Fig. 5.3 which is also
typically reported in literature. 18,46
The reaction cross section was determined from the reaction kinetics, i.e.
the curves in Fig. 5.5. Assuming that the reaction in the TMA and H2 O halfcycle can be described by a first order reactions, the – CH3 coverage θC H and
-OH coverage θO H are given by:
d θO H
= −σT M A ΓT M A θO H ,
dt
d θC H
= −σH 2O ΓH 2O θC H ,
dt

(5.4a)
(5.4b)

with σT M A and σH 2O the reaction cross section of TMA and H2 O during the
TMA and H2 O half-cycle, respectively. For the relative -OH and – CH3 coverage,
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Table 5.1: The reaction cross-section σT M A and σH 2O of the reactions taking place in
the TMA and H2 O half-cycles during the first 3 ALD cycles on the SiO2 surface for the
initial TMA half-cycle on H/Si(111). For comparison, the steady state cross sections
are also listed. A surface coverage of 6 · 1014 cm−2 was assumed in the calculation of the
initial sticking probability for both the -OH and the – CH3 groups. 21,47 For the H/Si(111)
surface a coverage of 7.8 · 1014 cm−2 was used. 48 The “random error” is listed in the
table, the systematic error might be larger but only introduces a scaling factor and
does not affect the trend in the data.
Starting Surf.

Cycle

σT M A (10−18 cm2 )

S0T M A (·10−3 )

σH 2 O (10−18 cm2 )

S0H 2O (·10−3 )

H/Si(111)
SiO2
SiO2
SiO2
steady state

1st.
1st.
2nd.
3rd.
∞

3.1 ± 0.3
2.0 ± 0.2
6.0 ± 0.6
6.0 ± 0.6
6.5 ± 0.6

2 ± 0.2
1 ± 0.1
4 ± 0.4
4 ± 0.4
4 ± 0.4

0.040 ± 0.004
0.039 ± 0.004
0.040 ± 0.004
0.037 ± 0.004

0.02 ± 0.002
0.02 ± 0.002
0.02 ± 0.002
0.02 ± 0.002

the relation θO H +θC H = 1 holds. The Hertz-Knudsen equation was used to determine the flux of H2 O (ΓH 2O = 3.5 · 1020 cm−2 s−1 ) and TMA ( ΓT M A = 1.7 · 1019
cm−2 s−1 ) towards the substrate from the pressure in the reactor during dosing.
The reaction cross section was determined from the fit of the simple exponential function described by Eq. (5.4) to the data in Fig. 5.5. The main uncertainty
in the cross section was caused by a systematic error in the absolute magnitude of the flux which only introduces a scaling factor in the absolute value of
the cross section. Therefore, this does not affect the interpretation of relative
differences between the cross sections. The “random error” in the data is
better than 10% which is a conservative estimate from the fluctuations in the
strength of the SFG signal over time.
Table 5.1 lists the reaction cross sections obtained from the fits to the data
in Fig. 5.5 for both half-cycles during the first 3 ALD cycles. The reaction cross
section of the initial TMA half-cycle, σT M A = 2.0 ± 0.2 · 10−18 cm2 , was found to
be a factor of three lower that of steady state growth. The corresponding initial
sticking probability S0T M A , related to the reaction cross section by S0T M A =
σT M A · θO H , was calculated assuming an absolute -OH surface coverage of
6 · 1014 groups per cm2 . 47 The initial sticking probability of S0T M A = 0.001
indicates that a TMA molecule has approximately 1000 interactions with -OH
groups on the SiO2 surface before the TMA molecule chemisorbs. The reaction
cross-section and initial sticking probably of the subsequent TMA half-cycles,
σT M A = 6.0 · 10−18 cm2 and S0T M A = 0.004, was the same as that of the steady
state growth. For the H2 O half-cycles, the cross section did not vary with cycle
number and it was found to be σH 2O = 4.0 ± 0.4 · 10−20 cm2 which is identical
to that of the steady-state growth. This yields a initial sticking probability of
S0H 2O = 2 · 10−5 assuming a – CH3 coverage of 6 · 1014 cm−2 . 21
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Si-H coverage during initial chemisorption of TMA on H/Si(111)
The initial chemisorption of TMA on the H/Si(111) surface was studied with
BB-SFG spectroscopy by monitoring the stretching mode of the Si-H groups on
the surface. A BB-SFG spectrum of the pristine surface was collected after the
reactor was pumped down and is shown in Fig. 5.6. A sharp resonance at 2090
cm−1 was observed which is typical for the stretching vibration of Si-H groups
on the H/Si(111) surface. In FTIR spectroscopy the stretching mode of Si-H on
the H/Si(111) surface is commonly observed at 2086 cm−1 and is known for
its extremely narrow spectral width of 0.05 cm−1 at 40K. 24,35,36,42,49 However,
in the BB-SFG spectra, the spectral width of the Si-H feature is entirely due to
the instrumental broadening, see also appendix. To test repeatability of the
measurement and the stability of the surface, a second spectrum is recorded
after waiting 120 s. The overlap between the two spectra in Fig. 5.6 shows
the excellent repeatability of the measurement. After the collection of the
BB-SFG spectrum of the pristine surface, the sample was exposed to TMA
by opening the ALD valve for a duration of 10 ms. After pumping down the
vacuum chamber a new BB-SFG spectrum was collected. The amplitude of
the Si-H feature decreased, as can be seen in Fig. 5.6. This indicated that TMA
has reacted with the Si-H groups, in agreement with the observation of Frank
et al. 24 Again a second spectrum was collected after 120 s to verify the stability
of the surface. This entire procedure of dosing TMA for 10 ms and recording
two BB-SFG spectra was repeated until the Si-H feature could not longer be
discerned.
The Si-H coverage was determined from a fit to the BB-SFG spectra in Fig.
5.6 using the aforementioned procedure. The resulting Si-H coverage was
plotted as a function of TMA exposure in Fig. 5.7, showing an exponential
decrease of Si-H coverage with TMA exposure. This indicated that the reaction
of TMA with the Si-H groups is first order in the Si-H coverage. The reactor
cross section σT M A was found from fitting the exponential function described
by Eq. (5.4b) to the data (replacing θO H by θSi H ). The TMA flux was ΓT M A = 1.7·
1019 cm−2 s−1 . The reaction cross section of TMA chemisorption on H/Si(111),
σT M A = 3.1 · 10−18 cm2 , was found to be slightly smaller than the cross section
of the steady state growth but larger than the reaction cross section of the
initial chemisorption on a SiO2 surface.

5.5 Concluding remarks
The subtle differences in the surface chemistry and the reaction kinetics during
the initial growth of Al2 O3 by ALD on the SiO2 surface and the H/Si(111) surface
were studied with in-situ BB-SFG spectroscopy.
For the SiO2 surface, the density of – CH3 groups was monitored during the
first 3 ALD cycles with BB-SFG spectroscopy. The reactivity of TMA towards the
SiO2 surface, i.e. the reaction cross section, in the first ALD cycle was found
to be a factor of 3 lower than during steady-state growth. This suggests a
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Figure 5.6: (i ) A BB-SFG spectrum of a pristine H/Si(111) surface showing the typical
Si-H stretch for this surface situated at 2900 cm−1 . In (i i ) through (i i x ) the Si-H
signal decreases due to subsequent TMA exposures. The stability of the surface and
reproducability of the measurement was verified by the overlap between the spectrum
recorded after the TMA dose (solid lines) and the spectrum recorded after a dwell time
of 120s (dashed lines).

lower reactivity of the -OH groups back bonded to Si compared to -OH groups
back bonded to Al. The subsequent TMA half-cycles showed a reactivity
comparable to steady-state growth. All three H2 O half-cycles, including the
H2 O step in the first ALD cycle, showed a reactivity comparable to steady-state
growth and seem to be unaffected by initial growth phenomena. Apparently,
the environment and therefore the reactivity of the – CH3 groups towards H2 O
is not affected significantly during the initial growth. The relative amount
of – CH3 groups after the TMA half-cycle did not vary from cycle-to-cycle.
The relative density of persistent – CH3 groups after the H2 O half-cycle also
did not vary from cycle-to-cycle and was comparable to the relative density
reported for steady-state growth. Moreover, the presence of the persistent
surface groups has the side-effect that the TMA uptake during the first ALD
cycle is significantly higher than in the subsequent ALD cycles. The larger TMA
uptake in the first ALD cycle is also reflected in the in-situ SE data, showing
a significantly higher GPC (2.3 Å compared to 0.8 Å for steady-state growth)
approximately matching the increase in TMA uptake deduced from the BBSFG spectra. Moreover, the in-situ SE data shows that only the first ALD cycle

Relative Si-H Surface coverage
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Figure 5.7: The Si-H coverage of a H/Si(111) surface as a function of TMA exposure
determined from the BB-SFG spectra. The inset shows the same data plotted on a
logarithmic scale.

was affected by initial growth phenomena and that all subsequent cycles
exhibit steady-state growth, in line with the trend in the reaction cross section
determined with BB-SFG spectroscopy. The surface chemistry for Al2 O3 ALD
on the SiO2 surface is likely fairly independent of the techniques with which
the SiO2 was formed. Yet, annealed SiO2 surfaces are expected to exhibit
a different surface termination (with a lower density of -OH groups due to
thermally induced dehydroxylation). This can result in a different reaction
mechanism with different surface species, such as TMA chemisorption on
Si – O – Si bridges, 50 that will lead to different reaction kinetics.
The chemisorption of TMA onto the H/Si(111) surface during the first
TMA half-cycle was followed with BB-SFG spectroscopy by probing the SiH groups. The TMA chemisorption onto the Si-H groups showed a slightly
smaller reaction cross section than that of steady-state growth. Moreover, the
reaction was observed to be first order in the Si-H coverage. It was not possible
to measure the – CH3 groups on the H/Si(111) surface due to less favorable
Fresnel coefficients leading to a reduced sensitivity on this surface. Yet, the
cross section determined from measurements of either the Si-H groups or the
– CH3 groups lead to similar results. With in-situ SE, immediate growth was
observed however, the first ∼20 cycles show a lower GPC with respect to the
steady-state growth, in line with the lower reactivity measured with BB-SFG
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spectroscopy.
There is no simple or direct relation between the reaction cross section and
the number of ALD cycles affected by initial growth phenomena. The reaction
cross section is a measure of how reactive the precursor is towards the surface,
but this is only a part of the picture. During the initial growth phase, the type
and areal density of the dominant surface groups is changing cycle-by-cycle.
The higher cross section for TMA chemisorption on H/Si(111) surface than on
the SiO2 surface should be seen in this light. TMA chemisorbs more readily on
H/Si(111) than it does on -OH groups on the SiO2 surface. However, the TMA
uptake is probably lower and it takes longer to reach steady-state conditions.
For a better understanding of initial growth during ALD, the surface chemistry needs to be studied both qualitatively and quantitatively. First, the (surface) groups involved in the ALD process need to be determined. Then, both
the reaction cross section and the areal density of the surface groups needs to
be quantified. In this work, it was demonstrated that BB-SFG spectroscopy is
a feasible technique for quantifying these characteristic of the surface chemistry. When complemented with other analysis techniques, determining e.g.
gas-phase reaction products and GPC, this can yield fundamental insights
into the underlying growth mechanisms of the initial growth phase of ALD.
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5.A Appendix

Modeling the BB-SFG spectra
Figure 5.8 shows the same BB-SFG spectra as shown in Fig. 5.4 but in this case with
an vertical offset applied to the spectra for clarity. A good agreement between the
measured data and the fit of the model described in the main manuscript, used to
obtain the relative – CH3 density, can be seen in the figure.
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Figure 5.8: BB-SFG spectra showing the – CH3 resonance, identical to the data in Fig.
5.4. The measured data (markers) and the fit to the data (solid lines) are both shown.
An offset has been applied to the spectra for clarity.

Spectral shape of the Si-H stretch mode
The spectral resolution of BB-SFG spectroscopy is limited by the spectral width of
the visible pulse. In the SFG process a mid-IR photon with energy ωi r mixes with a
visible photon with energy ωv i s . This produces a new photon with photon energy
ωs f g = ωv i s + ωi r . A variation of ωv i s of δωv i s results in a variation in the SFG photon,
δωs f g = δωv i s . The visible pulse used in this work had a spectral width of 1 nm
centered around 795 nm, i.e. 1.25%. For a (infinitely narrow) resonance at 2090 cm−1
this corresponds to a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of 25 cm−1 in the IR domain,
in excellent agreement with the FWHM of ∼ 25cm−1 observed experimentally.
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What is limiting
low-temperature atomic layer
deposition of Al2O3? A
vibrational sum-frequency
generation study
Abstract
The surface reactions during atomic layer deposition (ALD) of Al2 O3 from Al(CH3 )3 and H2 O
have been studied with broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG) to reveal what is
limiting the growth at low temperatures. The – CH3 surface coverage was measured for
temperatures between 100 and 300 ◦C and the absolute reaction cross sections, describing
the reaction kinetics, were determined for both half-cycles. It was found that – CH3 groups
persisted on the surface after saturation of the H2 O half-cycle. From a direct correlation with
the growth per cycle it was established that the reduced reactivity of H2 O towards – CH3 is
the dominant factor limiting the ALD process at low temperatures.

6
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6.1 Introduction
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) has become an enabling technology in the
fabrication of semiconductor and photovoltaic devices due to its unique capability to conformally deposit ultra-thin films with sub-nanometer thickness
precision. 1 In recent years, the adoption of ALD as the method of choice in
numerous applications has sparked a drive towards the development of new
ALD processes. Simultaneously, the operating range of existing processes are
being explored with the main goal of obtaining greater flexibility in deposition
conditions, while at the same time retaining all the merits of ALD. Of especial
interest is low temperature ALD, 2,3 , enabling deposition on temperature sensitive samples. When exploring a new process or extending the operating range
of an established process, insight into the surface chemistry that is governing
ALD is key. Yet gaining understanding of ALD film growth by directly studying
the surface groups, ruling the ALD chemistry, requires highly sensitive in-situ
diagnostic techniques.
This work focuses on the ubiquitous thermal ALD process of Al2 O3 , using
trimethylaluminum (Al(CH3 )3 , TMA) as precursor and water as co-reactant
and addresses the question what limits Al2 O3 growth at low temperature. The
steady-state growth mechanism of this ALD process has been studied extensively with techniques such as quadrupole mass spectrometry, 4 spectroscopic
ellipsometry, 4 quartz-crystal microbalance, 5 and Fourier-transform infrared
(FTIR) absorption spectroscopy. 6–8 The generally accepted and dominant
reaction mechanism for steady-state growth is as follows:
−OH + Al(CH 3 )3 (g)
−CH 3 + H 2 O (g)

−O−Al−(CH 3 )2 + CH 4 (g)
−OH + CH 4 (g)

(6.1a)
(6.1b)

where an "-" symbol designate surface species. In addition to hydroxyls which form the most important chemisorption site for TMA, it has been
reported that TMA can chemisorb on bridged oxygen on a dehydroxylated
Al2 O3 surface, 9 formates, 10 and carbonates. 11 One of the unresolved issues in
understanding the growth of Al2 O3 by ALD is the exact cause of the decrease in
growth per cycle (GPC) reported at low temperatures. 2,3 Figure 6.1 shows the
GPC of Al2 O3 ALD in terms of Al atoms deposited as a function of deposition
temperature as measured with Rutherford back-scattering spectrometry (RBS,
this metric gives more insight than the GPC in terms of thickness). Comparing
the GPC of this thermal process with its plasma enhanced counterpart using
O2 plasma instead of H2 O, also included in Fig. 6.1, shows that the decrease in
GPC at low temperatures only occurs for the thermal process while the GPC
of the plasma process keeps increasing when going to lower temperatures. 3,11
Because both processes only differ in the co-reactant, the likely cause of the
lower GPC for the H2 O-based process is the lack of reactivity of the co-reactant
at low temperatures. However, the precise ALD surface chemistry related to
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3000

Figure 6.1: The growth-per-cycle (GPC) as a function of temperature for thermal ALD
of Al2 O3 with Al(CH3 )3 and H2 O as well as for the plasma-enhanced ALD process with
Al(CH3 )3 and O2 plasma. The GPC is given in terms of Al atoms per cm2 per cycle as
obtained by RBS measurements (solid markers). At low temperatures, the thermal
process shows a significant decrease in the GPC, whereas the plasma process does
not. The trends in the GPC can also be predicted by the change in – CH3 coverage
measured with BB-SFG (open markers). The measured and predicted GPC data show
a good agreement.

6.2 Experimental details
In this work, the surface chemistry of ALD Al2 O3 is investigated with the technique of broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG). BB-SFG is a stateof-the-art nonlinear optical technique used predominantly in surface science
and which is used here to study ALD chemistry. BB-SFG is inherently interface selective with a sub-monolayer sensitivity for – CH3 groups and with
fairly short acquisition times (120 s for a sensitivity better than 10% of a – CH3
monolayer). One of the key features of BB-SFG is that the measured signals are
directly correlated to the absolute surface density, revealing more information
than so-called differential techniques (such as FTIR) from which only changes
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in surface coverage can be extracted. By its very nature, the surface selectivity
of BB-SFG leads to the simultaneous detection of species which are changing
after an ALD half-cycle and species which are persistent over the ALD halfcycles. In this Letter, it will be shown that these persistent surface species play
a key role in ALD of Al2 O3 at low temperatures. Water is not reactive enough
at low temperatures to remove all the – CH3 groups from the surface; even
when saturation conditions are reached a significant amount of – CH3 groups
persist on the surface. These persistent – CH3 groups limit the uptake of TMA
in the next half-cycle causing the reduction in GPC. The reduction in the areal
density of the Al atoms deposited per cycle is found to be directly proportional
to the persistent – CH3 coverage.

6.3 Results
ALD of Al2 O3 was studied with BB-SFG in a setup designed and built for this
purpose. The setup consisted of a vacuum chamber equipped with two turbomolecular pumps (base pressure below 10−7 mbar) and fast ALD valves to dose
the vapor drawn reactants. A pump down step of ∼140 s reaching a pressure
below 10−6 mbar was performed after dosing the reactants. The sample was
heated radiatively from the back side and the temperature of the sample was
controlled with a thermocouple glued to the substrate within 5 mm of the spot
measured with BB-SFG. The sample itself was a free-standing 2 inch Si(100)
wafer with a 90 nm SiO2 film on top for optical enhancement purposes of
the BB-SFG signal, see appendix. The sample was mounted such that BBSFG could be performed in reflection mode. The laser system used for the
experiments produced a ∼90 fs pulsed IR (3.3 µm) beam and visible (800 nm)
beam with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. A band-pass filter was used to reduce
the bandwidth of the visible pulse to ∼1 nm. Both the IR and visible beams
(pulse energy ∼5 µJ each) were focused on the sample in a non-collinear
geometry. The spectra shown in this work were acquired with an integration
time of 120 s to reach a noise level of < 1% for typical signals. Except for darkfield subtraction and the removal of features due to cosmic rays, the data is
presented as-obtained.
The surface chemistry occurring during both ALD half-cycles was monitored with BB-SFG by probing the spectral region of the C-H stretching modes.
The C-H stretching mode of – CH3 was successfully detected at ∼2890 cm−1
after precursor exposure, similar to what is typically observed with FTIR for
chemisorbed TMA. 6 The mode is in the same range as, for example, – CH3
groups of self-assembled monolayers (SAM) when probing them with BBSFG. 12 BB-SFG was used to detect the – CH3 groups during steady-state ALD
at 200 ◦C. Recording a spectrum after a saturated H2 O dose shows no – CH3
groups as can be deduced from the featureless spectrum in Fig. 6.2a. This
corresponds to a fully – OH terminated surface. 6–8 Subsequently, the – OH
covered surface was exposed to a pulse of TMA by activating the ALD valve for
20 ms. As expected from Eq. (6.1a), the spectrum recorded after the TMA expo-
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Figure 6.2: BB-SFG spectra showing the C-H stretching mode of – CH3 surface groups
on the surface, recorded as a function of (a) subsequent TMA and (b) H2 O exposures
during ALD at a sample temperature of 200◦C.

sure shows the spectral feature indicative of the C-H stretching mode of – CH3
groups on the surface. A subsequent 20 ms pulse yields only a slight increase
in peak height indicating a small additional uptake of TMA. Ensuing TMA
pulses do not show any change in – CH3 coverage, implying that saturation
has already been reached. When continuing with the H2 O half-cycle after the
TMA half-cycle, the first 20 ms H2 O exposure results in a significant decrease
in the amount of – CH3 on the surface as can be seen in Fig. 6.2b. Subsequent
pulses of water remove – CH3 groups from the surface until all – CH3 groups
have disappeared. To recapitulate, the surface chemistry at 200◦C is described
by Eq. (6.1) which is reflected by the uptake and removal of – CH3 for the TMA
and water half-cycle, respectively. This happens in a self-limiting fashion as is
characteristic for ALD.
In order to reveal how the sample temperature influences the surface
chemistry during steady-state film growth, the experiments have been carried
out at temperatures ranging between 100◦C and 300◦C. A set of saturation
plots was obtained for each temperature yielding the dependence of the – CH3
coverage on the precursor and co-reactant dose as shown in Fig. 6.3. In this
figure, the BB-SFG spectra were normalized for each temperature to the – CH3
coverage obtained after a saturated TMA exposure. The reason is that the
acquisition of the spectra for these experiments was relatively time consuming

Relative -CH3 surface coverage θ
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Figure 6.3: Relative – CH3 surface coverage θ , extracted from the BB-SFG spectra as a
function of (a) TMA and (b) H2 O exposure for various temperatures. The solid lines
represent fits to the data in order to extract information about the reaction kinetics.

and necessary day-to-day adjustments of the laser system influenced the
optical alignment, preventing a direct comparison of absolute intensities
between measurements at different temperatures. As can be seen from the
figure, the saturation of the TMA half-cycle is fast and the dose for which
saturation is achieved is independent of temperature. For low temperatures,
the initial – CH3 coverage is not equal to zero and both – OH and – CH3 groups
coexist on the surface at the beginning of the TMA half-cycle. This – CH3 can
be traced back to the reactivity of the H2 O co-reactant as can be seen in Fig.
6.3b. This figure shows that water is reactive towards the – CH3 groups at
high temperatures and quickly removes all the – CH3 . However, for lower
temperatures the reaction slows down. Furthermore, below 200◦C there are
– CH3 groups which are no longer reactive towards H2 O and these – CH3
groups therefore persist on the surface. In other words, the half-cycle saturates
while there are still – CH3 groups present on the surface. An additional check
with two extra-long H2 O exposures of 400 and 800 ms at 150 ◦C (not shown) did
not yield an additional decrease of the – CH3 signal. This implies that during
thermal ALD of Al2 O3 at low temperatures, there is a significant amount of
– CH3 present on the surface at the beginning of the TMA half-cycle.
To obtain more quantitative information on the influence of the temperature on the ALD process, a less time consuming experiment was carried out
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such that the – CH3 coverages for different temperatures could be compared
with each other. Instead of recording saturation curves, spectra were only
recorded after a saturated half-cycle. Figure 6.4 shows the BB-SFG spectra of
the C-H stretch mode after the TMA and H2 O half-cycles. Again, at high temperatures the – CH3 surface groups added to the surface during the TMA half
cycle are completely removed in the water half cycle, while at lower temperatures – CH3 groups persist. Moreover, the influence of temperature induced
dehydroxylation is observed in the – CH3 coverage after a saturated TMA. 8
Due to dehydroxylation, fewer reactive sites are available for TMA chemisorption at high temperature than at low temperature, hence the – CH3 coverage
shows a decrease with temperature.
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Figure 6.4: BB-SFG spectra recorded after the TMA and H2 O half-cycle at various temperatures. For each temperature, data for four half-cycles are shown (i.e. subsequent
TMA, H2 O, TMA, H2 O exposures) revealing the excellent reproducibility of the data.

The trend in growth per cycle shown in Fig. 6.1 can be reproduced using
the data in Fig. 6.4. The density of Al atoms deposited per cycle is proportional
to the TMA uptake in the TMA half-cycle. The TMA uptake is directly related
to the change in – CH3 coverage if the number of – CH3 ligands, n , which
remain attached to the Al atom after chemisorption is temperature independent. QCM studies showed that this is indeed the case over the temperature
range investigated here. 9,13 For the thermal ALD process, the TMA uptake will
be limited by the persistent – CH3 groups in the H2 O half-cycle. Therefore,
the TMA uptake should be proportional to the difference in – CH3 coverage
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between the TMA and H2 O half-cycles. The increase in – CH3 coverage caused
by the TMA exposure was determined from Fig. 6.4, and the predicted GPC
from this change in – CH3 coverage was plotted in Fig. 6.1. The validity of
this procedure can be evaluated by also predicting the GPC of the plasma
process. For the plasma process, there should be no persistent groups due to
the high reactivity of the O2 plasma. In this case, the change in – CH3 coverage
is equal to the – CH3 coverage after TMA exposure. This result is also plotted
in Fig. 6.1 on the same scale as the data set for thermal ALD. Both data sets
indeed show a good agreement with GPC determined by RBS. The agreement
between the measured and predicted GPC for ALD of Al2 O3 using TMA and
H2 O corroborates therefore that the persistent – CH3 groups are the limiting
factor in the Al2 O3 ALD process at low temperatures.
The underlying cause of the persistent – CH3 groups can be studied in
more detail by considering the reaction kinetics. The kinetics of the reactions
in Eq. (6.1) were determined from Fig. 6.3 by fitting the dependence of – CH3
coverages on the reactant exposure time with an exponential function, see
appendix. Briefly, the exponential time constant is equal to the reaction cross
section multiplied with the (known) impinging flux of reactant species on the
surface. Figure 6.5 shows the temperature dependence of the reaction cross
section in both half-cycles and the related initial reaction probability (i.e. the
reaction probability when the reactant TMA or H2 O interacts with a surface
that is fully covered with – OH or – CH3 groups respectively). The figure also
shows the fraction of persistent surface groups as a function of temperature
obtained from the fits to the saturation plots (Fig. 6.5c). Considering the order
of magnitude of the initial reaction probabilities, it can be concluded that
the values of 10−3 for TMA and 10−4 for H2 O fall inside the range of values
in reported literature. 14,15 However, those literature values vary over several
orders of magnitude for different studies. The study of the reaction kinetics
in this work, i.e. by directly measuring the surface coverage, is expected to
yield very accurate results. The main uncertainty, the systematic error in the
calculation of the reactant flux, introduces only a scaling factor and does not
affect the trend in the data with temperature. Examining the temperature
dependence in Fig. 6.5a more closely reveals that the reaction cross-section
- and hence the initial reaction probability - during the TMA half-cycle is
independent of temperature. This confirms that chemisorption of TMA on the
predominantly – OH terminated surface is a barrierless process which is not
thermally activated. For the H2 O half-cycle the reaction cross-section in Fig.
6.5b does depend on the temperature and the behavior is more complex. The
increase in reactivity at high temperatures during the H2 O half-cycle suggests
a thermally activated reaction for this half-cycle.
Although the reactions described by Eq. (6.1) suggest simple reaction kinetics, the data in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.5 show a more intricate chemistry during the
H2 O half-cycle especially at low temperatures: A pseudo first order reaction
can describe the chemistry at high temperatures but it cannot describe the
kinetics at low temperatures due to the presence of persistent surface groups.
A possible explanation for the persistent surface groups can be found in the
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recent ab-initio studies using density functional theory (DFT) performed by
Shirazi and Elliott. 16 They proposed that so-called cooperative effects play
an important role in the surface chemistry of ALD. For – CH3 surface groups
reacting with H2 O, they found a significantly higher activation barrier for
isolated – CH3 groups than for clusters of – CH3 . An independent DFT study
from Weckman et al. also reports a high activation barrier for isolated – CH3
and cooperative effects for this ALD process. 17 Such a cooperative effect could
explain the persistence of – CH3 groups at low temperatures and hence this
work can be seen as experimental evidence of the cooperative effect.

a

TMA half-cycle

b

H2 O half-cycle

c

Persistent -CH3

150
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Figure 6.5: Temperature dependence of the reaction cross sections σ and the initial
reaction probability for the (a) TMA and (b) H2 O half-cycle. Panel (c) shows the fraction
of – CH3 groups persisting after H2 O exposure as a function of temperature.

6.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have addressed the question of what is causing the reduced
GPC of thermal ALD of Al2 O3 at low temperatures using the nonlinear optical
technique of BB-SFG. It was found that water is not reactive enough to remove
all – CH3 groups at low temperatures which leads to a significant amount of
persistent – CH3 groups. These persistent – CH3 groups limit the TMA uptake
and hence they limit the GPC. This was also corroborated by the fact that
the predicted GPC, using the measured – CH3 coverage as input, showed an
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excellent agreement with the GPC measured with RBS if the persistent groups
were accounted for. These persistent – CH3 groups are not incorporated in
the film as is evidenced by the high-quality, virtually carbon-free material
which is generally grown with the thermal ALD process at low temperatures. 2,3
Furthermore, from the reaction kinetics it was determined that for the TMA
half-cycle the reaction cross-section is temperature independent indicating
barrierless reaction. On the other hand, the temperature dependent reaction
cross-section in the H2 O half-cycle indicates a thermally activated reaction.
Finally, since the combination of H2 O as co-reactant and metal atoms with
organic ligands as precursor are quite commonplace in other ALD chemistries,
the presence of persistent surface groups reported in this work could play a
role in other ALD processes.
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6.A Appendix

Sample details and ALD procedure
The sample used in the ALD growth studies consisted of a Si(100) wafer on which a 90
nm SiO2 film was grown with plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).
The thickness of the SiO2 film was determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE)
using a J.A. Woollam Co. Inc. M-2000U. The main purpose of this SiO2 film was to
enhance the BB-SFG signal strength by maximizing the strength of the driving fields
and enhancing the efficiency of the out coupling of the BB-SFG light.
The ALD cycle consisted of a TMA and a H2 O half-cycle each with sufficiently
long pumping steps to remove the gas-phase reaction products and excess reactant.
Each half-cycle comprised of 1 or more dosing steps. A dosing step consisted of
actually dosing a reactant pulse (< 40 ms), followed by a pump down step of ∼140
s. During this pump down step, 20 s of waiting time is observed to ensure that the
majority of the gas-phase species are pumped away while the remaining 120 s are
used for the acquisition of the data. The timing of all dosing steps was the same and
irrespective of the half-cycle. The sample was heated radiatively with a BORALECTRIC
element (GE Advanced Ceramics ACSF0073 HTR1002). To regulate the temperature
of the sample, the power dissipated in the heating element was computer controlled
using a temperature reading from the sample with a thermocouple (Thermocoax type-k
shielded) glued to the surface with a baked out silver paste (RS 186-3600). Before each
experiment, the sample was heated to the desired deposition temperature and the
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Al2 O3 surface was prepared by running 5 cycles of ALD to ensure steady state growth.
For selected temperatures, the ALD growth was monitored with in-situ SE and these
measurements revealed the expected ALD behavior.

Modeling of BB-SFG data to extract – CH3 coverage
The intensity I of a SFG signal for surface groups with density N having a resonance
due to a vibrational transition at scales with, 18

I ∝ kN R + N

Ae −i φ
k2 I v i s I I R
ω − ωr e s − i γ

(6.2)

where A is proportional to the SFG cross section (in first approximation the Raman
cross section multiplied with the IR cross section), ω the probed IR frequency, φ the
phase of the resonant contribution with respect to the non-resonant contribution NR
signal, and γ is the broadening parameter of the resonance. This relation shows that
the intensity of the BB-SFG signal scales with the square of the density of the surface
groups N when the non-resonant contribution is negligible small. The spectra are
fitted with Eq. (6.2) by nonlinear least-squares regression, allowing the determination
of surface group density N . For an example of a data set with fits to Eq. (6.2), see Fig.
6.6.
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Figure 6.6: A series of BB-SFG spectra showing the – CH3 resonance for several consecutive H2 O exposures (solid lines) as well as the fits to the spectra (dotted lines).

Reaction kinetics
The reaction kinetics can be derived from the saturation plots in Fig. 6.3 by analyzing the
relation between precursor/co-reactant exposure and relative surface coverage. The
relative surface coverage θC H is a dimensionless quantity with θC H = 1 corresponding
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to the – CH3 the coverage after saturation of the TMA half-cycle. The normalized
hydroxyl coverage θO H is complementary to the – CH3 coverage, θC H = 1 − θO H with
θO H corresponding to the coverage after the saturated H2 O half-cycle when all – CH3
groups have been removed. Here, it is assumed that the active groups undergo pseudo
first order reactions. So, for the TMA half-cycle, the – CH3 coverage of the active groups
depends on the TMA flux ΦT M A as follows,
d θC H
= σT M A ΦT M A θO H = σT M A ΦT M A (1 − θC H )
dt

(6.3)

where σT M A is the reaction cross section for the reaction occurring in the TMA
half-cycle. Solving this differential equation yields,
θC H (t ) = 1 − e −σT M A ΦT M A t

(6.4)

For the H2 O half-cycle, the relative – CH3 coverage of the reactive surface groups
exposed to a flux of H2 O represented by ΦH 2O depends on reactant exposure as follows,
d θC H
= −σH 2O ΦH 2O θC H
dt

(6.5)

where is the reaction cross section for the reaction occurring in the H2 O half-cycle.
Solving this differential equation yields,
θC H = e −σH 2O ΦH 2O t

(6.6)

At high temperatures this description is sufficient to model the saturation curves.
At low temperatures, the presence of persistent surface groups calls for a modification
of Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.6). The total – CH3 coverage can be divided in two categories:
(i) The -CH3 groups that are active and take part in the ALD reactions as described by
Eq. (1). (ii) The – CH3 groups that are persistent, i.e. do not react, and are not described
by the ALD chemistry in Eq. (6.1). An offset is A added to Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.6) to
account for the persistent surface groups. Moreover, it is important to ensure that
the final coverage in the co-reactant half-cycle is the same as starting coverage in
the precursor half-cycle and vice versa. This is implemented in the fitting routine by
simultaneously analyzing a set of two saturation curves (for each temperature a TMA
and a H2 O curve) such that the fitting parameter A can be shared between the two
half-cycles. In the fit, the following relation was used for the TMA half-cycle,
θC H = A + (1 − A)(1 − e −t /τ1 )

(6.7)

with exponential time constant τ1 . This was used in conjunction with,
θC H = A + (1 − A)e −t /τ2

(6.8)

for the H2 O half-cycle with exponential time constant τ2 . The impinging reactant
fluxes ΦT M A and ΦH 2O were determined using the Hertz-Knudsen equation, 19 which in
this case means that only the partial pressures of the reactants had to be determined.
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Because the partial pressure of reactant was large compared to the partial pressure
of the gas-phase reaction products, it was sufficient to measure the total pressure.
The pressure was measured with Pfeiffer PKR261 during both reactant precursor and
co-reactant dosing; a TMA flux of 1.7 · 1019 c m −2 s−1 and a H2 O flux of 3.5 · 1020 cm−2 s−1
were found. The initial reaction probabilities was calculated by multiplying the cross
section with the initial (full) surface coverage of – OH and – CH3 groups (both ∼ 6 · 1014
cm−2 as estimated from the – OH coverages reported by Zhuravlev and Ott et al.. 20,21
while inferring equal – OH and – CH3 coverage from stoichiometric arguments). The
reaction cross-section, the initial reaction probability, and the relative coverage of
persistent – CH3 groups are shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Revisiting the growth
mechanism of atomic layer
deposition of Al2O3: a
vibrational sum-frequency
generation study
Abstract
The growth mechanism of the prototypical atomic layer deposition (ALD) process of Al2 O3
using Al(CH3 )3 (TMA) and H2 O has been revisited on the basis of insights obtained with the
nonlinear optical analysis technique of broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG). With
BB-SFG spectroscopy, both the – CH3 and – OH surface groups ruling the growth of Al2 O3
by ALD were detected and could be monitored during the ALD process with sub-monolayer
sensitivity. Several remaining questions pertaining to the growth mechanism of Al2 O3 were
addressed. The reaction kinetics of the H2 O half-cycle were studied for ALD between 100
◦
C and 300 ◦C and the reaction cross section σ was determined. The cross section at 300
◦
C was fairly large (σ = 3 · 10−19 cm2 ) and it decreased with decreasing temperature. Below
200 ◦C, the cross section also clearly varied with the surface coverage. For example, at 100
◦
C the cross section started at σ = 1 · 10−20 cm2 for a full – CH3 coverage and decreased to
σ = 3·10−21 cm2 for a 60% coverage. This coverage dependence of the reaction kinetics also
explains the presence of the persistent – CH3 groups at low temperatures which are no longer
reactive towards H2 O. By a dedicated study using X-ray photo-emission spectroscopy (XPS)
it was demonstrated that the persistent – CH3 groups were not incorporated into the film. The
absolute – CH3 coverage was measured for ALD between 100 ◦C and 450 ◦C. With this data,
steric hindrance was ruled as the cause of the self-limiting behavior in the TMA half-cycle
on basis of the decrease observed in the – CH3 coverage with temperature. The self limiting
behavior was attributed to the depletion of under coordinated O during the TMA half-cycle.
Moreover, the chemisorption of TMA on the -OH surface groups during the TMA half-cycle
was investigated. On average 1.5 – CH3 ligands remained on the surface per deposited Al
atom after the TMA half-cycle at 300 ◦C and this number decreased to 0.8 at 100 ◦C. These
insights into the underlying growth mechanism augment the understanding of the Al2 O3 ALD
and reveals several nuances in this well studied ALD process.

7
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7.1 Introduction
Atomic-layer deposition (ALD) of ultra-thin metal-oxide films is an enabling
technology in the fabrication of semiconductor devices. For these applications, the capability of ALD to conformally coat complex 3D structures while
yielding sub-nanometer control over the film-thickness is crucial. 1 These
aspects of the ALD process are inherent to its growth mechanism. In essence,
ALD consists of a sequence of self-limiting surface reactions which together
deposit an “atomic layer” of material. 1 The sequence of steps is called an ALD
cycle which can be repeated to grow a film with sub-nanometer thickness
control. Moreover, it is these self-limiting reactions that give ALD some of its
unique capabilities such as its inherent conformality and uniformity. 1 Currently, there is a push towards even more demanding applications for ALD
films. A good example of this trend is the deposition of ALD films on temperature sensitive substrates requiring the development of low temperature or
even room temperature ALD processes. 2–4 In order to meet these ever more
demanding requirements in a systematic way, a better understanding of the
surface reactions governing the ALD process is essential.
This work focuses on the surface chemistry of the prototypical ALD process growing Al2 O3 using trimethylaluminum (TMA) as precursor and water
as co-reactant. This process serves as a model system for ALD of metal-oxides
with metal-organic precursors. Moreover, it is one of the more ubiquitous
ALD processes. 2,5–11 Higashi and Fleming introduced the ALD process of Al2 O3
and they reported on its key aspects as well as the noteworthy properties of
the resulting Al2 O3 films. 5 Ensuing, many details of this ALD process have
been studied intensively and as a result the growth mechanism is fairly well
understood as will be addressed in the next section. 6–8,12,13 Nevertheless, new
insights into some of the fundamental mechanisms of this ALD process can
be gained. For example, in our previous work we reported on the fundamental
mechanism causing the commonly observed decrease in growth-per-cycle
(GPC) at low temperatures. It was demonstrated that this decrease in GPC
was caused by persistent – CH3 groups present on the surface at low temperatures. 14 Basically, these persistent – CH3 groups limit the TMA uptake and
therefore result in a lower GPC. Ensuing, it was demonstrated by others that
these persistent groups play a key role in other ALD processes as well. 15
For the Al2 O3 ALD process, several open questions pertaining to the growth
mechanism were identified and investigated here: Firstly, the origin of the
self-limiting behavior in the precursor half-cycle is still debated in the literature. 8,9,16 The conclusions drawn from experiments have been contradictory, 8,9 and recently this topic has been studied using density functional theory
(DFT) indicating the need for further experimental work. 16 Secondly, how
TMA chemisorbs on the -OH terminated surface is of interest. So far, indirect
measurements by quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS) and quartz-crystal
microbalance (QCM) have shed some light on this topic, however, a more
direct measurement is desirable. 12 Thirdly, in our previous work the tempera-
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ture dependence of the reaction kinetics were found to be relatively complex
and it was concluded that they should be studied in more detail. 14 Finally,
the apparent paradox between virtually carbon free Al2 O3 films, as typically
reported for ALD, 17 and the presence of the persistent – CH3 groups at low
temperatures needs to be addressed.
The nonlinear optical technique of broadband sum-frequency generation
(BB-SFG) was used to study the surface chemistry during ALD of Al2 O3 . BBSFG spectroscopy is a state of the art technique, predominantly used in the
field of surface science, which is now utilized to study the surface chemistry of
ALD in this work. BB-SFG spectroscopy is ideally suited for this task because
of its sub-monolayer sensitivity, inherent surface selectivity, and fairly short
acquisition times. In short, the BB-SFG signal is generated by simultaneously
exposing the surface groups to a picosecond visible pulse and a femtosecond
broadband mid-IR pulse. 18,19 These two pulses mix, generating a new signal in
the visible part of the spectrum. The mixing is resonantly enhanced for mid-IR
photons exciting a vibrational transition of the surface groups. 18 As a result, a
part of the vibrational fingerprint of the surface groups is present in the visible
BB-SFG signal. The surface groups can be identified by the unique spectral
position of the resonances and the density of the surface groups is proportional
to the strength of those resonant signals. For example, the C-H stretch mode
of – CH3 groups at ∼ 2900 cm−1 can be used to identify the presence of these
groups and to study their density on the surface. A key merit of BB-SFG
spectroscopy is that the detected signals are proportional to the square of the
absolute surface coverage. Moreover, because of its inherent surface selectivity,
differential spectra are not required. This allows a more direct interpretation
of the data and requires less prior knowledge of the system under investigation
than a differential technique such as Fourier transform IR (FTIR) absorption
spectroscopy.
Because BB-SFG spectroscopy is not yet established in the field of ALD, it
is valuable to explore its capabilities and verify whether the – CH3 and – OH
surface groups resulting from TMA and H2 O exposure during ALD could be
detected. For this purpose, an isotope study using H2 O, D2 O, Al(CH3 )3 , and
Al(CD3 )3 was performed subsequently. The aforementioned open questions
were investigated with BB-SFG spectroscopy. The reaction kinetics during the
H2 O half-cycle was studied by BB-SFG spectroscopy by measuring the – CH3
density as a function of co-reactant exposure, i.e. a type of saturation curve was
established. To address the influence of temperature on the reaction kinetics,
these experiments were performed at different temperatures ranging from
100◦C up to 300◦C. To gain more quantitative information about the surface
chemistry, the absolute areal density of – CH3 surface groups was determined
after both half-cycles for ALD between 100 ◦C and 450 ◦C. This data yielded
insights into the origin of the self-limiting nature of the ALD reactions and the
chemisorption of TMA itself. A separate X-ray photo-emission spectroscopy
(XPS) experiment was performed to study the possible incorporation of carbon
into the film from – CH3 groups remaining at the surface after the H2 O step.
The manuscript is organized as follows: A brief recapitulation of the growth
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mechanism of Al2 O3 ALD is given in Section 2. This provides the necessary
background for the interpretation of the experimental results and puts the
results in their proper perspective. In Section 3, the experimental details are
given. In section 4, the results are presented and discussed. The section is
divided into 4 parts: basic surface chemistry, reaction kinetics, quantification
of the – CH3 coverage, and carbon incorporation. In Section 5, the main
conclusions are given.

7.2 Growth mechanism of ALD of Al2 O3
The growth of Al2 O3 during steady-state ALD is ruled by surface chemistry
involving predominantly – CH3 and – OH groups. A schematic representation
of the growth mechanism is shown in Fig. 7.1. At the beginning of the TMA
half-cycle, the surface is – OH terminated. This surface is exposed to vapor
phase TMA which chemisorbs on the -OH groups. Each chemisorbed TMA
molecule reacts with one or two – OH groups. This ligand exchange reaction
releases gas-phase CH4 as a volatile reaction product. After a sufficiently large
precursor exposure, no more TMA can chemisorb on the surface. This is
the self-limiting aspect of the chemistry and the half-cycle is said to be “in
saturation” resulting in a – CH3 terminated surface. At the end of the TMA
half-cycle, the gas-phase reaction products (CH4 ) and excess precursor are
removed from the reactor by purging and/or pumping. In the ensuing H2 O
half-cycle, vapor phase H2 O reacts with the – CH3 groups on the surface. This
ligand exchange reaction replaces the – CH3 groups with – OH groups and
again releases gas-phase CH4 . This reaction is also self-limiting and at the
end of this half-cycle the remaining co-reactant molecules and gas-phase
reaction products are again removed by purging and/or pumping. The surface
is now -OH terminated while a layer of Al2 O3 is deposited, and the cycle can
be repeated. In their simplest form, these reaction can be summarized by,
x −OH + Al(CH 3 )3

−OAl(CH 3 ) x + (3-x )CH 4

(7.1a)

−Al(CH 3 ) + H 2 O

−AlOH + CH 4

(7.1b)

In these equations, the “–” sign indicates a surface species and x represents the
number of – CH3 ligands bonded to Al remaining after chemisorption. There
exist several secondary reaction pathways with e.g. different reactive sites that
might contribute to the ALD growth. For example, TMA chemisorption has
been shown to occur on Al – O – Al bridges, 9 carbonates, 20,21 and formates. 22
However, the growth via these secondary reaction paths is generally small
compared to the growth via the reaction path in Eq. (7.1).
The surface chemistry of Al2 O3 ALD has been studied extensively with
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) absorption spectroscopy. These measurements confirmed that the surface chemistry was dominated by the – CH3 and
– OH groups when employing TMA and H2 O. It is insightful to provide some
background information on FTIR spectroscopy before discussing a typical result. To study the surface chemistry of ALD with FTIR absorption spectroscopy,
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Figure 7.1: The cyclical ALD process for Al2 O3 can be divided into a TMA and a H2 O
half-cycle. (a) In the TMA half-cycle, vapor phase TMA (Al(CH3 )3 ) reacts with the -OH
groups on the surface depositing a submonolayer of Al atoms terminated by – CH3
groups. (b) In the ensuing H2 O half-cycle, water vapor reacts with the – CH3 groups
converting the surface layer into Al2 O3 and recuperating a -OH terminated surface.
Gas-phase CH4 is released in both the TMA and the H2 O half-cycle as a reaction product
that is removed from the reactor by pumping and/or purging before the next ALD
half-cycle.

the absorption of infrared radiation by a monolayer of – CH3 or – OH groups
needs to be detected. This contribution is small compared to other optical
elements absorbing infrared radiation such as the bulk of the substrate on
which ALD is performed. To eliminate the contributions by other elements
not related to the surface groups and to facilitate the interpretation of the data
it is convenient to work with so called “difference spectra”. Such a difference
spectrum is calculated from a spectrum recorded directly before and after a
half-cycle. The main difference between the two spectra is the absorption due
to the change in surface groups, hence the difference of the two spectra will
emphasize these changes. A positive (negative) peak in a difference spectrum
indicates the increase (decrease) in the presence of a specific surface group.
Note that this approach will only reveal species that are changing.
Ott et al. used this approach to study which surface groups are involved
in the growth of Al2 O3 by ALD. 8 Figure 7.2 shows the FTIR difference spectra
they reported in their work for both the TMA and H2 O half-cycle. 8 For the
TMA half-cycle, an increased absorption in the C – H stretch region around
2900 cm−1 can be seen. This implies an increase in the number of – CH3
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groups on the surface. The negative peak in the O – H stretch region around
3700 cm−1 indicates that the number of – OH groups has decreased after
TMA exposure. From these observations it can be inferred that TMA has
chemisorbed on the -OH site as described in Eq. (7.1a). 8,23 For the H2 O halfcycle the opposite trends are observed involving the same surface groups: After
the H2 O exposure the number of – CH3 groups decreased and the number
of – OH groups increased. This indicates that vapor phase H2 O reacted with
– CH3 groups, removing the – CH3 groups from the surface and forming – OH
groups. 8,23 This observation is in line with Eq. (7.1b).
Evidence for the gas-phase reaction products can also be obtained with
FTIR using an alternative measurement scheme. In this scheme, the gasphase reaction products need to be present during the acquisition of one FTIR
spectrum and absent during another acquisition. The difference spectrum
now contains information about the gas-phase species which were present.
It is possible to follow the progress of the reactions during a half-cycle, by
exposing the surface to multiple consecutive short exposures instead of a
single long exposure. Figure 7.3 shows a set of FTIR spectra identifying the
gas-phase species formed during ALD. For the TMA half-cycle shown in Fig.
7.3(a), the first TMA exposure produces mainly CH4 identified by its unique
IR fingerprint. 20 A trace of unreacted TMA can also be seen in the figure. 20,24
Both the second and the third TMA exposure show less CH4 production and
the signature of (unreacted) TMA becomes more evident. During the H2 O halfcycle shown in Fig. 7.3(b), both gas-phase CH4 and vapor phase H2 O were seen
after the first H2 O exposure. Again less CH4 was produced in the subsequent
exposures. These results show that the observed gas-phase reaction products
are in line with Eq. (7.1). Moreover, the trends in the amount of gas-phase
reaction products and the consumption of the precursor and co-reactant are
in agreement with the self-limiting nature of the ALD reactions.
Complementary to FTIR spectroscopy, QMS is often used to identify and
monitor the gas-phase reaction products. In QMS, gas-phase species are first
ionized and subsequently filtered on the basis of their mass-to-charge ratio
(m/z ). Figure 7.4 shows the QMS signals recorded during ALD of m/z ratios
of 15, 18, and 57 corresponding predominantly to CH3 + , H2 O+ , and Al(CH3 )2 +
respectively. In this case, the QMS signal strength scales with the partial pressure of the specific gas-phase molecule. In the precursor half-cycle, TMA was
dosed in 5 consecutive exposures of 40 ms each. The top panel in Fig. 7.4
shows the m/z = 57 signal corresponding to Al(CH3 )2 + which is indicative of
TMA. The first two exposures of TMA do not give rise to a peak in the m/z = 57
signal, indicating that all the TMA is consumed before it can reach the mass
spectrometer. This is similar to the result in Fig. 7.3 where the majority of
the TMA was also consumed in the first exposure. Each time the sample
was exposed to TMA, an increase in the m /z = 15 signal was observed corresponding to CH3 + . This ion can be produced by ionization of either gas phase
CH4 or gas phase TMA depending on their ionization cross section. For each
TMA half-cycle, 5 consecutive TMA exposures were performed. Assuming
that no TMA was consumed in the last exposure and thereby ascribing the
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Figure 7.2: FTIR absorption spectra showing the change in absorption (i.e. a difference
spectrum) related to the change in surface species caused by TMA or H2 O exposure.
During the TMA half-cycle, TMA chemisorbs on the -OH groups leading to a decrease
in the number of -OH groups (negative peak with respect to the baseline) and an
increase in the number of – CH3 groups (positive peak with respect to the baseline) on
the surface. During the H2 O half-cycle, vapor phase H2 O reacts with the – CH3 groups
which are removed forming new -OH groups appear. Adapted from from Ott et al.. 8

entire signal to TMA yields a upper limit for the contribution of TMA to the
CH3 + signal. From Fig. 7.4 it can be seen that the TMA contribution to the
CH3 + signal is indeed small. In the co-reactant half-cycle, H2 O was dosed in 5
consecutive exposures of 100 ms each. The lower panel of Fig. 7.4 shows the
m /z = 18 signal indicative of H2 O. Again, gas-phase CH4 was observed as a
reaction product. In this half-cycle there is no ambiguity in the assignment
of the m /z = 15 signal as no TMA was present. The m/z = 18 signal shows
H2 O molecules reaching the QMS apparatus even in the first exposure. This is
different from the TMA half-cycle, where no TMA reached the detector in the
first two exposures. This difference is caused in part by the lower reactivity
of H2 O towards – CH3 groups than TMA to – OH groups. To recapitulate, the
gas-phase reaction product measured with both FTIR and QMS are in line
with the reactions given in Eq. (7.1).
A key step in the characterization of an ALD process is to verify that the
surface chemistry is indeed self-limiting. This is often done by measuring the
influence of the precursor and co-reactant exposure on the GPC. If the ALD
process is well behaved, the GPC approaches an horizontal asymptotic value
for sufficiently long exposures and purge steps, i.e. the GPC shows saturation.
Figure 7.5 shows the variation in the GPC as a function of precursor exposure,
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Figure 7.3: Gas-phase reaction products during ALD of Al2 O3 measured with infrared
absorption spectroscopy for three consecutive precursor and co-reactant exposures
labeled chronologically in (a) a TMA half-cycle and (b) a H2 O half-cycle. The peak
assignment are given in the figure. For both half-cycles the produced amount of CH4
decrease with each exposure as a result of the self-limiting nature of the reactions.
These experiments were carried out in a home built reactor ALD-I at 145 ◦C. 24

co-reactant exposure, and purge time measured with spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). 25 To study the influence of a single parameter in these experiments,
all other steps were made sufficiently long to ensure their saturation. The GPC
showed saturation for a precursor exposure of >∼ 20 ms and a co-reactant
exposure of >∼ 10 ms. For the purge steps, saturation was observed for purges
of >∼ 1 s. The GPC for the optimized ALD cycle was ∼1.0 Å, a typical value for
Al2 O3 ALD at a deposition temperature of 250 ◦C.
The deposition temperature has a significant influence on the ALD process. 2,8,26–28 The lowest practical temperature for Al2 O3 ALD is ∼ 150 ◦C. At
lower temperatures, the ALD cycle becomes quite long because H2 O is difficult
to remove at low temperatures resulting in extremely long purge steps. Also
the mass density of the deposited Al2 O3 decreases significantly for deposition
temperatures below 150 ◦C. 2 For example, Groner et al. showed that a deposition at 33 ◦C requires a cycle time of ∼200 s (compared to e.g. 4 s) and the mass
density of the film is ∼20 % less than for films grown at high temperatures. 2
Temperature also has an impact on the GPC of the Al2 O3 ALD process. The
GPC in Fig. 7.5 was expressed in thickness, labeled here as GPC(nm), which is
a suitable parameter if e.g. a certain thickness is required for an application.
Moreover, it can be measured in-situ with commonly available techniques
such as SE. Alternatively, the GPC can be expressed as the number of atoms
deposited per surface area, labeled as GPC(at). This quantity is more closely
related to e.g. the number of precursor molecules chemisorbing on the surface
per cycle. For mechanistic studies, the GPC(at) is therefore more suited. Basically, the GPC(at) can be calculated from the GPC(nm) if the atomic density
(atoms/m3 ) and the stoichiometry of the film are known. A direct method of
determining the GPC(at) is Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS). 3
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Figure 7.4: Gas-phase species measured with QMS as a function of time for ALD using
consecutive exposures of TMA and H2 O. (a) For the TMA half-cycle, the first 2 TMA
exposures (out of 5) were fully consumed by the reaction with surface groups, as can
be seen from the m/z = 57 signal due to Al(CH3 )2 + and indicative of TMA. (b) For
both the TMA and H2 O exposures, a peak was observed in the m/z = 15 signal that
is mainly due to CH3 + and indicative of gas-phase reaction product CH4 . (c) For the
H2 O half-cycle, all H2 O exposures resulted in a clear peak in the m /z = 18 signal that
is mainly due to H2 O+ and indicative of H2 O. These experiments were carried out in a
Oxford Instruments FlexAL reactor with a sample and wall temperature of 100 ◦C.

In RBS, the areal density of a specific atom is measured. Dividing the areal
density by the number of ALD cycles used to prepare the film results in the
GPC(at). On the other hand, as stated before, the GPC(at) is given by the
atomic density multiplied by the GPC(nm). Both the atomic density and the
GPC(nm) can be measured with X-ray reflectivity (XRR), 2 or more indirectly
with SE using the Lorentz-Lorenz relation. 8,17,26,29 Figure 7.6 shows the GPC(at)
based on the values reported in the literature for both thermal Al2 O3 ALD and
the related plasma-enhanced ALD (PE-ALD) process of Al2 O3 using the same
precursor. The temperature trend in the GPC(at) for the thermal process
shows an increase with temperature up to ∼200 ◦C. For temperatures above
∼250 ◦C, the GPC(at) decreases steadily with temperature. For the PE-ALD
process, the GPC(at) decreases monotonically with temperature. The cause
of these trends will be discussed later. General consensus is lacking on the
exact upper temperature limit at which it is no longer possible to achieve
self-limiting growth and hence ALD. However, it has been reported that the
precursor starts to decompose above ∼450 ◦C. 6,30
The deposition temperature also influences the density and stoichiometry
of the ALD Al2 O3 films to a certain extent. The Al2 O3 films deposited by ALD,
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i.e. typically below 450 ◦C, are all amorphous. The structure of this amorphous
material changes with temperature, going from a local structure similar to that
of α-Al2 O3 at high temperatures to a structure closer to amorphous aluminum
oxide hydroxide (AlO(OH)) for deposition at low temperatures. 31 This trend is
also reflected in the stoichiometry of the films which are slightly O rich at high
temperatures. 2,3,17,28,32 At lower temperatures, the films become even more O
rich, 2,3,17,28,31,32 in line with the AlO(OH) structure. The films prepared with
thermal ALD are generally carbon free, even when deposited at low temperatures. 17 Furthermore, an increasing amount of H and – OH in the bulk of
the films is reported with decreasing temperature. 2,17 The mass density of the
Al2 O3 prepared with ALD is reported to decrease from 3.0 g/cm3 at 300 ◦C to
approximately 2.8 g/cm3 at 100 ◦C. 2,3,17 For comparison, the density of (crystalline) α-Al2 O3 and γ-Al2 O3 are 3.99 g/cm3 and 3.97 g/cm3 , respectively. 33
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Figure 7.5: The so-called saturation curves for thermal ALD of Al2 O3 at 250 ◦C. The
growth-per-cycle (GPC(nm)) as a function of (a) the TMA and (c) the H2 O dose and
(b,d) their corresponding purge steps. The lines serve as a guide to the eye. The
experiments were carried out in a Oxford Instruments OpAL reactor and the data was
taken from Dingemans and Kessels. 25
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Figure 7.6: The growth per cycle in terms of Al atoms per surface area (GPC(at)) for
(a) thermal and (b) PE-ALD as reported in the literature. For the data obtained with
RBS and XRR, the data was used as reported. For the GPC(at) determined with SE, the
GPC(at) was calculated from the refractive index and the GPC(nm) reported in the
respective publications. The data was taken from Matero et al., van Hemmen et al.,
Groner et al., and Potts et al.. 2,3,17,26 The solid line serves as a guide to the eye.

7.3 Experimental details
ALD setup and sample preparation
The growth mechanism of ALD was studied using BB-SFG spectroscopy in
a purpose-built ALD reactor. The reactor chamber consisted of two parts,
both were equipped with a turbo molecular pump (Pfeiffer TMU 261P) with
an individual backing pump. Both parts reached a base pressure of < 1 ·
10−6 mbar. The backing pumps were also used as roughing pumps. The
ALD precursors (Al(CH3 )3 and Al(CD3 )3 ) and co-reactants (H2 O and D2 O)
were dosed into the front part of the reactor with fast ALD valves (Swagelok
34C-A-GDFG-1KT ) each attached to the reactor with an individual line. The
sample was situated at the interface between the two reactor parts and it was
heated radiatively from the backside with a Boralectric heating element (GE
Advanced Ceramics ACSF0073 HTR1002). Sample temperature was computer
controlled using a temperature readout from a thermocouple (Thermocoax
2ABAc05/1m/TI/FIM.K ) glued with thermal paste (RS 186-3600) to the back
side of the sample as input.
The sample used in the BB-SFG experiments consisted of a Si(100) wafer on
which a 90 nm thick SiO2 film was deposited with plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PE-CVD) for optical enhancement of the BB-SFG signal.
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BB-SFG spectroscopy and quantification
In BB-SFG spectroscopy, the surface groups are simultaneously irradiated with
a spectrally narrow visible pulse and a broadband mid-IR pulse. The visible
laser pulses were generated using a regenerative amplifier (Spectra-Physics
Spitfire) producing pulses with a duration of ∼ 90 fs at a repetition rate of 1
kHz. This amplifier was seeded with a mode-locked oscillator (Spectra-Physics
Tsunami) and pumped with intracavity doubled, diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser
(Spectra-Physics Evolution 30). The average output power of Spitfire was 1.5
W. From this output beam, 30% of this light was used as the visible pulse
in the BB-SFG experiment. To get the desired spectral and temporal shape,
the visible light was passed trough a etalon (CVI F1.1-800). The mid-IR laser
pulse was generated from the remaining ∼ 70% of the visible light using a
optical parametric amplifier (Spectra-Physics TOPAS-C) with an additional
difference-frequency mixer. The mid-IR beam and the visible beams were
directed towards the ALD reactor, synchronized with a delay line, and focused
non-collinearly onto the sample. A separate set of optics was used for each
of the two beams. For the mid-IR beam a combination of a positive and
a negative CaF2 lens were used. This combination of lenses improved the
numerical aperture and allowed a tighter focus (effective focal length 750
mm). The visible beam, which was much larger in diameter than the mid-IR
beam, was focused on the sample with a single lens (focal length 750 mm).
A CaF2 window was used to admit the two pulses into the ALD reactor. After
passing through all optical components, the average power was ∼ 5 mW for
each of the two laser beams. The two pulses impinged on the sample in a
reflection geometry at an angle of incidence ∼30 degrees from the surface
normal.
The BB-SFG signal exited the reactor through a fused silica window and
was filtered spatially (using 2 irises of ∼ 4 mm) and spectrally (using 4 Thorlabs
FES0750 filters each with an optical density > 5). The S -polarized component
of the BB-SFG beam was selected with a polarizer and focused on the slit of the
spectrometer. The BB-SFG signal was detected with a Acton Research SP2500
spectrograph and Princeton Instruments 100B CCD camera. The polarization
combination of the BB-SFG signal recorded in this work are S s p (S -polarized
SFG, s -polarized visible, and p -polarized mid-IR light).
The relative surface coverage ρ of the measured groups was determined
from the BB-SFG spectra. The resonant contribution caused by a vibrational
mode of a surface group, e.g. the C-H stretch mode of a – CH3 group, was
modeled using an Lorentzian line shape. Furthermore, a small non-resonant
contribution χ̄¯ N R had to be included. The spectral shape of the BB-SFG signal
I (ω) for a single resonance was described by,
I (ω) ∝ |χ̄¯ N R + ρ

Ae −i φ
|2 I v i s I i r ,
ω − ωr e s + Γ

(7.2)

with I v i s and Ii r the intensity of the visible and mid-IR beams exciting the surface groups. The resonant contribution was described by: A the cross section
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of the SFG process for the specific resonance, φ the phase of the resonance,
ωr e s the resonance frequency, and Γ the broadening of the resonance. The
spectra were modeled by fitting this equation to the data using a least-squares
algorithm.

7.4 Results and Discussion
Basic surface chemistry
The C-H stretch region of the BB-SFG response was probed after the TMA and
H2 O half-cycle during steady-state ALD growth of Al2 O3 at 250 ◦C. To ensure
steady-state growth, 5 ALD cycles were performed before recording a BB-SFG
spectrum. After this preparation, an ALD cycle was performed and a BB-SFG
spectrum was recorded after each half-cycle with the mid-IR laser tuned to
2850 cm−1 , see Fig. 7.7. After the TMA half-cycle, the C-H stretch mode of the
– CH3 surface groups was indeed observed at 2890 cm−1 . After the H2 O cycle,
a flat spectral response was recorded in this region, indicating that all the
– CH3 groups were removed by the H2 O exposure. The O-H stretch mode of
the – OH surface groups (3690 cm−1 ) falls outside of the spectral region probed
with the mid-IR laser tuned to 2850 cm−1 . In principle it was possible to tune
the laser to a different wavelength and probe the O-H stretch region. However,
for such a measurement the beam path (∼ 10 m) would need to be purged with
e.g. dry nitrogen to remove ambient H2 O. More importantly, it is preferable
to probe both – CH3 and – OH groups with the same laser pulses without
tuning the laser system, allowing a comparison of the relative – CH3 and – OH
peak height eliminating an exhaustive and error prone calibration procedure.
Replacing H2 O with D2 O conveniently shifts the vibrational frequency of the
O – H stretch mode into the spectral range probed with the laser tuned to 2850
cm−1 . This shift is related to the heavier mass of D compared to H which
should
mode towards lower wavenumbers by a factor of
p shift the stretch
p
∼ M D /M H =∼ 2. 34 Figure 7.7 shows the BB-SFG spectra recorded for
ALD with either H2 O or D2 O, with all other factors unchanged. The BB-SFG
spectrum for the TMA half-cycle for the TMA/H2 O process was identical to
that of the TMA/D2 O process. This demonstrates that the surface chemistry
was not affected when H2 O was replaced with D2 O. The – OD groups were
successfully detected after the D2 O half-cycle at 2725 cm−1 . Note that the
spectral position and shape of the resonance indicate that the – OD groups on
a surface have negligible D-bridges. Such bonding would induce a shift and a
significant broadening (spanning > 200 cm−1 ) of the peak otherwise. 35,36 To
recapitulate, both the – CH3 and the – OD groups were observed with BB-SFG
with a sensitivity better than 10% of a monolayer.
To study the influence of temperature on the surface groups, BB-SFG spectra were also collected for ALD at 150 ◦C using TMA and D2 O. Comparing the
BB-SFG spectra recorded after the TMA half-cycle in Fig 7.8 for ALD at 150 ◦C
and 250 ◦C reveals a stronger – CH3 signal at 150 ◦C indicating that more – CH3
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groups are present on the surface. This was attributed to thermally induced
dehydroxylation which increases with temperature, resulting in a lower -OD
coverage at high temperatures and therefore a lower TMA uptake. 6 Furthermore, it is known from our earlier work that for ALD of Al2 O3 at temperatures
below ∼ 200 ◦C there are persistent – CH3 groups remaining on the surface
after the H2 O half-cycle. 14 The persistent – CH3 groups were also observed in
this experiment for ALD at 150 ◦C and absent at 250 ◦C. The spectrum recorded
after the D2 O half-cycle for ALD at 150 ◦C clearly showed both – CH3 and – OD
groups. The interpretation of the small differences in shape and area of the
– OH signal at 150 ◦C and 250 ◦C is not straightforward and beyond the scope
of this work. 37
Replacing TMA with a fully deuterated molecule (D-TMA, Al(CD3 )3 ) should
p
lead to a shift of the stretch mode of the – CH3 groups by a factor of ∼ 2
towards lower wavenumbers. Figure 7.9 shows the signal of the C – D stretch
−1
mode of the – CD3 groups
p which was detected at 2125 cm which is indeed
shifted by a factor of ∼ 2 compared to stretch mode of – CH3 at 2890 cm−1 .
The signal-to-noise level is rather poor due to the lower output power of the
mid-IR laser at this wavelength used to probe the surface groups. Possibly,
the signal-to-noise ratio was reduced even more by a lower SFG cross section
due to the deuteration. 34,38 Nevertheless, not only did the – CD3 signal appear
at the expected position, it also behaved as described in Eq. (7.1). The – CD3
signal appeared after the D-TMA half-cycle and disappeared after the D2 O
half-cycle. This additional evidence corroborates the assignment of the signal
at 2890 cm−1 to the C-H stretch mode of – CH3 surface groups.
To summarize, at high temperatures the chemistry of Al2 O3 ALD is described accurately by Eq. (7.1): After the TMA half-cycle, the surface is covered
by – CH3 groups. After the H2 O half-cycle, there are only – OH groups on
the surface. For ALD at low temperatures, only – CH3 groups were observed
after the TMA half-cycle. However, after the H2 O half-cycle both – OD and
persistent – CH3 groups were present on the surface.
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Figure 7.7: BB-SFG spectra recorded after a TMA and a H2 O half-cycle for ALD of Al2 O3
at 250 ◦C. (a) The stretch mode of the – CH3 groups was visible after the TMA half-cycle.
Replacing H2 O with D2 O shows an identical spectrum for the TMA half-cycle. (b) The
stretch mode of the – OH groups after the H2 O half-cycle cannot be observed as it
falls outside of the spectral range of the measurement. In the D2 O half-cycle, a broad
feature around 2725 cm−1 is visible which is the stretch mode of – OD groups on the
surface.
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250 ◦C the – CH3 groups appear after TMA exposure and – OD groups appear after
D2 O exposure. At 150 ◦C the ALD process shows a slightly higher – CH3 density after
the TMA half-cycle and (b) both – OD and persistent – CH3 groups are present on the
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Figure 7.9: Using deuterated TMA (D-TMA, Al(CD3 )3 ) and D2 O at 200 ◦C, the stretch
mode of the – CD3 groups was detected at 2125 cm−1 . The feature appeared after
D-TMA exposure and disappeared after D2 O exposure similar to the – CH3 signal
observed when using TMA. The signal-to-noise ratio is rather poor due to a relatively
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Reaction kinetics
Fundamental insight into the surface reactions ruling ALD can be gained by
studying the reaction kinetics and their temperature dependence. By definition, the reaction kinetics describe how the reaction rate depends on the reactant exposure. The reaction kinetics of steady-state ALD were measured for
both half-cycles by monitoring the – CH3 signal as a function of precursor and
co-reactant exposure. Note that for this experiment the central wavelength
of the mid-IR laser was re-tuned to obtain the best possible signal-to-noise
ratio for the – CH3 signal. Figure 7.10 shows how the – CH3 signal varied as a
function of TMA and H2 O exposure during ALD at 150 ◦C. For ALD at 150 ◦C,
the surface is covered with both – OH and persistent – CH3 groups at the start
of the TMA half-cycle. This can be seen in Fig. 7.10 from the non-zero – CH3
signal at the end of the H2 O half-cycle and at the start of the TMA half-cycle.
This surface, terminated with both – OH and – CH3 groups, was exposed to
TMA by pulsing the ALD valve for 20 ms. The increase in the intensity of the
– CH3 signal in Fig. 7.10(a) reflected an increase in the amount of – CH3 groups
on the surface. This procedure was repeated until the – CH3 signal no longer
increased, i.e. saturation was reached. The surface at the end of the TMA
half-cycle is the starting surface for the subsequent H2 O half-cycle. A BB-SFG
spectrum was recorded at the beginning of the H2 O half-cycle, see also the
top spectrum in Fig. 7.10(b). Then, the surface was exposed to vapor phase
H2 O by pulsing the ALD valve for 40 ms, resulting in the removal of a part of
the – CH3 groups. This procedure was repeated until the – CH3 coverage no
longer changed indicating that saturation was reached. The – CH3 groups
still present on the surface were no longer reactive towards H2 O, i.e. persistent
– CH3 groups.
Figure 7.11 shows the relative – CH3 density θC H as a function of the duration of the H2 O exposure. The relative – CH3 density was determined from
the BB-SFG spectra in Fig. 7.10 by fitting the spectra with the appropriate peak
shape. 14,19,39 The experiment was performed at temperatures between 100 ◦C
and 300 ◦C to determine how temperature affected the reaction kinetics. For
high temperatures, the reaction in the H2 O half-cycle was fast and removed
all the – CH3 groups. Whereas, for lower temperatures the reaction slowed
down and saturated before all the – CH3 groups were removed, resulting in
the aforementioned persistent – CH3 groups. An additional check with a prolonged H2 O exposure of 400 and 800 ms exposure (not shown) was performed
at 150 ◦C and did not reveal an additional – CH3 removal.
The reaction kinetics plotted in Fig. 7.11 describe the relation between
dθ
the H2 O flux, ΓH 2O , and the change in – CH3 coverage, dCt H . The reaction
in the H2 O half-cycle, given by Eq. (7.1b), can be described by the following
equation,
d θC H
= −σH 2O θC H ΓH 2O ,
dt

(7.3)

in which σH 2O is the reaction cross section. The reaction cross section (with
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Figure 7.10: BB-SFG spectra showing the stretch mode of the – CH3 groups on the
surface during ALD at 150 ◦C. The number of – CH3 groups is reflected by the strength
of the resonance at 2890 cm−1 . (a) During the TMA half-cycle, the number of – CH3
groups increased until saturation was reached. (b) During the H2 O half-cycle, initially
the H2 O exposure removed – CH3 from the surface. However, this reaction saturated
even though there were – CH3 groups on the surface. These – CH3 groups were no
longer reactive with H2 O and were labeled as persistent – CH3 groups.

units cm2 ) is closely related to the initial reaction (or sticking) probability S0 =
f ul l
f ul l
σNC H , with NC H the absolute – CH3 coverage after a saturated TMA step. S0
represents the probability that a H2 O molecule reacts with a – CH3 group when
it impinges on a fully – CH3 covered surface. More complex models describing
the reaction kinetics are treated in the supplementary information as they
introduce more unknowns and did not yield more insight. The solution of Eq.
(7.3) is given by an exponential function (exp(−σH 2O ΓH 2O t )) and describes the
reaction kinetics at high temperatures. The decay seen at low temperatures
(below 200 ◦C) cannot be described by this exponential function alone. The
reaction saturates before all the – CH3 groups are removed, i.e. the persistent
– CH3 groups on the surface. This means that at low temperatures the reaction
kinetics cannot be described with a single first-order reaction with a constant
cross section.
To explain these reaction kinetics, two models are proposed. Either there
are two kinds of – CH3 groups or the reactivity of the – CH3 groups is coverage
dependent. In the first model, each of the two kinds of – CH3 groups has its
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Figure 7.11: The relative – CH3 coverage as a function of H2 O dose for ALD at 100
◦
C up to 300 ◦C obtained from fits to the BB-SFG spectra. At high temperatures, the
reaction is fast and removes all – CH3 . At lower temperatures the reaction slows down
and saturates before all – CH3 is removed leaving persistent – CH3 on the surface.

own reaction and Eq. 7.1b consists in fact of two parallel reaction paths. The
reaction for the reactive type of – CH3 has a low activation energy and occur
at typical ALD temperatures. The reaction for the persistent – CH3 groups
has a higher activation energy such that this reaction only occurs at elevated
temperatures resulting in persistent – CH3 at low temperatures. In this model,
the relative coverage of the reactive groups are described by a exponential
function of the H2 O exposure (assuming this reaction is a first order reaction).
The persistent groups are described by a variable at low temperature (or an
exponential function with a very large time constant). This model was also
discussed in Chapter 6 of this Thesis. The underlying microscopic cause for
the two types of – CH3 groups might be due to different reactivity of various
surface site of the – CH3 groups, similar to reactions at step edges and terraces
on crystalline surfaces. On these ideal surfaces, large differences in reactivity
are observed. For example, the reaction rate of H2 dissociation on a Pt surface
that depends on the crystal face, e.g. Pt(100) versus Pt(111), and on the stepedge density. 40 .
The second model, a coverage dependent reactivity of the – CH3 groups,
is also known from the field of surface science. This occurs, for example, for
the oxidation of CO on a rhodium surface where a strong coverage dependence in the reactivity was found. 41,42 A similar effect was reported for the
dimethylamine precursor in chemical vapor deposition (CVD), where the
adsorption of the precursor showed a coverage dependent reaction cross section. 43 Moreover, support for the existence of this mechanism in ALD can
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be found in recent ab-initio work by Shirazi and Elliott. 16 In their densityfunctional theory (DFT) simulations, isolated – CH3 groups are not reactive
towards H2 O (i.e. a high activation energy). On the other hand, clusters of
3 – CH3 groups are reactive towards H2 O. If the microscopic reaction cross
section depends on number of neighboring – CH3 groups it is likely that the
macroscopic cross section depends on the surface coverage. This model, assuming a non-constant reaction cross section σ(θ ), leads to an change in
Eq. (7.3) for the H2 O half-cycle, substituting σH 2O by σH 2O (θC H ) = f (θC H ).
The coverage dependent cross section can be calculated from the data in
Fig. 7.10 by rearranging Eq. (7.3). Note that the unknowns in the resulting
dθ
expression for σH 2O (θC H ) – namely Γ , θC H and dCt H – were all measured in
the experiment which means that σ can be caculated from this data set. Figure 7.12 shows the reaction cross section of the H2 O half-cycle as a function
of surface coverage calculated from the data in Fig. 7.11. For ALD at higher
temperatures, the cross section is independent of the surface coverage. For
lower temperatures, the value of the cross section decreases and below 200
◦
C the cross section shows a coverage dependence. For comparison, the reaction cross section of the TMA half-cycle reported in our previous work was
σ = 6.5 · 10−18 cm2 . For TMA, the cross section was found to be independent
on surface coverage and did not vary with temperature in the investigated
range between 100 ◦C and 300 ◦C. 14
The activation energy of the reaction in the H2 O half-cycle was determined
from the temperature dependence of the sticking probability. Figure 7.13
shows an Arrhenius plot of the initial sticking probability The linear fit to
the data revealed an activation energy of 0.27 eV. This is quite close to the
activation energy of the surface reaction predicted by DFT simulations. Shirazi
and Elliott reported an activation energy of 0.25 eV for a cluster of 3 CH3 groups
undergoing the reaction 3 Al – CH3 + H2 O
2 Al – CH3 + Al – OH + CH4 and
a very high activation energy for the reaction of an isolated – CH3 group with
H2 O. 16 Weckman and Laasonen found a activation energy of 0.44 eV for the
reaction Al – (CH3 )2 + H2 O
Al – CH3 OH + CH4 , 0.67 eV for Al – CH3 OH +
H2 O
Al – (OH2 ) + CH4 . 44 For the reaction Al – CH3 + H2 O no direct route
was found in their work. 44
To summarize, at high temperatures the reactions in the H2 O half-cycle
obey first-order reaction kinetics. Below 200 ◦C, the reaction kinetics can
no longer be described as a first-order reaction and persistent – CH3 groups
remain on the surface. Two possible models were proposed to account for
these observations: (1) There are two types of – CH3 groups each with its own
reactivity. (2) The reactivity of the – CH3 groups depends on the surface coverage at low temperatures. Both models are established in the field of surface
science, they can equally well describe the data, and both models are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. However, we prefer the coverage dependent
model because this effect has been observed in the related deposition process
of CVD and was it actually predicted for the Al2 O3 ALD process by ab-initio
DFT simulations.
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Figure 7.12: The reaction cross section determined for the H2 O half-cycle as a function
of surface coverage for ALD at 100 ◦C up to 300 ◦C. At high temperatures, the cross
section is constant resulting in a exponential decrease of – CH3 coverage as function
of H2 O dose. Below 200 ◦C the cross section clearly depends on the surface coverage.
Due to the fast reaction only two data points were available at 300 ◦C. The solid lines is
a guide to the eye.
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Figure 7.13: An Arrhenius plot of the initial sticking probability versus temperature
revealing the activation energy for the reaction in the H2 O half-cycle.
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Quantification of the – CH3 density
The relative – CH3 coverage after the TMA and the H2 O half-cycle was measured with BB-SFG spectroscopy for ALD between 100 ◦C and 450 ◦C. At each
temperature, 5 ALD cycles were performed to ensure steady-state growth at
that temperature. During the subsequent ALD cycle, BB-SFG spectra were
collected after each half-cycle. Then the temperature was raised by 50 ◦C and
the measurement procedure repeated after the temperature had settled. It
was not practical to simultaneously investigate the reaction kinetics and determine the – CH3 coverage in a single experiment. BB-SFG spectra can only
be compared if the optical alignment of the setup remained unaltered. The
daily adjustments to the setup limited the number of spectra which could be
measured in a single run. To cover a wider temperature range in a single run,
spectra were only collected after a saturated half-cycle. With this approach it
was possible to measure the – CH3 coverage from 100 ◦C up to 300 ◦C in one
run and from 300 ◦C up to 450 ◦C in a second run. By measuring the – CH3
coverage at 300 ◦C twice, the influence of possible changes to the optical alignment could be determined. The spectra recorded in this fashion are shown in
Fig. 7.14. For the TMA half-cycle, a gradual decrease of the – CH3 signal with
temperature was observed. Comparing the spectra for the TMA half-cycle
recorded at 300 ◦C revealed a small difference in signal strength. For the H2 O
half-cycle, persistent – CH3 groups were observed at low temperatures.
The relative – CH3 density was determined by fitting the spectra in Fig.
7.14. Because the two data sets were measured on different days, the two series were joined by scaling the high temperature data such that the extracted
– CH3 coverages at 300 ◦C overlap. The SFG amplitude, which is proportional
to the – CH3 density, is plotted on the left axis of Fig. 7.15. These data were
made absolute, i.e. calibrated, by assuming a – CH3 areal density of 5.5 · 1014
cm−2 after the TMA half-cycle for ALD at 300 ◦C. This assumption is based
upon data presented by Rahtu et al. indicating that 1.5 – CH3 groups per Al
atom are left after TMA chemisorption at this temperature combined with the
GPC(at) of 3.6 nm−2 . 12 Care was taken to select an appropriate temperature
for the calibration procedure as the accuracy of the data is only as good as the
calibration. At 300 ◦C the calibration data are not affected by low temperature
effects such as precursor condensation and persistent surface groups nor by
high-temperature effects such as precursor decomposition. The right axis
of Fig. 7.15 shows the absolute – CH3 density as a function of temperature
for both half-cycles resulting from this procedure. Note that the trend in the
relative – CH3 data is independent of the calibration. The – CH3 density after
the TMA half-cycle decreases with temperature up to 400 ◦C, dropping off
more rapidly above 400 ◦C. The trend up to 400 ◦C can be attributed to temperature induced dehydroxylation leading to a reduction of the density of the
– OH groups. 6 The sharp drop can be a combination of decomposition of the
chemisorbed TMA, e.g. demethylation, and precursor desorption. 6,30 For the
H2 O half-cycle, the persistent – CH3 groups are observed at low temperatures
and absent above ∼ 200 ◦C.
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Figure 7.14: BB-SFG spectra of the – CH3 signal after a saturated TMA and H2 O dose for
ALD between 100 ◦C and 450 ◦C. This data was collected in two separate experimental
runs (100-300 ◦C and 300-450 ◦C).

The temperature trend in the – CH3 coverage yields insight into the mechanism causing the self limiting nature of the TMA half-cycle. For Al2 O3 ALD,
two key mechanism have been proposed: (1) Steric hindrance. (2) Depletion
of “reactive sites”. 9 There are proponents for both mechanisms. For example,
Puurunen attributed the self-limiting nature of the surface reactions in the
TMA half-cycle to steric hindrance. 9 On the other hand, Shirazi and Elliott
concluded from their DFT simulations that for the TMA half-cycle the depletion of undercoordinated oxygen sites is the cause of saturation. 16 Both the
trend in the – CH3 coverage with temperature and the absolute values of the
coverage point towards the depletion of “reactive sites”. The absolute – CH3
densities reached after the TMA half-cycle, ≤ 6nm−2 as shown in Fig. 7.15,
are not high enough for steric hindrance. For example, on Si(111) densities
as high as 8 – CH3 groups per nm2 have been observed. 45,46 A stronger argument that does not depend on the absolute densities can be found in the
temperature trend of the – CH3 density in Fig. 7.15. For small and immobile
surface groups such as the – CH3 groups, the surface area that these groups
occupy is temperature independent. 9 This implies that if steric hindrance is
the limiting factor, the same – CH3 coverage should be observed at all temperatures. If, for the sake of argument, it is assumed that steric hindrance is
the limiting factor at 100 ◦C it follows that at higher temperatures a different
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Figure 7.15: The BB-SFG amplitude of the – CH3 signal after the TMA and H2 O halfcycle as a function of substrate temperature obtained from fit of the BB-SFG spectra in
Fig. 7.14. (right axis) The corresponding absolute – CH3 coverage is also given (see text).
At low temperatures the persistent – CH3 groups after the H2 O exposure are visible. The
density of persistent – CH3 groups was determined from fits to the saturation curves
in Fig. 7.11 for better accuracy. Above 400 ◦C effects such as precursor decomposition
and precursor desorption might affect the data.

mechanism must be responsible for the self-limiting behavior. Apart from
steric hindrance, the self-limiting nature of the TMA half-cycle can be caused
by depletion of “reactive sites”. This can be subdivided into two categories: (1)
Depletion of protons/H-atoms. (2) Depletion of under-coordinated O atoms.
The first factor, depletion of protons, can be ruled out from the fact that these
Al2 O3 films are known to contain a significant amount of hydrogen, partly
in the form of – OH in the bulk of the film. 17,47,48 This leaves the depletion
of under-coordinated O sites as the likely reason for the self-limiting nature
of the TMA half-cycle which is in agreement with mechanism proposed by
Shirazi and Elliott. 16
Another topic that can be addressed with these data is the chemisorption
of TMA on the -OH groups. TMA can chemisorb on a – OH covered surface in
several configurations: TMA can chemisorb monofunctional, i.e. react with
a single -OH group leaving two – CH3 groups attached to the Al atom. Alternatively, TMA can chemisorb bifunctionally, i.e. react with two -OH groups
leaving a single – CH3 group attached to the Al atom. It is not likely that TMA
reacts with three -OH groups upon chemisorption. 16,44 The number of re-
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maining – CH3 groups after chemisorption was calculated from the change
in – CH3 groups ∆θC H during the TMA half-cycle divided by the number of
Al atoms deposited per surface area. The GPC(at) data were not available for
the temperature range used in this work from a single source, and therefore
the data was taken from Groner et al. and Matero et al. using XRR and SE
respectively. 10,26 The ∆θC H was calculated from the data in Fig. 7.15. For the
thermal ALD process at low temperature, ∆θC H equals the coverage reached
after TMA minus the persistent – CH3 coverage. At higher temperatures, no
persistent – CH3 are present and ∆θC H is equal to the coverage reached in
the TMA half-cycle. Figure 7.16 shows the ∆θC H to Al ratio for the Al2 O3 ALD
process. At low temperatures, TMA chemisorbs bifunctionally, i.e. with 1
– CH3 group remaining after chemisorption. The number of – CH3 groups
remaining after TMA chemisorption gradually increases towards 1.5 for higher
temperatures. The related process of PE-ALD of Al2 O3 can be treated in a
similar fashion. For the PE-ALD process, it is expected that even at low temperatures the plasma is reactive enough to completely remove all the – CH3
groups. This was demonstrated in our previous work, where the GPC(at) of the
PE-ALD process could be predicted accurately from the – CH3 coverage with
this assumption. 14 Figure 7.16 also shows the – CH3 to Al ratio for PE-ALD
of Al2 O3 . For the PE-ALD process, 1.5 – CH3 groups remain attached to the
Al atom after chemisorption. The number of – CH3 groups remaining on the
surface after the chemisorption of TMA is independent of temperature up
to 400 ◦C for PE-ALD. Above this temperature, precursor decomposition and
desorption might affect the data.
The trend observed for thermal ALD could be explained by a cooperative
effect in TMA chemisorption proposed by Shirazi and Elliott. 16 Their DFT
results show that when a single TMA molecule chemisorbs on a fully – OH
covered surface, it is likely to adsorb monofunctionally. On the other hand,
if there is already TMA chemisorbed on the surface, new TMA can adsorb
bifunctionally. A similar mechanism could be responsible for the transition
from monofunctional to bifunctional chemisorption seen for the thermal
ALD process at lower temperatures. At low temperatures, the presence of
persistent – CH3 ensures that TMA can chemisorb bifunctionally. At higher
temperatures the surface starts out – OH covered and no – CH3 groups are
present. Therefore, TMA chemisorbs mono-functionally initially. The chance
of bifunctional chemisorption increases with TMA uptake because the already
chemisorbed TMA allows new TMA to chemisorb bifunctionally. The average
of the monofunctional and bifunctional adsorption could result in the average
of 1.5 – CH3 groups per Al atom as observed at high temperatures.
To summarize, from the quantification of the – CH3 coverage it was possible to deduce that the self-limiting nature of the TMA half-cycle is caused
by depletion of under-coordinated O sites. Moreover, for thermal ALD at low
temperatures it was shown that (excluding persistent – CH3 ) TMA retains one
of its – CH3 ligands after chemisorption. This increases to 1.5 – CH3 ligands
at higher temperatures.

-CH3 groups remaining per Al atom
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Figure 7.16: The number of reactive – CH3 groups attached to Al after TMA chemisorption, calculated by dividing the non-persistent – CH3 coverage (Fig. 7.15) by the number
of Al atoms deposited per cycle (Fig. 7.6). The thermal process shows a trend towards
bi-functional adsorption when going to low temperatures, i.e. the Al atom is twofold
coordinated to O and has a single – CH3 group. The related O2 plasma process shows
a constant number of remaining – CH3 groups after chemisorption as a function of
temperature. Above 400 ◦C thermal decomposition and desorption of TMA might
influence the result for both thermal and plasma ALD.

Carbon incorporation
The Al2 O3 films have been reported to be carbon-free even when deposited
with ALD at low temperatures. 2,3,17,28 This suggests that the persistent – CH3
groups are not incorporated into the film. Therefore, an dedicated experiment
was designed to test the hypothesis that – CH3 groups are not incorporated
into the film. This was done by intentionally leaving – CH3 groups on the
surface by not saturating the H2 O half-cycle for ALD. Two samples were prepared by performing 300 cycles of ALD of Al2 O3 at a deposition temperature of
200 ◦C. The first sample, labeled “saturated”, consisted of a Si(100) substrate
on which an Al2 O3 film was deposited using the normal process parameters
with each process step in saturation. The preparation of the second sample
differed only in the duration of the H2 O exposure. The H2 O exposure was
chosen to be roughly half of the exposure needed for saturation. This sample
was labeled “unsaturated”. The film thickness and optical properties of the
Al2 O3 films after deposition were determined with SE and are listed in Table
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7.1. The Al2 O3 film thickness of the “unsaturated” sample is roughly 60% of
the Al2 O3 thickness found for the “saturated” sample. For both samples, a
similar refractive index was found for the Al2 O3 film, which is an indication
of a similar atomic density. This shows that indeed the H2 O exposure was
not saturated for the “unsaturated” sample but that nevertheless high quality
Al2 O3 was grown in both cases.
The elemental composition of both the samples was analyzed by XPS. The
Al2p, C1s, and O1s contributions were measured and the atomic O to Al ratio
and the C content of the material were calculated from the area of the peaks
using the appropriate sensitivity factors. A depth profile was made by stepwise
sputtering the Al2 O3 film with Ar ions and measuring an XPS spectra after
each sputter step. The [O] to [Al] atomic ratio and the atomic C percentage
are shown in Fig 7.17 as a function of etch time. At the surface (before the
first etch step) adventitious carbon was observed which is not related to the
ALD process. From the first etch step on, the carbon signal for both samples
was below the detection limit of the setup which is ∼ 1 %. The Al2 O3 layer was
stoichiometric throughout the film with an O to Al ratio of 3:2, in agreement
with what is reported for Al2 O3 ALD at this temperature. 2,17
For comparison, the expected C content of the “unsaturated” sample was
calculated assuming the worst-case scenario: i.e. full incorporation of unreacted – CH3 groups. Judging from the 40% reduction of the GPC(nm), roughly
40% of – CH3 groups were left on the surface after the H2 O half-cycle during
ALD on the “unsaturated” sample. For each Al atom which is deposited, ∼
1.5 – CH3 groups will be on the surface after TMA chemisorption. For the
“unsaturated” sample, this means that 0.6 – CH3 groups per Al atom will be
left on the surface after the unsaturated H2 O exposure. If all of these C atoms
would be incorporated, the stoichiometry of the film would be significantly
affected. The composition would be: 32 at. % Al, 19 at. % C, and 48 at. % O.
The carbon content was evidently much lower for the “unsaturated” sample.
Moreover, there were no significant differences between the “saturated” and
“unsaturated” samples with respect to film composition.
This experiment clearly showed that – CH3 groups present on the surface
after the H2 O half-cycle do not necessarily lead to carbon incorporation. Similarly, operating very close to or slightly below saturation is not (necessarily)
detrimental to film composition. Obviously, it might affect uniformity and will
affect conformality. In industry, ALD is occasionally operated slightly below
saturation to optimize the efficiency of precursor usage and the throughput of
the ALD system. 31 A plausible reason for the absence of carbon incorporation
for thermal ALD of Al2 O3 can be found in the reaction mechanism; for thermal
ALD of Al2 O3 both half-cycles consist of a single elemental reaction. In other
words, either H2 O reacts with – CH3 in a reaction without any reaction intermediates and a single transitions state or the reaction does not occur at all.
For a non-elementary reaction, the reaction might have a carbon containing
reaction intermediate. If the reaction intermediate is reactive towards the
precursor and remains on the surface it could easily be incorporated into
the film. In PE-ALD of Al2 O3 and ALD of Al2 O3 using O3 instead of H2 O, for
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example, carbonates and formates have been observed as reaction intermediates. 20–22,49 Moreover, these reaction intermediates have been shown to act as
a chemisorption site of TMA. 20,21 When TMA chemisorbs on such a site, this
can lead to carbon incorporation. For PE-ALD, carbon incorporation is indeed
observed for short (i.e. undersaturated) plasma exposures. Furthermore, the
plasma exposure needs to be longer than the duration needed for saturation
of the GPC to obtain carbon free films. 48,50 On the other hand, thermal ALD of
Al2 O3 does not show such a relation between the H2 O exposure and carbon
incorporation.
Table 7.1: Film thickness, refractive index and GPC determined with spectroscopic
ellipsometry for two samples deposited by 300 cycles of ALD. The sample labeled
“saturated” was prepared using an optimized ALD process, while the sample labeled
“unsaturated” was prepared with the same process with a smaller H2 O dose such that
the H2 O dose was insufficient to reach saturation.

Sample

Thickness
(nm)

GPC
(Å)

n
589 nm

“saturated”
“unsaturated”

30.0
16.5

1.00
0.55

1.67
1.67

2.0
1.8 a
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.00

Atomic C %

[O]/[Al] At. Ratio
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Figure 7.17: XPS depth profile of two samples with an ALD Al2 O3 film on Si(100) prepared at 200 ◦C. The sample labeled “saturated” was prepared using an ALD recipe
where both half-cycles were fully saturated. The sample labeled “unsaturated” was
prepared with the same recipe with a shortened H2 O exposure which resulted in ∼60%
of the normal GPC. (a) Both films were stoichiometric troughout. (b) In both cases the
carbon content was below the XPS detection limit. The carbon seen at t=0 is adventitious carbon unrelated to the ALD process. The samples were prepared in an Oxford
Instruments FlexAL and examined with a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS.

7.5 Conclusion
The growth mechanism of the prototypical ALD process of Al2 O3 was studied
with BB-SFG spectroscopy. Several dedicated experiments were performed to
elucidate several key elements of Al2 O3 ALD process: the reaction kinetics, the
origin of the self-limiting nature of the surface reactions, the number of -OH
groups consumed by the chemisorption of TMA, and the apparent paradox
between persistent – CH3 groups at low temperatures and negligible carbon
incorporation into the Al2 O3 films.
The overall surface chemistry was monitored for ALD using either Al(CH3 )3
(TMA) or Al(CD3 )3 (D-TMA) as precursor and H2 O or D2 O as co-reactant.
Comparing BB-SFG spectra of the C-H region using TMA and H2 O versus TMA
and D2 O at 250 ◦C demonstrated that at this temperature the ALD process
showed virtually ideal behavior: TMA chemisorb on the – OH sites and H2 O is
reactive enough to remove all – CH3 groups. At 150 ◦C, TMA did chemisorb on
the – OH groups. However, H2 O was not reactive enough at this temperature
to remove all – CH3 groups. Both – OD groups and persistent – CH3 groups
were present on the surface after the D2 O half-cycle. Replacing TMA with
D-TMA showed the typical isotope shift in the C-H / C-D stretch mode of the
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– CH3 groups. These experiments established that both the – CH3 and the
– OD groups could be monitored with sub-monolayer sensitivity with BB-SFG
spectroscopy.
The reaction kinetics of the growth mechanism was investigated with BBSFG spectroscopy by monitoring the – CH3 coverage during the H2 O half-cycle.
At high temperatures the reaction during the H2 O half-cycle was fast, removed
all – CH3 groups, and obeyed first-order reaction kinetics. At lower temperatures, the reaction slowed down and persistent – CH3 groups remained on
the surface. The initial sticking probability and the reaction cross section
were quantified. An initial sticking probability S0 = 1 × 10−4 (cross section
σ = 1 × 10−18 cm2 ) was found for the reactions in the H2 O half-cycle at 300 ◦C.
This decreased rapidly with temperature, with a initial sticking probability of
S0 = 1 × 10−6 (cross section σ = 1 × 10−20 cm2 ) at 100 ◦C. For comparison, the
reaction cross section in the TMA half-cycle reported in our previous work
was σ = 6.5 · 10−18 cm2 and independent of temperature.
Both the reaction kinetics and the persistent surface groups could be interpreted in two ways: either two “kinds” of – CH3 exist (e.g. different sites)
leading to different reaction paths or the reaction cross section was coverage
dependent. Both models could describe the data. The coverage dependent
reaction cross sections were determined from the data. From the temperature
dependence of the reaction cross section, an activation energy of 0.27 eV was
found for the reaction in the H2 O half-cycle. This is comparable to what has
been predicted in recent DFT studies (0.25 -0.62 eV). In these DFT studies, a
coverage dependent reactivity is also reported. Furthermore, in the related
process of CVD, such a coverage dependence is also observed. These facts
support the coverage dependent model, making this the preferred model.
The – CH3 coverage was measured with BB-SFG after the TMA and H2 O
half-cycles for deposition temperatures between 100 ◦C and 450 ◦C. The trend
in the – CH3 coverage after the TMA step showed that the self-limiting behavior
in the TMA half-cycle cannot be caused by steric hindrance. The most likely
mechanism responsible for the self-limiting nature in the TMA half-cycle is the
depletion of under-coordinated O atoms. Furthermore, the – CH3 coverage
was quantified in absolute terms and the number of -OH groups consumed
in the chemisorption of a TMA molecule on the surface could be determined
as a function of temperature. It was found that at 100 ◦C TMA chemisorbs
bifunctionally on the -OH groups with one – CH3 group remaining on the
surface after chemisorption. With increasing temperature this increases to 1.5
– CH3 groups remaining on the surface after TMA chemisorption at 250 ◦C.
Possible incorporation of the persistent – CH3 groups into the Al2 O3 films
was studied with XPS. Virtually carbon free films were found when intentionally trying to incorporate – CH3 groups. This result demonstrated that the
persistent – CH3 groups are not incorporated in the film and do not necessarily
lead to carbon impurities.
Overall, these results demonstrate that BB-SFG spectroscopy can be used
to obtain fundamental insight into subtle and intricate elements of the surface chemistry of ALD. The combination of sub-monolayer sensitivity, inher-
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ent surface selectivity, and relatively short acquisition times make BB-SFG
spectroscopy ideally suited for mechanistic studies of ALD processes with
metal-organic reactants.
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7.A Appendix

Literature overview GPC(at)
The GPC(at) data taken from the literature and was summarized in Fig. 7.6 where the
number of Al atoms deposited per cycle per surface area is plotted as a function of
temperature. When Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) data is available,
the GPC(at) is known. For most other methods, the GPC(at) is determined from the
GPC(nm) and the atomic density (Al atoms per volume). In most cases the GPC(nm)
is determined with spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) or X-ray reflectivity (XRR). The
atomic density can be measured with for example XRR. On the other hand, the SE
measurement used to determine the thickness also yields the refractive index. The
density can be estimated from refractive index using the Lorentz-Lorenz or ClausiusMossotti relations. 8,29 In some cases, depending on how the SE measurement was
performed, there can be a strong correlation between the determined thickness and
the refractive index. The data taken from Groner et al. shows an exceptionally high
GPC(nm) and a relatively low refractive index. 2 These two parameters are strongly
correlated in the SE measurement. Our hypothesis is that this correlation mistakenly
lead to the high GPC(nm) and relatively low refractive index. This was compensated
for by assuming the refractive index typically reported for these films and adjusting
the GPC(nm) accordingly keeping the product of the two constant, see Fig. 7.6 (for the
uncorrected data see Fig. 7.18). It is important to note that both the uncorrected and
the corrected data taken from Groner et al. show a strong drop in Al atoms deposited
per cycle with decreasing temperature.

Reaction kinetics: standard models and the rate limiting step
The reaction kinetics observed in the H2 O half-cycle during ALD were compared to
several standard models. Most of these standard models, except most notably the
first order Langmuir model, have a coverage dependent reaction cross section, and
several of these models will be discussed here. 51,52 In some cases a model of the surface

\ GPC (Al atoms nm−2 ) \
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Figure 7.18: All data sets are the same as in Fig. 7.6 except for the GPC(at) from Groner
et al.. 2

chemistry is related to a standard model of the reaction kinetics. For example, adsorption of O2 on Rh(111) can occur by a dissociative reaction (O2 (g)
2 O(ads)) or
non-dissociative reaction (O2 (g)
O2 (ads)). 51,53 When first-order reaction kinetics
are observed, this is evidence for the non-dissociative reaction in the Rh(111) case.
Note that the observation of a certain type of reaction kinetics does not suggest a model
of the surface chemistry by itself. For the reactions during the H2 O half-cycle, there are
no clear cut models beyond the first-order reaction given in Eq. (7.1b). Nevertheless,
it is important to be aware of the standard models and how they relate to the data.
Once a clear model is available, and only then, can any conclusions be drawn from this
comparison. The following standard models for reaction kinetics will be discussed:
• First, second, and third order reaction kinetics (Langmuir adsorption model)
• Second order reaction kinetics of dissociation with mobile dissociation products.
These products can hop to the nearest neighbors.
• Precursor-mediated adsorption, with the gas-phase adsorbent first adsorbing
in a “precursor” state which subsequently can desorb or adsorb.
Even more complex models (with more unknown variables) exist such as the EleyRideal (in short, a gas-phase molecule reacts directly with an adsorbed gas-phase
molecule on the surface) and the Langmuir-Hinshelwood (in short, two gas-phase
molecules absorb and react on the surface) mechanism, 31 but they are only in part
applicable to the growth mechanism of ALD of Al2 O3 . For this discussion it is more
convenient to work with sticking probability S (θ , T ) as a function of surface coverage
θ and temperature T than with the reaction cross section σ(θ , T ). Historically the
standard models are postulated in the context of sticking probability. Often the temperature dependence and the coverage dependence are assumed to be independent,
with S (θ , T ) = AS (θ ) exp(−Ea c t /k B T ) with A the pre-exponential factor and Ea c t the
activation energy of the adsorption.
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The Langmuir models can be described by a sticking probability of, 51,52
S (θ ) = (1 − θ )n

(7.4)

with n the order of the reaction. To include dissociation to z nearest neighbors this is
modified to, 51,52
S (θ ) =

z
(1 − θ )n ,
z −θ

(7.5)

For a precursor-mediated adsorption (precursor as in “state” not in “molecule”), the
sticking probability is given by, 51,52
S (θ ) =

(1 + K )(1 − θ )2
1 + K (1 − θ )2

(7.6)

with K = ka /kd the ratio of the adsorption and desorption rate coefficient. This precursor mediated mechanism can have 2 different activation energies, one for the precursor
state and one for the adsorbent state.
For these models the corresponding saturation curve was calculated by (numerical)
integration, see Fig. 7.19(a). For the Langmuir model with n > 1 a more gradual
decrease in θ with time is observed than an exponential function. However, all curves
have a similar time scale. The Langmuir model including the effect of dissociation
to nearest neighbors (Langmuir-m in the figure) slightly deviates from the Langmuir
model (an exponential decay). The precursor mediated model exhibits a shape quite
similar to first order reaction kinetics. It is important to note that all of these models
have a cross section that varies with surface coverage except for the Langmuir model
with n = 1, see Fig. 7.19(b).
For the model to be viable, it has to explain both the reaction kinetics at low and
high temperatures including the “persistent” – CH3 groups. This means that the model
should accurately reproduce the shape of Fig. 7.12 and Fig. 7.11. Comparing the trends
in the cross section as a function of θ in Fig. 7.19(b) with Fig. 7.12 it is clear that the
precursor mediated model and the Langmuir model taking nearest neighbors effects
into account show an upward trend in the cross section which is not observed in the
experimental data. The standard Langmuir model would describe the data if both the
order of the reaction n and the time constant (not visible due to normalization) varied
with temperature. At high temperatures, the experimental data can be represented
by a first order reaction. The saturation curves and reaction cross section for ALD
below 200 ◦C can be described by a second-order reaction of which the reactivity slows
down with decreasing surface coverage and which is never driven to saturation for
realistic H2 O dose times. As stated before, the observation that the experimental data
can be described by a Langmuir model with a varying reaction order is in itself not a
new insights into the growth mechanism. It is nothing more than a (mathematical)
description of the experimental data.
Another possible mechanism that was ruled out was a change in the rate-limiting
step during the H2 O half-cycle from mass-transport limited to reaction-limited. For
the surface reaction, it is probable that the reaction rate is higher at high temperatures.
Therefore, the consumption of the vapor phase H2 O is larger at high temperatures.
Furthermore, the consumption of vapor phase H2 O is higher at the beginning of a
half-cycle because there are more unreacted – CH3 groups on the surface. This means
that the reactions are more likely mass transport limited at high temperatures and at
the beginning of the half-cycle. If the reactions are indeed mass-transfer limited, this

Normalized reaction cross section

Normalized surface coverage (1)
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Figure 7.19: (a) The trend in the surface coverage θ with time for different models describing the reaction kinetics. Langmuir-m is the Langmuir model taking into account
absorption with dissociation onto nearest neighbors. Prec. Med. is the precursor mediated model. (b) The reaction cross section as a function of surface coverage associated
with the models.
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effectively means that the flux Γ of H2 O was lower than estimated at the beginning of
the H2 O half-cycle at high temperatures.1 Compensating for this effect would skew
the trends in Fig. 7.12 even further. Moreover, the mass-transfer limit can be ruled out
as the rate-limiting step simply on basis of the temperature trend. The mass-transfer
limit does not vary with temperature for a given flux. A strong increase in the reaction
cross section was seen with temperature and therefore the mass-transfer limit cannot
be the rate-limiting step at low temperatures.

1 The flux Γ was calculated using the Hertz-Knudsen equation is inversely proportional to the
p
square root of gas temperature T and proportional with pressure p , i.e. Γ ∝ pT
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Surface chemistry during
atomic-layer deposition of Pt
studied with vibrational
sum-frequency generation
Abstract
The reaction mechanism of Pt atomic-layer deposition (ALD) from MeCpPtMe3 and O2 was
investigated with vibrational broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG) spectroscopy.
This ALD process has been considered a model system for noble metal ALD. However, several
questions remain about the underlying reaction mechanism. For example, it is not clear which
species of hydrocarbon groups are present on the surface during ALD. In this work, direct
evidence for the presence of CH3 groups was found. Moreover, a contribution assigned to
species containing C –
– C bonds was observed. This assignment was confirmed in a series
of experiments exposing different surfaces (Pt and SiO2 ) to either the MeCpPtMe3 precursor
or to CH3 – C5 H7 , a molecule similar to the MeCp ligand. For ALD at 250 ◦C, both the CH3
and the C –
– C groups were observed on the surface after the precursor half-cycle and both
were removed in the subsequent O2 half-cycle. The relative CH3 and C –
– C coverage after
the precursor half-cycle was studied from 80 ◦C up to 300 ◦C. The CH3 coverage showed
a monotonic decrease with temperature whereas the C –
– C coverage was fairly constant.
Furthermore, the reaction kinetics during the precursor half-cycle were studied, revealing that
the saturation of C –
– C groups occurred ∼ 3 times faster than that of the CH3 groups. Both the
temperature trend and the reaction kinetics are evidence of the dehydrogenation of some of
the hydrocarbon species on the Pt surface during ALD.

8
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8.1 Introduction
Ultrathin films or nanoparticles of noble metals have a wide range of (potential) applications because of the chemical stability, catalytic nature, and
high work function of the noble metals. 1–6 Atomic-layer deposition (ALD) is
gaining an increasing interest for the synthesis of these ultrathin films and
nanoparticles because of its unique combination of capabilities. For example, ALD combines sub-nanometer thickness control with the capability to
conformally coat complex 3D structures. 5,7–10
Insight into the growth mechanism of these noble metal ALD processes
is essential for extending the operating conditions or for enabling new applications. For example, once it was understood what was limiting Pt ALD at
low temperatures, it was possible to modify the process by introducing a new
step. 11 This resulted in the capability to deposit high quality material even at
room temperature. 11 Moreover, the insight that these noble metal ALD processes depend on the catalytic nature of the surface for growth was exploited
to make the Pt ALD process area selective. 11 These examples demonstrate
that a fundamental and detailed understanding of the growth mechanism is
paramount in developing these ALD processes further.
A model system for noble-metal ALD is the Pt ALD process using
MeCpPtMe3 as precursor and O2 (g) as co-reactant. As such, the steady-state
growth mechanism of this ALD process has been studied extensively. So far,
the main emphasis has been on investigating the gas-phase reaction products
of this process in detail. 12–16 Figure 8.1 shows the growth mechanism of the Pt
ALD process as reported by Mackus et al. inferred from the gas-phase reaction products combined with insights from the field of surface science and
catalysis. 11 Broadly speaking, at the beginning of the precursor half-cycle the
Pt surface is covered to some extent by adsorbed O. 8,12,17–21 The MeCpPtMe3
precursor adsorbs on this Pt surface and some of the ligands might detach
from the Pt atom. It is possible that some of the ligand undergo a catalytic reaction with the Pt surface. Therefore, the term “fragments” is sometimes used
instead of ligands. Overall, gas-phase CH4 , CO2 , and H2 O are released but the
majority of the precursor fragments remain on the surface as hydrocarbon
species, Cx Hy , after the precursor half-cycle. 12,14,16,21 Even for this prototypical
ALD process, direct evidence of the nature of the surface groups is lacking.
Geyer et al. showed evidence for the presence of a carbonaceous layer after the
precursor half-cycle with photoemission (PE) spectroscopy using synchrotron
radiation. 22 They also showed that the carbonaceous layer was removed in
the subsequent O2 co-reactant half-cycle, however, the exact nature of the
surface groups remained unclear. 22 In the co-reactant half-cycle, the surface is
exposed to O2 (g) which dissociates on the Pt surface and combusts the hydrocarbon species. Moreover, the adsorbed O is replenished after the co-reactant
half-cycle.
Looking more closely at the precursor half-cycle, several key steps can be
discerned. The precursor adsorbs onto the Pt surface and undergoes (partial)
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catalytic fragmentation forming Cx Hy groups on the surface. 12,23 Although
the exact configuration of the Pt and the bonding of the ligands is not known,
this reaction can be summarized as,
MeCpPtMe3 (g)

C x H y (ads) + Pt(s).

(8.1)

The hydrocarbon fragments can dehydrogenate on the catalytic Pt surface, 12,23
C x H y (ads)

C x H y −1 (ads) + H (ads),

(8.2)

increasing the amount of adsorbed H on the surface. The extent to which
this dehydrogenation takes place is not known. For example, it is not clear
if all precursor ligands undergo dehydrogenation reactions. In addition to
the dehydrogenation reaction, the precursor fragments can react with other
adsorbed species. If adsorbed O is present on the Pt surface the hydrocarbons
can “combust” forming the aforementioned CO2 and H2 O. This reaction can
be described by, 12,23
O (ads) + C x H y (ads)

CO2 (g) + H 2 O (g).

(8.3)

Since the nature of the hydrocarbon species is not known, the reactions are
not given as balanced equations. If adsorbed H is present, e.g. formed by
the dehydrogenation reaction, the hydrocarbons can recombine with H(ads)
to a volatile reaction product. So far, the only hydrocarbon observed as a
gas-phase reaction product is CH4 (g). Higher hydrocarbons (including the
MeCp group) have not been observed as a gas-phase reaction product. 12,16,21
The formation of CH4 (g) is the result of the following reaction, 12,23
H (ads) + C x H y (ads)

CH 4 (g).

(8.4)

The reaction kinetics of the gas-phase products show that the formation of
CO2 (g) precedes the formation of CH4 (g) during the precursor exposure. 12
This is in line with the hypothesis that dehydrogenation reactions take place
on the surface (Eq. (8.2)). Quantitatively, ∼9 times more carbon is lost to the
gas-phase as CH4 (g) than to CO2 (g). 12,16 Saturation of the precursor half-cycle
is apparently reached when a carbonaceous layer is formed that blocks further
precursor adsorption. 12,23
For the co-reactant half-cycle, the reaction mechanism relies on the catalytic nature of the Pt surface to dissociate molecular O2 to atomic O, making
the O reactive enough for the combustion of the hydrocarbon species. It was
postulated that at low temperatures this dissociation does not occur when the
carbonaceous layer is present. 12,23 This has been ascribed to the blocking of
the sites needed for dissociation of O2 (g) at low temperatures by the carbonaceous layer, e.g. poisoning of the catalytic Pt surface. 12,23 For the temperatures
at which dissociation does take place, O(ads) is formed and the precursor
fragments are combusted, as described by Eq. (8.3). 12,23 This results again
in gas-phase CO2 (g), and vapor phase H2 O(g). No CH4 (g) or higher hydrocarbons could be observed during the co-reactant half-cycle. Saturation is
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a

b

Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of the growth mechanism of Pt ALD using
MeCpPtMe3 as precursor and O2 as co-reactant as proposed by Mackus et al. (a) At the
start of the precursor half-cycle there is a significantly amount of adsorbed O on the
surface. The precursor adsorbs on the Pt surface. This results in the deposition hydrocarbon species and Pt atoms. These hydrocarbon species are either dehydrogenated,
combusted by O(ads) forming CO2 and H2 O, or released as CH4 (g) to the gas-phase.
(b) During the co-reactant half-cycle, molecular O2 is dissociated on the catalytic Pt
surface forming atomic O. The atomic oxygen combusts the hydrocarbons forming
CO2 and H2 O. Furthermore, a significant amount of O(ads) remains on the surface
after the co-reactant half-cycle. The figure was adapted from Mackus et al.. 23

reached when all the hydrocarbons have been removed from the Pt surface
and O(ads) has been replenished. 12,23
In this work, the surface chemistry of Pt ALD will be studied in more detail
with vibrational broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG) spectroscopy.
BB-SFG spectroscopy is a nonlinear optical technique with sub-monolayer
sensitivity and inherent surface selectivity. Surface groups can be identified
and the (relative) density of surface groups can be determined in-situ during
the ALD process. As such, BB-SFG spectroscopy was used to study the surface
chemistry during ALD of Al2 O3 as discussed in this Thesis. For Pt ALD, the CH
stretch region of the IR spectrum will be probed with BB-SFG spectroscopy
during the ALD process. Both the reaction kinetics during the precursor
half-cycle and the influence of temperature on the surface chemistry will be
studied.

8.2 Sum-frequency generation
In the nonlinear optical process of sum-frequency generation (SFG), two light
beams – with photon energy ħ
h ω1 and ħ
h ω2 – simultaneously interact with mat-
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ter such as surface groups or the bulk of a material. This interaction induces
a polarization P~ (ω1 + ω2 ) in the matter which generates a new beam with a
photon energy ħ
h ωs f g = ħ
h (ω1 + ω2 ). 24 The relation between the polarization
of the material P~ and the strength of the electric field of the two driving beams
E~1 and E~2 is given by,
P~ (ωs f g )

=

¯
ε0 χ̄¯ (2) (ω1 , ω2 ) : E~1 , E~2

with the χ̄¯ (2) tensor describing the second order susceptibility of the material
which is a function of both ω1 and ω2 . From symmetry arguments it can be
shown that the χ̄¯ (2) tensor has to be zero in the bulk of a centrosymmetric
material. In these centrosymmetric materials, no SFG signal is generated. 24
On the other hand, the lower symmetry at a surface or an interface implies
that the SFG process can occur there. 24 This makes SFG spectroscopy inherently surface selective for a centrosymmetric material such as c -Si and most
amorphous materials.
In the case of vibrational SFG spectroscopy, the transitions between vibrational modes of e.g. surface groups are probed. Typical vibrational transitions
have an energy matching photons in the mid-IR part of the spectrum, dictating the choice of photon energy for one of the two beams. For the other beam,
visible light (∼ 800 nm) is typically chosen and consequently the resulting SFG
photons are also situated in the visible part of the spectrum.
In broadband vibrational sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG), a broadband mid-IR pulse of femtosecond duration is mixed with a spectrally narrow visible pulse (typically picosecond). This effectively probes a region
(∼ 200cm−1 ) of the IR spectrum at once without having to change the central
wavelength of the mid-IR laser. The vibrational information is now contained
in the spectral shape of the visible SFG signal. The SFG response at a photon
energy of ħ
h ωs f g can be generated by multiple combinations of photon energy
h ω1 and ħ
ħ
h ω2 contained in the driving beams. The response at ħ
h ωs f g is now
given by,
Z∞
~
P (ωs f g ) = ε0
d ω0 χ̄¯ (2) (ω0 , ωs f g − ω0 ) : E~ (ω0 ), E~ (ωs f g − ω0 ). (8.5)
0

This equation can be simplified if the spectral width of visible beams is narrow compared to the IR beam and the resonances in χ̄¯ . The integral can be
dropped and the spectral response of the visible beam can be neglected, i.e.
I v i s (ω) = I v i s . The intensity I (ωs f g ) of the detected SFG signal can now be
written as,
I (ωs f g ) ∝ |P~ |2 = |ε0 χ̄¯ (2) (ωv i s , ωs f g − ωv i s )|2 I v i s Ii r (ωs f g − ωv i s ).

(8.6)

This means that both the spectral shape of χ̄¯ (2) and that of the IR beam Ii r
determine the shape of the final BB-SFG spectrum.
Equation (8.6) can be used to model the BB-SFG spectra as will be illustrated in Fig. 8.2. The second-order susceptibility can have non-resonant and
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resonant contributions. A non-resonant contribution has an amplitude and
phase that do not vary (strongly) with wavelength (see Fig. 8.2 (a)) and can be
represented as a complex number. Conversely, a resonant contribution has
an amplitude which peaks at a resonant frequency ωr e s (see Fig. 8.2 (a)) and
its phase increases by π rad over the resonance (now shown). The spectral
shape of a resonant contribution in the SFG spectra can be described by,
χ̄¯ r(2)e s (ω) =

ρA exp(i φ)
ω − ωr e s + i Γ

(8.7)

with ρ the density of the surface group associated with the resonance, A
the cross section of the contribution (roughly equal to the absorption cross
section multiplied with the Raman cross section 24,25 ), φ the phase factor of
the resonance, and Γ the spectral broadening of the resonance. The tensorial
nature of χ̄¯ (2) was omitted for brevity. Note that the phase of the resonant
signal is not equal to the phase factor φ, but given by φ − arg(ω − ωr e s + i Γ ).
Figure 8.2 (a) shows an example of the spectral shape χ̄¯ of both a resonant
and a non-resonant contribution. The shape of the mid-IR beam Ii r is a
property of the laser system and a typical shape can be seen in Fig. 8.2 (b). In
the case that both a resonant and a non-resonant contribution are present,
the combined response is a coherent (phase related) superposition of the
two contribution multiplied with the spectral shape of the IR beam Ii r (ωi r ).
Therefore, the difference in phase between the two contributions influences
the superposition. Two cases are illustrated in Fig. 8.2 showing the in-phase
superposition (phase difference φ ∼ 0) in panel (c) and the out-of-phase
superposition (phase difference φ ∼ π) in panel (d). These cases illustrate
how the phase difference between the two contributions can significantly
influence the shape of the BB-SFG spectra and such differences will actually
be observed in the results presented in this work.
The measured BB-SFG spectra have to be deconvoluted by fitting a model
to the data in order to quantify the relative surface coverage ρ of the surface
groups. The spectra were modeled using the approach describe above, where
(2)
(2)
the total response was given by χ̄¯ (2) (ω) = χ̄¯ N R + χ̄¯ r(2)e s (ω), with χ̄¯ N R a real number. The shape of the mid-IR beam was determined by fitting a spectrum
that contained only a non-resonant contribution, e.g. a clean surface. The
central position, broadening, and phase of the resonant contribution were
determined from a spectrum with a strong resonant component and there
parameters were fixed in subsequent fits. Then, the remaining spectra were fitted using a least-squares algorithm varying the amplitude of the non-resonant
and resonant contributions.

(2)
|χSFG
|
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Figure 8.2: The shape of the BB-SFG response is affected by: (a) the spectral shape of
the resonant contribution and a non-resonant contribution. (b) The spectral shape of
the mid-IR beam used in the BB-SFG experiments. (c) The resulting BB-SFG response
of an in-phase superposition of a resonant and a non-resonant contribution. (d) The
same for a out-of-phase superposition.
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8.3 Experimental details
Experimental setup
All experiments were performed in a home built ALD chamber. The ALD
chamber was equipped with two turbo-molecular pump (Pfeiffer TMU 261P)
reaching a base pressure below 1 · 10−6 mbar. The MeCpPtMe3 precursor
(Sigma-Aldrich 98% purity) was vapor drawn (precursor temperature 70 ◦C,
line temperature 80 ◦C). The flow of O2 (g) gas was regulated by a needle valve
and both precursor and co-reactant were dosed using ALD valves (Swagelok
34C-A-GDFG-1KT ) driven by a computer controlled electronic relay (National
Instruments 9481). For most experiments the relay is activated for 20 ms,
which opened the ALD valve for the same duration. In some experiments, the
relay was activated for 6 ms to admit just a small amount of precursor into the
ALD chamber. If the relay is activated for a duration approaching the relay
release and bounce time (better than 5 ms and 3 ms respectively), the exact
pulse duration is no longer well defined. During the ALD cycles the chamber
was continuously pumped, with a pressure varying between base pressure and
∼ 1·10−3 mbar (during the O2 (g) pulse). The reactor walls were heated to 80 ◦C
and the Si substrate was heated radiatively with a Boralectric heating element
(GE Advanced Ceramics ACSF0073 HTR1002). A thermocouple (Thermocoax
2ABAc05/1m/TI/FIM.K ) was glued to the back side of the sample with thermal
paste (RS 186-3600). The sample temperature itself was computer controlled
by modulating the power dissipation in the heating element with the measured
temperature as input. This method of temperature control ensures a high
accuracy (within 10 ◦C) which is important as temperature has a significant
effect on the Pt ALD process. 12,26 The substrate was situated such that it can be
studied with both in-situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) and in-situ BB-SFG
spectroscopy. For the in-situ SE measurements a J. A. Woollam Co. M2000U
was used with a NIR extension (0.75-5.0 eV).
The BB-SFG setup was home built and consisted of a 90 fs solid-state laser
system (Spectra-Physics) to generate the visible 795 nm beam and the tunable
mid-IR beam operating around 3 µm. The BB-SFG signal was detected with a
liquid nitrogen cooled back-thinned CCD camera (Princeton Instruments Spec10). For the Pt surfaces, p -polarized visible and mid-IR light was used to drive
the SFG process. The p -polarized component of the SFG light was selected
for detection using a polarizer (Thorlabs GL10A). Using the upper case letter
P for the SFG light, this is denoted as the P p p polarization combination (i.e.
going from high to low photon energy). The P p p polarization combination is
the only combination allowed on the Pt surface due to the conductive nature
of the film. For the SiO2 surface the S s p polarization combination was used
since it is known to yield the strongest signals for e.g. CH3 groups. 27 A more
detailed description of the experimental setup is given in our earlier work. 28
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Sample preparation
For both the BB-SFG and the SE experiments, two surfaces were studied: a Pt
surface of a closed Pt film and a SiO2 surface. Because of differences in the
analysis techniques, slightly different samples were required.
For the SE measurements, the substrate consisted of a 2 inch Si(100) wafer.
For the experiments on the SiO2 surface, a 350 nm SiO2 film was grown on top
of the substrate by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PE-CVD).
This specific thickness was chosen for the best optical contrast for the SE
measurement. For the experiments on the Pt surface, a second sample was
prepared with the same procedure after which a ∼ 30 nm Pt film was deposited
on top of the SiO2 film.
For the BB-SFG experiments, the substrate also consisted of a 2 inch Si(100)
wafer. For the experiments on the SiO2 surface, a ∼ 90 nm SiO2 film was grown
on top of the substrate with PE-CVD. This specific SiO2 thickness yields the
strongest SFG signals for experiments on a Si substrate. For the experiments
on the Pt surface, the SiO2 layer was omitted and a thick Pt film was directly
grown on top of the Si substrate. No optical enhancement of the SFG signal
could be gained by adding a SiO2 layer.

8.4 Results and discussion
Characterization of the ALD process with in-situ spectroscopic
ellipsometry
The Pt ALD process at 250 ◦C was characterized using in-situ SE. Figure 8.3
shows the thickness of the Pt film as a function of the number of ALD cycles
for two different starting surfaces: a SiO2 and Pt surface. Immediate growth
was observed on the Pt surface with a growth-per-cycle (GPC) of ∼ 0.6 Å,
in line with the GPC reported in literature. 26 The growth on the SiO2 surface
showed a nucleation delay of ∼ 100 ALD cycles after which steady-state growth
was observed, again in line with what is reported for this ALD process in the
literature. 15
The influence of the precursor and co-reactant exposure on the GPC was investigated for steady-state growth on a thick Pt film. Saturation of the GPC was
observed for a precursor exposure > 10 ms (see inset Fig. 8.3) and a co-reactant
exposure > 20 ms (not shown). A pump down step of 45 s was performed
after the precursor half-cycle and a pump down step of 30 s was used for the
co-reactant half-cycle. The relatively long pump down steps were used to
mimic the conditions under which the BB-SFG spectra would be collected.
For this ALD process, typically a pump down or purge step in the order of 5
seconds is sufficient for either half-cycle. 12,15,23,26
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Figure 8.3: Thickness of the Pt film as a function of the number of ALD cycles measured
with in-situ SE for ALD performed at 250 ◦C for two different starting surfaces: Pt and
SiO2 . The inset shows the saturation of the GPC of the precursor half-cycle for steadystate growth.

BB-SFG spectra per half-cycle on Pt
The C-H stretch region was probed with BB-SFG spectroscopy during the
steady-state growth of Pt ALD at 250 ◦C on a thick Pt film. Before recording
the spectra, 5 Pt ALD cycles were performed to ensure steady state growth.
Subsequently, the precursor was dosed, the reactor pumped down, and a
BB-SFG spectrum was recorded. The same procedure was used for the coreactant half-cycle. Figure 8.4 shows the BB-SFG spectra of the C-H stretch
region recorded after the precursor and co-reactant half-cycle. The BB-SFG
spectrum recorded after the O2 half-cycle shows a single broad feature. The
shape of this feature is typical for a non-resonant contribution probed with
BB-SFG spectroscopy and its shape is related to the spectral shape of the
mid-IR beam used in the experiment. To some extent, all metals have a nonresonant response. Therefore, this non-resonant contribution was assigned to
the (thick) Pt film itself. 24 In the BB-SFG spectrum recorded after the precursor
half-cycle, a large increase in the non-resonant contribution was observed.
Moreover, a “dip” appeared in the spectrum. The overall shape is characteristic
for the out-of-phase superposition of a resonant contribution and a nonresonant contribution (see also Fig. 8.2). The spectrum recorded after the
precursor half-cycle was fitted and the spectral position of the resonant feature
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was found to be 2950 cm−1 . This is in agreement with the position reported
for the C-H stretch mode of both the – CH3 groups of the MeCp ligand and
CH3 (ads) groups on a Pt surface. 29,30 Because the C-H stretch mode of both
types of CH3 groups overlaps, it was not possible to differentiate between the
two. From this point on, both these groups will be referred to as CH3 (ads). The
H in the cyclopentadienyl ring (C5 H4 ) gives rise to a C-H stretch resonance
which is situated at higher wavenumbers. Comparing the gas-phase IR spectra
of cyclopentane, cyclopentene, and cyclopentadiene – see also supporting
information – clearly shows that the C – H stretch mode of the CH1 groups
is situated around ∼3100 cm−1 (not observed). 16,29 The increase in the nonresonant contribution in Fig. 8.4 was assigned to C – C bonds deposited on
the surface during the precursor half-cycle which will be justified in the next
section.
From the spectra in Fig. 8.4 the following conclusions about the surface
chemistry of the Pt ALD process at 250 ◦C can be drawn: Not all precursor
ligands undergo dehydrogenation on the surface and a significant amount of
CH3 groups remain on the surface as either – CH3 groups attached to the Pt
surface or attached to the Cp ring. During the precursor half-cycle both the
CH3 (ads) groups and the C – C groups appear on the surface and these groups
are removed in the subsequent co-reactant half-cycle.
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Figure 8.4: BB-SFG spectra of the C-H stretch region recorded at the end of the precursor (MeCpPtMe3 ) and co-reactant (O2 ) half-cycles during ALD at 250◦C. Dosing
the precursor resulted in an increase in the broad, i.e. “non-resonant”, feature with a
out-of-phase resonant feature at 2950 cm−1 superimposed on it.
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Interpretation of the non-resonant signals
Two different types of non-resonant signals were encountered: the nonresonant signal of a clean Pt surface after the co-reactant half-cycle and the
change in this signal after the precursor half-cycle. The interpretation of the
non-resonant signal after the co-reactant half-cycle was straightforward and
the signal was attributed to the Pt metal itself. The cause of the change in
the amplitude of the non-resonant contribution between the precursor and
co-reactant half-cycle was less apparent and needs clarification. This change
cannot be related to a change in the amount of Pt. The amount of Pt probed
by BB-SFG is not changing since only the top part of the film was probed. Nor
would it explain the decrease in the non-resonant signal after the co-reactant
half-cycle since Pt is only added and not removed. The most likely causes of
this change in the strength of the non-resonant contribution are: (1) A change
in the Pt surface itself such as oxidation and reduction. (2) A precursor ligand
or fragment which is added to and removed from the surface every ALD cycle.
To test if the effect is solely caused by the Pt surface (cause (1)), the same ALD
process was performed on a SiO2 surface. Unlike the Pt film, the SiO2 cannot
be oxidized by O2 (g) and it is unlikely that it is reduced by the precursor. It is
also less likely that the precursor ligands, such as the Cp ring, will undergo
structural changes due to the adsorption on the SiO2 surface. Figure 8.5 shows
BB-SFG spectra recorded before and after the SiO2 surface was exposed to the
precursor. Similar to the observations on the Pt surface, dosing the precursor
on the SiO2 surface resulted in an increase in the non-resonant contribution.
Because the changing component of the non-resonant contribution was observed for both the Pt and the SiO2 surface, it is not unique to the Pt surface
and has to be related to (a part of) the precursor itself. Moreover, instead of the
dip observed on the Pt surface a shoulder appeared at the same position. The
shoulder on the SiO2 surface was caused by the same resonant contribution
assigned to CH3 (ads) which caused the dip in the spectrum recorded on the
Pt surface. The difference between the two cases is that on the Pt surface
the two contributions are out-of-phase whereas on the SiO2 surface they are
in-phase. The observation of the same resonant signal on both the Pt surface
and the SiO2 surface is additional proof for its assignment to the CH3 (ads)
groups. It is unlikely that either the CH3 or the MeCp ligand are altered upon
chemisorption on the SiO2 surface.
The methylcyclopentadienyl (C5 H4 CH3 – ) ligand of the precursor warrants
further investigation. The MeCp ligand might be the cause of the change in
the non-resonant signal. The MeCp ligand or its fragments are deposited
on the Pt surface in the precursor half-cycle and removed in the co-reactant
half-cycle; in line with the appearance and disappearance of the non-resonant
contribution on both the Pt and the SiO2 surface. To test if the change in the
non-resonant signal is caused by the MeCp ligand in the precursor, the state of
the surface resulting from the adsorption of the MeCp ligand after precursor
chemisorption has to be mimicked. Ideally, one would dose the MeCp ligand
onto the Pt and the SiO2 surfaces. However, the neutral form of the ligand
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Figure 8.5: BB-SFG spectra of a SiO2 surface at 80 ◦C before and after exposure to the Pt
precursor using the Ssp polarization combination. The increase of the “non-resonant”
contribution (broad feature) and the appearance of the “resonant” feature (shoulder)
occur due to precursor exposure.

methylcyclopentadiene (C5 H5 CH3 ) was not suitable for this purpose since it
only exists as a dimer. On the other hand, 1-methylcyclopentene (C5 H7 CH3 ) is
stable in the gas-phase and is still quite similar to the methylcyclopentadienyl
ligand (it has 3 additional H atoms resulting in only 1 instead of 2 C – C bonds).
Furthermore, it adsorbs onto the SiO2 and the Pt surface at all temperatures
relevant for this work. 31 From this point on, the methylcyclopentene molecule
will be referred to as “Me – C5 H7 ” to differentiate it from the MeCp ligand of
the precursor. The Me – C5 H7 molecule was dosed onto two surfaces: a Pt
surface and a SiO2 surface both at 80 ◦C. Figure 8.6 shows the BB-SFG spectra
recorded before and after the two surfaces were exposure to the Me – C5 H7
molecule. On both surfaces, an increase in the non-resonant contribution was
observed after exposing the surface to the Me – C5 H7 molecule. At the same
time, the dip / shoulder related to the CH3 (ads) groups appeared on both
surfaces. Again, the resonant contribution is in-phase with the non-resonant
contribution on the SiO2 surface and out-of-phase on the Pt surface, mirroring
the modeled spectra shown in Fig. 8.2. The similarity of the results for both the
MeCpPtMe3 precursor and the Me – C5 H7 molecule on both surfaces strongly
suggests that the cause of the changing non-resonant background is due to
the MeCp ligand of the precursor. The MeCp ligand consists of two parts: the
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Figure 8.6: A comparison of the BB-SFG spectra probing the C-H stretch region on a
SiO2 and a Pt substrate at 80 ◦C exposed to Me – C5 H7 . Both spectra are very similar to
those obtained with the Pt precursor, MeCpPtMe3 , on both Pt and SiO2 as can be seen
in Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5.

CH3 group and the Cp ring. It is not expected that the CH3 groups (present in
both the precursor and Me – C5 H7 molecule) are the cause of the change of the
non-resonant contribution. Such an effect was not observed in, for example,
thermal ALD of Al2 O3 using Al(CH3 )3 and H2 O. 32 This leaves the Cp ring as
the likely origin of the change in the non-resonant contribution. On the SiO2
surface it is quite likely that the Cp ring remains unchanged after adsorption.
However, on the Pt surface the Cp ring might undergo structural changes due
to the catalytic nature of the Pt. From the similarity in the shape, position, or
amplitude between the spectra no conclusions can be drawn about the state
of the ring because it concerns a non-resonant contribution. Whether the ring
has undergone ring-opening or not, in both cases unsaturated carbon-carbon
bonds are present that are known for their large non-linear response. 24,33 This
has led us to assign the changing part of the non-resonant contribution to
C – C bonds present in the MeCpPtMe3 precursor and the Me – C5 H7 molecule.
Hence, the changing non-resonant contribution could be seen as an indication
that groups with C – C bonds are present on the surface, not necessarily in the
form of Cp.
An additional check was performed using the Me – C5 H7 molecule to confirm the non-resonant nature of C – C contribution. If the broad feature is a
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Figure 8.7: BB-SFG response of the Pt surface before and after Me – C5 H7 exposure in
a part of the spectrum in which no “resonant” contributions are expected. Exposing
the Pt surface to Me – C5 H7 also results in a significant increase in the amplitude of the
“non-resonant” SFG signal in this part of the IR spectrum. This demonstrates that the
“non-resonant” contributions is spectrally broad and spans at least from 3100 cm−1
till 2650 cm−1 . Note that the spectral shape reflects the spectral shape of the driving
mid-IR beam which is also typical for a “non-resonant” contribution.

true non-resonant contribution the same response should be observed over a
wide spectral range. Figure 8.7 shows the BB-SFG response around 2700 cm−1
with spectra recorded before and after exposing the Pt surface to the Me – C5 H7
molecule. Apart from the resonant CH3 (ads) contribution, the same behavior
was observed in this part of the spectrum as was observed in the C-H stretch
region: An increase in the non-resonant contribution was evident after dosing
the Me – C5 H7 molecule on the Pt surface. This means that the non-resonant
contribution is present from <2650 cm−1 to >3100 cm−1 .

Surface termination as a function of temperature
The surface termination after the precursor half-cycle was studied with BBSFG spectroscopy for temperatures ranging between 80 ◦C and 300 ◦C. For
each temperature, the Pt surface was cleaned at high temperature (∼ 300 ◦C)
with a long O2 (g) exposure. Then the sample was allowed to cool down to the
appropriate temperature, exposed to precursor, and a BB-SFG spectrum was
recorded. Figure 8.8 shows the BB-SFG spectra recorded after the precursor
half-cycle at the different temperatures. All of the spectra show the typical
shape indicative of precursor absorption with the coherent superposition of a
resonant signal related to the CH3 (ads) groups and the non-resonant signal
related to the C – C groups. The strength of the CH3 (ads) signal gradually
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decreases with temperature, while the C – C signal remains relatively constant.
Figure 8.9 shows the relative CH3 (ads) and C – C coverage as a function of
temperature obtained from the fit to the spectra in Fig. 8.8. From 80 ◦C up to
300 ◦C a monotonic decrease in CH3 (ads) coverage was observed while the
C – C coverage was fairly constant.
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Figure 8.8: BB-SFG spectra obtained after precursor dose on a thick Pt film for a
substrate temperature ranging from 80 up to 300 ◦C. The dashed lines are the fits to
the data.

Figure 8.8 and Fig. 8.9 show that the MeCpPtMe3 precursor adsorbs on the
surface at temperatures ranging from 80 ◦C up to 300 ◦C. Therefore, precursor
absorption is not the limiting step at low temperatures. This is in line with
the observation that the related plasma ALD process for Pt, using the same
precursor, has been demonstrated to work at temperatures as low as room
temperature. 11 The decreasing CH3 (ads) coverage with increasing temperature, observed in Fig. 8.9, might suggest a more efficient dehydrogenation of
CH3 (ads) at higher temperatures. This observation is in line with the trend reported in surface science for the dehydrogenation of CH3 adsorbed on Pt(111)
and Pt(110) into CH1 . 34–36
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Figure 8.9: The trend in the relative coverage of the CH3 (ads) (either bonded to Pt
or to the Cp ring) and C – C groups with temperature. This data was obtained from
a fit of the BB-SFG spectra in Fig. 8.8 and normalized to the coverage at the lowest
temperature.

Reaction kinetics during the precursor half-cycle
The reaction kinetics of the precursor half-cycle of ALD at 250 ◦C was studied to
reveal is the surface chemistry changes during the precursor adsorption. The
Pt surface was prepared by performing five ALD cycles to ensure steady-state
growth. After the O2 (g) half-cycle of the fifth ALD cycle, a BB-SFG spectrum
was recorded. To study the reaction kinetics, instead of dosing one longer
precursor exposure, multiple short exposures were performed. The SE measurements showed that a single ∼ 10 ms precursor exposure was sufficient
for saturation. Therefore, using the standard ≥ 10 ms pulses did not yield
enough insight into the reaction kinetics. By activating the electronic relay
which was driving the ALD valve for 6 ms, a small amount of precursor was
allowed to enter the ALD chamber. This was estimated to be equivalent to a ∼1
ms exposure judging from the number of pulses needed to reach saturation.
After 11 of these “short” exposures, two 20 ms exposures were performed. The
first of the 20 ms exposures was intended to ensure saturation. The second
20 ms exposure should confirm saturation and provide an indication of measurement uncertainty. After each precursor exposure, a BB-SFG spectrum
was collected, resulting in the spectra shown in Fig. 8.10. Quantifying the
relative CH3 (ads) and C – C coverage by fitting the spectra in Fig. 8.10 resulted
in Fig. 8.11. Both the CH3 (ads) and the C – C coverage increased gradually with
precursor exposure. Comparing the C – C coverage after the first 11 exposures
with the coverage of the two long exposures did indeed confirm saturation.
The CH3 (ads) coverage did not yet reach saturation after the 11 short expo-
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sure. It is peculiar that the two contributions show a difference in saturation
behavior and this points towards a complex reaction mechanism.
The trends in the CH3 (ads) and C – C coverage, shown in Fig. 8.11, were
modeled assuming first-order reaction kinetics although this is obviously an
oversimplification. Both data sets were fitted with an single exponential function (1 − exp(−t /τ)), shown as the solid lines in Fig. 8.11. The time constants
obtained from this fit were τ = 4 ms for the C – C contribution and τ = 13 ms
to the CH3 (ads) contribution. Because the exposure time for the first 11 data
points has a large uncertainty, the absolute value of these time constants is
not reliable. However, the ratio of the time constants is not affected by this
effect and the C – C contribution reached saturation roughly ∼ 3 times faster
than the CH3 (abs) contribution.
As stated, describing the reactions as first-order is an oversimplification.
The reaction kinetics of the Pt ALD process are very likely more complex. Not
only are there multiple competing reaction paths (see Eq. (8.2), Eq. (8.3), and
Eq. (8.4)), it is also already known that the most prominent reaction path
changes during the precursor half-cycle since more CO2 is formed at the beginning of the half-cycle due to the depletion of O adsorbed on the surface.
On top of that, the build up of the hydrocarbon species including the CH3 (ads)
groups are very likely to change the chemistry near saturation. 37,38 These effects are probably for a large part responsible for the discrepancies between
the modeled first-order reaction kinetics and the data. The peculiar observation that the CH3 (ads) buildup is slower than the C – C buildup suggests
that initially most of the precursor ligands undergo dehydrogenation or combustion and that these reaction paths are quenched near saturation. This
would be in agreement with the quenched dehydrogenation on Pt(111) of e.g.
cyclopentene at high surface coverages. 37,38
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Figure 8.10: BB-SFG spectra of the C-H stretch region obtained for sequential precursor
exposures revealing the reaction kinetics during ALD at 250 ◦C. Each spectrum has
been offset for clarity, the dashed lines are fits to the data.
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Figure 8.11: The trends in the relative coverage of the CH3 (ads) (either bonded to Pt or
to the Cp ring) and C – C groups obtained from fits in Fig. 8.10. The effective exposure
time for the data points below 11 ms were estimated. The last two exposures had a
duration of 20 ms. The solid lines are first-order reaction kinetics fitted to the data.
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8.5 Discussion of the reaction mechanism
The insights obtained in this work lead to a new insights into the growth
mechanism of Pt ALD using MeCpPtMe3 as precursor and O2 as co-reactant.
This refined mechanism is shown graphically in Fig. 8.12.
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Figure 8.12: The key features of the reaction mechanism of Pt ALD using MeCpPtMe3
and O2 (g) as precursor and co-reactant, respectively. At the beginning of the Pt halfcycle, there is a significant amount of atomic O adsorb on the Pt surface. (a1) The
MeCpPtMe3 precursor adsorbs on this surface. (a2) Some of the ligands are combusted
to CO2 (g) and H2 O(g) by the adsorbed atomic O. Other ligands either remain intact or
dehydrogenate to form adsorbed Cx Hy and H. (a3) Some of the fragments recombine
with adsorbed H on the surface to form CH4 (g). In the co-reactant half-cycle, molecular
O2 (g) dissociates on the catalytic Pt surface and reacts with the remaining hydrocarbons groups forming CO2 (g) and H2 O(g). Furthermore, the surface is saturated with
atomic O adsorbed on the surface.

In the precursor half-cycle, the MeCpPtMe3 molecule absorbs onto the
surface and might fragment. Some of the precursor ligands may undergo
dehydrogenation. However, CH3 (ads) groups were observed during and after
the precursor half-cycle. Therefore it has become clear that not all precursor
ligands undergo dehydrogenation and that CH3 and C=C groups remain on
the surface. The reaction kinetics of the CH3 (ads) and C – C groups on the
surface during the precursor half-cycle emphasize that the reaction mechanism is quite complex. Multiple reactions compete for the same hydrocarbon
species on the surface and the balance between these reactions changes dur-
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ing the precursor half-cycle. The relative coverage of the CH3 (ads) groups
decreases with increasing temperature, while the relative coverage of the C – C
groups remains constant. This observation is in line with a more efficient
dehydrogenation reported in the surface science literature for Pt(111) and
Pt(110) at higher temperatures.
During the co-reactant half-cycle, molecular O2 (g) gas is dissociated on
the Pt surface. At low temperatures (< 200 ◦C) this dissociation does not occur
when the carbonaceous layer is present, i.e. multiple cycles of ALD are not
possible. Both the CH3 (ads) and C – C groups are removed from the surface at
sufficiently high temperatures. Absorbed O remains on the surface which is
consumed in the subsequent precursor half-cycle.

8.6 Conclusion
The reaction mechanism of Pt ALD using MeCpPtMe3 and O2 (g) gas was investigated with BB-SFG spectroscopy. Direct evidence for the presence of
CH3 (ads) on the surface after the precursor exposure was presented. This
indicated that not all precursor ligands undergo dehydrogenation reactions.
The precursor also induced a change in the non-resonant contribution of
the BB-SFG signal which was investigated further. It was deduced that this
change in the non-resonant signal originated from precursor fragments containing C – C bonds by a series of experiments exposing either a SiO2 or a Pt
surface to the MeCpPtMe3 precursor or the Me – C5 H7 molecule. The reaction
kinetics and the temperature dependence of the surface species during the
precursor half-cycle were also studied with BB-SFG. This provided a more
detailed picture of the reactions occurring during the precursor half-cycle and
illustrated the complexity of this growth mechanism. Furthermore, this work
demonstrates the viability of BB-SFG spectroscopy for studying the steadystate growth mechanism of the noble metal ALD processes.
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Trend in the CH stretch modes of Cp molecules

Absorbance

Different species of Cp rings exist which are hydrogenated in various degrees which
influences the spectral response of these molecules in the mid-IR part of the spectrum.
Here, we will focus on the CH stretching modes of these molecules. The spectral response of the fully hydrogenated Cp ring cyclopentane (C5 H10 ) which has only CH2
groups, only shows the CH2 stretch modes. For this Cp ring, all stretch modes are below
3000 cm−1 . For Cp rings which have double bonds and therefore are hydrogenated
to a lesser degree, also CH1 groups are part of the ring. Because of the more rigid
backbonding of these CH1 groups the CH stretch mode shifts to above 3000 cm−1 . This
is illustrated in Fig. 8.13 which shows the gas-phase absorbance in the C-H stretch
region for a series of Cp rings. The feature above 3000 cm−1 only appears for Cp rings
which are not fully hydrogenated. The ratio between the intensity of the CH2 modes
below 3000 cm−1 and CH1 modes above 3000 cm−1 increases going from cyclopentadiene (C5 H6 ) going to cyclopentane (C5 H10 ). For comparison 1-methylcyclopentene
(CH3 – C5 H7 ) is also included in the figure. The Pt precursor MeCpPtMe3 has a Cp ring
with 4 hydrogen atoms and a CH3 group attached to it. Hence, it will show similarities
to cyclopentadiene and 1-methylcyclopentene.
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Figure 8.13: Gas phase absorbance spectra of the CH stretch region for 3 different Cp
rings with a varying number of H atoms and a Cp ring with a methyl groups. For the
molecule with only CH2 groups, the CH1 stretch mode at 3060 cm−1 is absent. All other
molecules have 1 or more CH1 groups and show this mode. Data taken from NIST. 29
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Conclusion and Outlook
9.1 Conclusion
The work described in this dissertation focused on the growth mechanism of
atomic-layer deposition (ALD) of ultrathin films. The main goal was to gain a
fundamental understanding of ALD by studying the surface chemistry using
BB-SFG spectroscopy. As part of this work, an ex-situ and an in-situ BB-SFG
setup were designed and built. This design was documented in this dissertation and it has lead to the identification of several practical considerations
which should be kept in mind when using BB-SFG spectroscopy to study the
surface chemistry during ALD.
The prototypical process of ALD of Al2 O3 was studied with BB-SFG spectroscopy. The – CH3 and – OH groups, ruling the surface chemistry of Al2 O3
ALD, could be measured with sub-monolayer sensitivity. The growth mechanism and surface chemistry of the steady-state growth of Al2 O3 ALD has
already been studied extensively. However, several questions remained which
were addressed in this work resulting in the following insights:
• The initial sticking probabilities S0T M A for TMA and S0H 2O for H2 O were
determined. For TMA, a S0T M A = 4·10−3 was found that was independent
of temperature but for H2 O the initial sticking probability ranged from
S0H 2O = 2 · 10−5 at 100 ◦C to S0H 2O = 4 · 10−4 at 300 ◦C.
• The – CH3 coverage after the TMA half-cycle ranged from 6 · 1014 cm−2
at 100 ◦C and decreased to 4 · 1014 cm−2 at 400 ◦C.
• The decrease in the GPC at low temperatures was shown to be caused
by persistent – CH3 groups present on the surface. It was found that at
low temperatures, H2 O is no longer reactive enough to remove all – CH3
groups in each cycle, resulting in the so far overlooked persistent – CH3
groups.
Several other fundamental aspects of the growth mechanism of Al2 O3 ALD
were investigated as well, including topics such as: the kinetics of the ALD
reactions, the self-limiting nature of the precursor half-cycle, and the bonding
of the precursor to the surface.
The changes in the surface chemistry during the initial growth of Al2 O3
ALD on SiO2 and H terminated Si(111) were investigated on a half-cycle basis.

9
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The subtle differences that were found in the surface chemistry reflected the
commonly observed differences in the initial growth of Al2 O3 ALD on these
ubiquitous starting surfaces. The key results were:
• TMA shows a reduced reactivity in the first precursor half-cycle on the
SiO2 starting surface. All subsequent half-cycles show behavior similar
to steady-state growth.
• The sticking probability for TMA during the first ALD cycle is a factor
of 4 lower on SiO2 and a factor of 2 lower on H terminated Si(111) than
during steady-state growth.
The steady-state growth of Pt ALD was also studied with BB-SFG spectroscopy. So far, the surface chemistry of this prototypical ALD process has
not been studied directly and the exact nature of the hydrocarbon surface
groups was not known. Key achievements include:
• Direct experimental evidence was found for the presence of – CH3
groups on the surface after the precursor half-cycle.
• The temperature trend in the – CH3 coverage after the precursor halfcycle and the reaction kinetics during the precursor half-cycle point to
dehydrogenation of the hydrocarbon groups, confirming a hypothesis
posed in earlier works.
To summarize, these findings demonstrate the unique flexibility and capability of BB-SFG spectroscopy as an analysis technique for the surface chemistry during ALD. It is excellently suited for initial growth studies and for following the reaction kinetics and can be used on a wide range of substrates.
Especially qualitative and quantitative studies during initial growth might
prove fruitful for novel development such as area selective ALD and ALD of
ternary or doped materials. Moreover, the concept of persistent surface groups
during ALD probably applies to other (more complex) ALD processes. As a
matter of fact, several surprisingly complex mechanisms were encountered in
these prototypical ALD processes. This indicates that ALD processes, which
are often sketched and thought of as a single elementary reactions per halfcycle, are often oversimplified. In most cases, more complex mechanisms are
at play.

9.2 Outlook
Although there are many issues that could be tackled with BB-SFG spectroscopy in the field of ALD, a topic which stands out is the surface chemistry
during the initial growth. By definition, the surface chemistry changes from
cycle-to-cycle during initial growth and this problem can only be tackled with
a handful of analysis techniques. At the same time, initial growth becomes
more relevant due to several trends including further reduction of layer thickness, area selective ALD, and ALD of more complex materials, including 2D
materials.
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What is lacking so far in most in-situ IR based analysis techniques (including BB-SFG spectroscopy) is sub-monolayer sensitivity at low wavenumbers
(100 - 1000 cm1 ). Stretch modes of a bond consisting of a heavy atom with
a light atom, such as the – CH3 and Si – H groups investigated in this work,
provide relatively little information about the backbonding of those groups.
This also holds to a certain degree for bending modes of the same groups.
The bonds most interesting for mechanistic studies are those between “heavy”
atoms such as Si, O, C, Al, Pt. Probing the vibrational modes of these bonds
would yield a wealth of information on which species are present on the surface and how these species are bonded. However, the vibrational modes of
such bonds are situated at low wavenumbers and hard or even impossible to
measure. At the moment, these experiments are not possible due to the lack of
laser systems covering this wavelength. However, through the progression of
laser technology and the innovation in the field of non-linear optical crystals,
generation of strong tunable broadband far infrared pulses should become
(commercially) available in the (near) future.
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Summary
Sum-Frequency Generation Study of the Surface
Chemistry During Atomic Layer Deposition
Atomic-layer deposition (ALD) is a state-of-the-art technique for the synthesis
of ultrathin films. A key selling point of ALD is its unique capability to deposit
highly uniform and conformal films with sub-nanometer thickness control.
As such, ALD is an enabling step in the fabrication of nano-electronic components in devices such as logic and memory chips. In the process of ALD,
material is deposited by a sequence of two or more self-limiting surface reactions. These self-limiting surface reactions rule the growth during ALD and
lend the process many of its unique properties. A fundamental understanding
of the growth mechanism of ALD is needed to keep up with the ever increasing
requirements from industry. Therefore, in-situ analysis techniques capable of
monitoring the surface chemistry during ALD are vital.
In this dissertation, the surface chemistry of ALD was studied by broadband sum-frequency generation (BB-SFG) spectroscopy. BB-SFG spectroscopy originates from the field of surface science and probes the vibrational
transitions of surface groups. It is uniquely suited to monitor the surface chemistry due to its inherent surface selectivity and sub-monolayer sensitivity. In
this work, BB-SFG spectroscopy was used to study the surface chemistry during ALD for the first time. A BB-SFG spectroscopy setup was designed and built.
Several limitations and practical considerations were identified during this
process. For example, the BB-SFG signals obtained from the surface groups
during the in-situ studies were extremely weak. The weak BB-SFG signal led to
the fundamental problem that the non-resonant contribution from the silicon
substrate, normally negligible, was dominating the spectral response. This
was mitigated by exploiting two phenomena: Firstly, the BB-SFG signals could
be enhanced using an optical cavity. Secondly, this non-resonant signal could
be suppressed, due to its short decay time, by carefully timing the probing
pulses.
Subsequently, the surface chemistry of the prototypical processes of ALD
of Al2 O3 and ALD of Pt were studied with BB-SFG spectroscopy. The well
understood steady-state growth mechanism of Al2 O3 ALD, using Al(CH3 )3 as
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precursor and H2 O as co-reactant, served as a starting point for assessing the
capabilities of BB-SFG spectroscopy. The – CH3 and – OH surface groups ruling the surface chemistry of this process could be monitored during ALD with
sub-monolayer sensitivity. Although many details of this ALD process have
been studied, several open questions could still be addressed with BB-SFG
spectroscopy. For example, the fundamental mechanism responsible for the
reduced growth at low temperatures was not yet fully understood. In this work
it was found that at low temperatures some of the – CH3 groups are no longer
reactive towards H2 O, i.e. these groups are persistent. These persistent – CH3
groups limit the precursor uptake and therefore the growth. The presence
of persistent groups under certain conditions is expected to be more general.
This was illustrated by others who, as a result of this work, showed that persistent groups also play a key role in ALD of zinc-tin-oxide. Moreover, for the
Al2 O3 ALD process, several other fundamental aspects were addressed such
as the temperature dependence of the absolute – CH3 coverage, the reaction
kinetics, and the sticking probabilities of the precursor and co-reactant.
Next, the surface chemistry during initial growth of ALD of Al2 O3 was
studied on a SiO2 and a H terminated Si(111) starting surface. The reactivity
of the initial TMA half-cycle on the SiO2 surface was found to be a factor of
4 lower than during steady state growth. On the other hand, all subsequent
half-cycles showed behavior similar to that during steady-state growth. On
the H terminated Si(111) surface the reactivity of TMA was found to be a factor
of 2 lower than during steady-state growth. These subtle differences are in
agreement with the commonly observed trends of virtually immediate growth
on these two starting surfaces.
The ALD process of Pt, using MeCpPtMe3 as a precursor and O2 as a coreactant, is seen as a model system for noble-metal ALD. The growth of noble
metals by ALD in general is not completely understood and several questions
about the underlying reaction mechanism remain. For the Pt ALD process, for
example, the species of the hydrocarbon present on the Pt surface was unclear.
With BB-SFG spectroscopy, direct evidence was found for the presence of
– CH3 groups on the Pt surface during ALD. Furthermore, evidence was found
for dehydrogenation of the hydrocarbon groups on the catalytic Pt surface.
This confirmed a hypothesis made in earlier work based upon an analysis of
the gas-phase reaction products and the trends reported in the surface science
literature pertaining to dehydrogenation of hydrocarbon species on Pt.
In conclusion, several new detailed insights into the growth mechanism of
ALD were obtained with BB-SFG spectroscopy. The inherent surface selectivity
of BB-SFG spectroscopy proved to be very valuable in this work and directly
led to the observation of the persistent – CH3 groups. It was also demonstrated
that a range of ALD chemistries on substantially different substrates can be
studied. As such, this work can contribute to the adoption of nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy as a more widely used analysis technique in the field
of ALD. Furthermore, the new insight presented in this work will stimulate a
discussion about some nuances and hidden complexities of film growth by
ALD.
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